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Challenges ahead in phytoplankton ecology lie increasingly within the small scales, spatially and 
temporally, and how the diverse components of the community adapt to biotic and abiotic constraints. 
Despite advances made possible with new instrumentation, still little is known about the distribution of 
phytoplankton assemblages at the meso/submesoscale and at the diel scale. The work presented here 
aims at investigating phytoplankton functional groups at those scales, with a focus on their distribution 
and traits through time and space in different areas, and on the role of environmental factors in shaping 
these distribution patterns. For this purpose, a pulse-shape flow cytometer was used in-situ at high-
frequency, either on-board vessels or at fixed sites, to sample ocean-to-coast gradients, and coastal 
areas. Besides estimating concentrations of the different functional groups, a relationship derived from 
cell scatter helped estimating the biomass represented by each of them, and their average cellular 
biomass. The total biomass of phytoplankton and the individual biomass of optically-defined groups 
varied significantly in relation to water masses and their properties. A refined trait-based approach was 
applied to qualify phytoplankton functional groups from optical features, and the diel variability of 
these optical features was explored. Traits were significantly correlated with several abiotic factors, 
mainly temperature and salinity. Multivariate ordination techniques were applied to cope with the 
amount of data handled and revealed patterns in phytoplankton distribution, significantly tied to 
hydrological features down to the submesoscale. A Cytometric Diversity Index was calculated per 
sample and appeared tied to water mass properties, which determined the abundance of each 
phytoplankton size-classes. Picophytoplankton was found to be most abundant in every location 
(Eastern North Atlantic, Western Mediterranean Sea, North Adriatic) and drove total phytoplankton 
abundance (e.g. accounting for 94.2 ± 4% in the Atlantic), while total biomass was driven by 
nanoeukaryotes (87 ± 6%) and occasionally by microeukaryotes (0% to 58%) and was tied both to 
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there a few months during my first year of Masters, while doing an internship in the same lab I would 
work in later on. Really, the only downside I could think of was the proximity of a gigantic volcano. 
Still, something weirded me out. I could not quite pinpoint what was unconceivable for me back then, 
when considering was stood before me. I knew what Naples was like. I experienced how research – and 
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I would like to thank Cecilia Balestra, for her kind company and her advices, which were extremely 
precious. I also spent many afternoons processing MareChiara samples with Ceci, and her presence was 
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Vincenzo, we started literally at the same time. I still remember the tour given by Raffa on the first day, 
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and we even shared our first research cruise together, as well as a weird trip to Urk. Memorable times! 
This team was a solid one, and thanks to the dedication of everyone, by letting me do every single 
mistake there was to do, I finally learned a bit of Italian: I won’t be able to thank you enough for that 
gift. 
Obviously, other people from the institute are to be included. Florian Kokoszka, for his friendship, the 
deep, passionate, discussions while having coffee, and the help with samplings and data analysis (not 
to mention that Leatherman you sold me – this has been the investment of my life so far). Ennio, our 
“office neighbour”, with whom we shared many coffees and laughters, was also a good advice-giver 
and reassured me many times when I needed it. The statistics employed in this work owe a lot to two 
persons, Bruno Hay-Mele and Tory Hull, who took on their own free time to help me disentangle 
challenging issues. Accordingly, their efforts are to acknowledged and thanked sincerely, for I thought 
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Phytoplankton organisms, together with heterotrophic bacteria, form the basis of marine food 
webs. As primary producers, they partake in producing O2 by consuming CO2 and thus are crucial 
elements of the global carbon cycle. Phytoplankton include all microscopic unicellular planktonic 
organisms performing photosynthesis (Jeffrey 1997a), freely drifting in water, although some are 
capable of relatively reduced movements. Phytoplankton is composed both of prokaryotic organisms 
and eukaryotic organisms (called protists) capable of photosynthesis through chlorophyll-a, and also 
displaying an array of other accessory pigments (Jeffrey et al., 2011). Several species included in 
phytoplankton are capable of mixotrophy, but the major part is dependent on passive assimilation of 
mostly inorganic nutrients found in the water, which are often limiting.  
Phytoplankton organisms are ubiquitous both in freshwater and marine water systems and have been 
estimated to be responsible for around 40 to 45% (Falkowski 1994, Field et al., 1998) of the global 
yearly carbon fixation. They are by far the first primary producers in the ocean, and as such they are 
crucial to any marine ecosystem. This contribution is disproportionate to their contribution to planetary 
photosynthetic biomass (1%), providing a counterexample of what has been observed on land, where 
plants represent around 80 times more biomass. Bar-On et al. (2018) show that, compared to land, the 
oceans have a reversed standing biomass distribution as around 1 Gt C of primary producers support 5 
Gt C of consumer.  
Phytoplankton influence water mass properties, such as nutrient concentrations, turbidity, temperature 
(Frouin and Iacobellis 2002) and light penetration and play a key role in biogeochemical cycles. They 
take part in the so-called “biological pump” by using CO2 through photosynthesis and by sequestrating 
large amounts of organic matter and calcium carbonate into deep sediments (Volk and Hoffert, 1985). 
The global export of carbon from the surface to the mesopelagic layer has been estimated to amount to 
5 to 12 Gt C y-1 (Ciais et al., 2013), and 0.2 Gt C y-1 are stored in deep waters and marine sediments. 
Not all phytoplanktonic cells contribute equally to this process: picophytoplankton has been shown 
instead to partake more in the microbial loop of the surface layer. This is due to (1) the fact that small 
cells are less prone to sink, and (2) the higher amount of grazing and viral lysis affecting this relatively 
abundant part of the community. The so-called “microbial loop” (Azam et al., 1983) describes the 
process of matter recycling performed by heterotrophic bacterioplankton using detrital DOC to sustain 
its productivity (later consumed by flagellates, themselves preyed upon by zooplankton), and takes 
place throughout the water column but even more so in the sunlit layer where picophytoplankton feed 
the loop abundantly, particularly in nutrient-poor surface waters where they dominate. Yet, 
picophytoplankton importance is counter-acted when nano- and micro-phytoplankton provide 
significant amounts of DOC, where they are numerous, and DOC is also yielded by bacteria capable of 
decaying sinking aggregates, rendering it available to other free bacteria as it descends through the 
water column. Microbial degradation of particulate organic matter can therefore act as an Organic 




thought to be the main process responsible for providing dissolved nutrients made available to certain 
phytoplankton in oligotrophic areas. It seems that the microbial loop acts primarily as a sink of organic 
matter because of the many trophic levels involved in it reducing the efficacy of carbon transfer 
upwards, but is thought however to significantly affect oligotrophic systems by accelerating nutrient 
regeneration (Fenchel, 2008). 
The “Paradox of the Plankton” introduced by by Hutchinson (Hutchinson, 1961), points at the disparity 
observed between the numerous planktonic species and the few limiting nutrients usually present, which 
contradicts the competitive exclusion principle (Hardin, 1960) as the water column was thought of as 
an open homogeneous and completely diffusive environment. Indeed, the marine environment is greatly 
compartmented. As more studies try to explain the underlying reasons of this paradox, it appears that 
this is due to a combination of several biotic and abiotic factors, including chaotic oscillations implied 
by a multispecies competition (Huisman and Weissing 1999) or the “Kill the Winner” behaviour of 
predators or parasites (Thingstad, 2000).  The Intermediate Disturbance Hypothesis (IDH, Connell, 
1978) was also considered early on to provide an explanation. The IDH states that, at intermediate levels 
of disturbance of the ecosystem, species diversity should peak. Comparatively, at low disturbance 
levels, the effect of competitive exclusion should lower species’ diversity while at high levels of 
disturbance, mortality would be too high and reduce diversity. However, its applicability for 
phytoplankton has been discussed, notably by Reynolds et al. (1993), who pointed out several 
weaknesses of the IDH hypothesis, amongst which the inherent difficulty to reckon and measure a 
disturbance, or the fact that communities at different development stages will react differently to an 
identical disturbance. Despite those shortcomings, the IDH still stands as a powerful concept linking 
self-organizing communities and external, stochastic forcings, so much so that recent studies are still 
evaluating marine ecosystem changes considering the IDH. Sarker et al. (2018) analysed a long-term 
time-series from the Helgoland Roads station so to test if intermediate disturbances were responsible 
for the increase of phytoplankton diversity. Their findings were in contrast with the IDH prediction, as 
diversity was highest when ecosystem variability was low, highlighting another weakness of the IDH 
lying in the “equal chance hypothesis”: the probability of occurrence of species does vary such as in the 
aforementioned study.  
Since its early days, the study of phytoplankton has been quite reliant on microscopy techniques applied 
on net or bottle samples to unveil its taxonomic diversity. The samples themselves can be observed live, 
on-board a ship shortly after collection, or they can be fixed and stored until analysis in the lab. Counts 
of taxa can be performed by inverted microscopy by trained taxonomists, using for example the 
Utermöhl technique to determine the concentration of each taxon in a sample. Although both optical 
and electron microscopy remain a yardstick for taxonomical assignment of phytoplankton, these 
techniques suffer from time, technical and statistical limitations. Moreover, taxonomical assignment 




biases. Light microscopy, and technical refinements such as Electron or epifluorescence microscopes 
(allowing to count nano- and picoplankton accurately), are still standard sampling and identification 
procedures now complemented with new methods. These new methods offer a higher accuracy for 
counting and classifying phytoplankton, for example molecular methods such as Fluorescence In-Situ 
Hybridization (FISH, Simon et al., 1995) or High Throughput sequencing which raised awareness on 
the so far greatly underestimated hidden diversity (de Vargas et al., 2015). Technical limitations have 
been recently identified with the advent of different instrumentation (such as flow cytometry, see 
further): (1) reliable counts of small nanoplankton and picoplankton cells are tedious or inaccurate at 
best, due to their small size (although epifluorescence microscopy stands as an alternative) and (2) the 
existence of cryptic species, which are essentially morphologically quasi-identical individuals with a 
high genetic disparity (Smayda, 2011), jeopardizes the taxonomic accuracy already impaired, or 
impossible, with the smallest size ranges.  
Characterizing phytoplankton itself is a daunting task, as it covers two domains (Eukarya and Bacteria) 
and a large size-range (less than 1 µm to 1 mm), counts up-to-now roughly 15,000 species (de Vargas 
et al., 2015) including around 4,000 marine ones (Simon et al., 2009). Of those, most are not described 
yet, mostly among the smallest organisms.  Phytoplankton can be further divided into arbitrary size-
classes, the so-called “picophytoplankton” (< 2 µm), “nanophytoplankton” (between 2 µm and 20 µm) 
and “microphytoplankton” (> 20 µm) (Sieburth et al., 1978). Major taxonomical groups most often 
considered are Cyanobacteria, Chlorophyta, Rhodophyta, Ochrophyta, Haptophyta, Cryptophyta, 
Dinoflagellates and Euglenophyta (Tree of Life project, Maddison et al., 2007), although many more 
exist. In Margalef’s Mandala (see further), species (microphytoplanktonic ones) are ordinated following 
their relationship with two environmental drivers – inorganic nutrient concentration and turbulence of 
the water column – reflecting r- and k-strategists species. This dichotomy reflects opposite life strategies 
adopted by species and was first introduced by by MacArthur and Wilson (1967) to describe either 
species with traits promoting short life cycles with many offspring and little parental care (r- strategists), 
or species with traits promoting longer life cycle and few offspring that are more taken care of (k- 
strategists). Another way of looking at phytoplankton species is to distribute them into functional groups 
regardless of their phylogenetic relationships (Padisak et al, 2003b, Padisak et al, 2006 and Padisak et 
al, 2009 for a review), such as was done for the Reynolds’ Functional Groups (RFG, Reynolds et al., 
2002), classifying species in C-, R-, and S- strategists: respectively colonial/invasive species, ruderal 
species, and stress-tolerant ones. For several phytoplankton taxa, traits were attributed in relation to 
their measured tolerance or vulnerabilities to environmental conditions, and they were divided into 
categories, or functional groups, that are most likely to appear in a given range of conditions. Whilst it 
was originally developed for freshwater phytoplankton, this classification has been used for the study 
of marine phytoplankton communities in some cases. The survey of Bonilla et al., (2005) makes use of 




community, showing that C- and R-strategists were selected, primarily by hydrological conditions. 
Using the RFG approach, conditions driving the abundance of phytoplankton in estuarine environments 
were explored by Alves de Souza et al. (2008) in Chilean Fjords and Costa et al. (2009) in a Brazilian 
tropical estuary. In both cases, the authors point out that this approach is more sensitive than the 
traditional taxonomic approach to pinpoint important environmental drivers for the community. The 
RFG was also used to determine the physical drivers that control phytoplankton assemblages filtered 
by oysters on the French coast, and how these varied with time (David et al., 2012). An interesting 
feature of that classification is the finding that species grouped together tend to display similar 
morphologies and/or Surface-to-Volume ratios despite not being genetically similar, demonstrating 
similar adaptive strategies among lineages. In any case, this RFG classification allows to infer 
relationships between environmental drivers and phytoplankton communities allowing to build 
predictions with time-series analysis and to describe their biogeography. This approach is thus 
extremely valuable to combine with other techniques. 
Spectrophotometry and spectrofluorometry have been used since the 1950s to measure concentration 
of chlorophyll-a and phaeopigments in filtered water samples, providing useful first estimation of total 
phytoplankton biomass (Richards & Thompson 1952, and Parsons & Strickland 1963). Moreover, the 
use of in vivo chlorophyll-a fluorescence makes it possible to address phytoplankton biomass at high 
temporal and spatial resolution (Lorenzen, 1966). High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) 
allowed to discriminate amongst phytoplankton functional groups, by separating the different pigments 
and attributing them to taxa by the CHEMTAX method (Mackey et al., 1996). Some instruments make 
it possible to discriminate amongst phytoplankton pigmentary groups in vivo and in situ, such as the 
Fluoroprobe or the AlgaeOnlineAnalyzer (bbe Moldaenke GmbH, Germany). Based on the excitation 
of phytoplankton pigments with selected wavelengths, and the interactions of chlorophyll-a with other 
pigments, the spectral fingerprint allows to measure concentrations of different taxonomic groups (e.g. 
cyanobacteria, cryptophytes) present in the sample. The measurement of photosynthetic performance 
at high-frequency has become possible mainly due to to two techniques: the Fast Repetition Rate 
fluorimeter (FRRf) and the Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM). They both measure rapid emitted light 
of a sample by illuminating it repeatedly with lights of different intensities, providing an estimate of 
photosynthetic rates of phototrophs (Suggett et al., 2003). The PAM measures the modification of 
fluorescence yield with relatively short light pulses, while the FRRf measures the same after a shorter 
and stronger light flash. The latter has been used on moorings or on-board research vessels (Corno et 
al., 2005, Suggett et al., 2006b, Fujiki et al., 2008, Houliez et al., 2017), sometimes included in a Ferry 
Box (Aardema et al., 2018), and it might be the most practical to use in oligotrophic environments 
(Aiken et al., 2011).  
Satellites have been used since the 1980s, to measure remotely parameters of the surface layer of the 




estimatedd as their absorption spectra changes the water colour. The PHYSAT method (Alvain et al., 
2008), thanks to an algorithm taking advantages of recorded optical anomalies, allows to separate and 
measure the abundance of at least 4 PFT, making it possible to fully exploit such large-scale dataset. 
Satellite-sensing allows to observe blooming phenomena from space, and to measure them to a certain 
extent. Based on two types of sensor arrays (SeaWIFS and MODIS) equipping dedicated satellites, it 
has become possible to estimate the temperature, salinity, chlorophyll-a content and even, through 
modelling, primary productivity estimates of surface water masses from spectral remote sensing 
reflectance after atmospheric correction (Mouw et al., 2017). Newer sensors are now available (e.g. 
Sentinel 2 and 3) allowing even more defined spectral separation of pigment groups. Specific algorithms 
have been developed to cope with the inherent issues associated with this technique, allowing to get 
insight into phytoplankton’s functional types by estimating the Particle Size Distribution, 
Phytoplankton Size Classes, or the amount of Non Algal Particles (e.g. the PHYSAT method, see 
Alvain et al., 2008). Those algorithms provide an estimation of several important Optical Phytoplankton 
Groups, which can be assimilated as optically-defined Phytoplankton Functional Types. Turbidity of 
the water column is a major issue for satellite sensing, as it affects water reflectance such that 
estimations are no longer reliable or need different algorithms to be treated (Dall’Olmo et al., 2003). 
Although offshore waters are clear, coastal waters are not, due to the many inputs by which they are 
affected, above all freshwater discharges by rivers or upwelling phenomena. The study of Brewin et al. 
(2011) provides a comparison of different algorithms for estimating Phytoplankton Functional Types 
abundance or Phytoplankton size classes.  
The advent of sequencing technologies in the 2000s, and the reduction of its cost in the 2010s, led to 
the widespread use of genomic data in phytoplankton ecology. In particular, sampling of environmental 
DNA and RNA are valuable sources of ecological information both for metazoans, protozoans, 
phytoplankton, bacteria, archaea and viruses. Environmental sequencing allows for the sampling and 
identification of rare species which make up most of the phytoplanktonic diversity (Ser-Giacomi et al., 
2018), and provides a snapshot of their metabolism. Recent large-scale oceanic surveys allowed to 
sample the planktonic community in previously underexplored marine areas, providing thousands of 
genomic sequences to analyse, often from open-sea environments. The Global Ocean Sampling 
expedition (2004-2006) opened the door for around-the-world surveys by revealing the high prokaryotic 
diversity within and between sites even in offshore waters (Rusch et al., 2007), by using shotgun 
sequencing technology (Anderson, 1981). During the last ten years, successively, the International 
Census of Marine Microbes (Amaral-Zettler et al., 2010), the Malaspina (Duarte 2015) and the Tara-
Oceans (Karsenti et al., 2011) expeditions continued to expand these observations to the global and the 
deep ocean (down to 1000 meters’ depth) and found an even higher unexplored plankton biodiversity.  
De Vargas et al., (2015), analysing the Tara-Oceans dataset, found that phytoplankton communities are 




km. However, the biggest size fractions of phytoplankton are spatially more heterogeneous in terms of 
both taxonomical and functional diversity, hinting at increased dispersal limitations with increased 
sizes. The pico- and nano-plankton were found to be “richer and more homogeneous in taxonomic 
composition” (de Vargas et al., 2015). This stands true in the light of the results obtained by Villar et 
al., (2015) studying phytoplankton dispersal from Indian to Atlantic basins within so-called “Agulhas 
rings”, who found that the biggest size-fractions were filtered-out of the ring early on after their 
formation. At the same time, analyses of pigment ratios showed that phytoplankton communities were 
starkly different between rings and surrounding waters, most likely due to the physical connectivity 
mediated by the rings. 
It has been largely observed that a few species often dominate the phytoplankton biomass when it 
increases (Irigoien et al., 2004). Arguably, most of the phytoplanktonic diversity is owed to a majority 
of rare taxa, seldom identified or even sampled, and most of the time uncultivable with current 
techniques. The study of Ser-Giacomi et al. (2018), found that the spatial abundance distribution of 
those rare taxa followed power-law decay and argued that even though local competition plays a role 
in their geographic distribution, distribution is mainly driven by dispersal motions. This makes the 
sampling of most of the phytoplankton species an overwhelming task: molecular biodiversity data gives 
access to this under sampled part of the community but fails to adequately quantify it, a challenge much 
alike to the Rare Bacterial Biosphere described by Pedròs-Aliò (2012) as the crushing majority of 
bacterial diversity is unknown. In that regard, for marine plankton, high-throughput sequencing 
technologies are promising to establish at least an estimation of the order of magnitude of their taxon 
diversity. Yet, many issues are to be overcome before significant advances can be made: metabarcoding 
suffers from biases due to the use of “versatile primers” which will mostly amplify already abundant 
DNA (such primers for high-resolution markers are scarce), while metagenomics and 
metatranscriptomics methods present limited applicability so far due to sequencing cost and technical 
limitations (such as biobanking management and informatics capacities)  for environmental monitoring 
and may fail to capture rare species (Srivathsan et al., 2015). 
While bulk measurements are used as proxies for average properties of ecosystems including total 
chlorophyll-a, pigmentary groups, photosynthetic parameters and species presence, single-cell or 
single-particle techniques are invaluable to elucidate the composition of populations and to accurately 
represent cell-to-cell variations based on external and internal cell or colony features.  
The first use of flow cytometers for marine microbial ecology is owed to Yentsch et al. (1983), who 
defined the procedure for classifying particles in marine samples, and flow cytometry (FCM) then 
allowed to discover the existence of several of the smallest phytoplankton species. The study of 
Chisholm et al. (1988) characterized Prochlorococcus spp. from marine water samples, while the 




water from the Thau lagoon (France). Zehr et al. (2008) used flow cytometry sorting coupled to 
quantitative polymerase chain reaction for nitrogenase gene sequences to characterize single-celled 
nitrogen-fixing cyanobacteria. Flow cytometers have been used extensively to measure heterotrophic 
bacteria and virus concentrations (with stains) and pico- and nanophytoplankton concentrations from 
water samples. They allow to accurately quantify picoplankton, and to easily distinguish cyanobacteria 
(Prochlorococcus spp., Synechococcus spp., among others) from eukaryotic picoplanktonic cells.  
Phytoplankton, in contrast to terrestrial plants, displays high division rates (Margalef 1978), around 
once per day, and up to twice per day for some of the smallest species (Eppley et al., 1971, Thyssen 
2008). Much faster division rates were reported for some bigger species, for example up to 5 divisions 
per day for Chaetoceros salsugineum in the study of Ichimi et al (2012), although Flynn and Raven 
(2016) argued that such high growth rates might be overestimated due to the techniques employed. 
Phytoplankton is thus suited to react very fast to any physico-chemical changes impacting the 
ecosystem, such as nutrient discharges or turbulence, and its spatial distribution (especially 
horizontally) is heavily linked to mesoscale (Lévy et al., 2016) and submesoscale features, rendering 
fine-scale assessment of phytoplankton distribution essential (Louchart et al., 2020).  Indirectly, as 
physical forcings determine light and nutrient regimes, they also cast phytoplankton communities, 
especially so at submesoscale, and being able to distinguish the fine spatial and temporal scales at which 
phytoplankton reacts is therefore crucial. As phytoplankton species divide relatively quickly (less so 
than heterotrophic bacteria however), they adapt to changes in two ways: (1) by acclimation, which 
occurs at short time scales and may involve the regulation of gene expression during the lifetime of the 
cell and (2) by adaptation, which occurs over longer timespans and involves genetic modifications. 
Phytoplankton in the ocean is overall limited in its growth by nutrient availability, but regular events 
called “blooms” promote the exponential growth of a handful of species in short periods of times, at 
growth rates many times quicker than that of their consumers, allowing ungrazed cell accumulation. 
Blooms occur when several ecological factors co-occur, such as overall optimal light and nutrient 
availability, suitable temperature and/or limited grazing pressure, and is primarily permitted by physical 
processes and biotic interactions. For example, light has been shed on the capabilities of diatoms to 
release secondary metabolites in the form of Poly-Unsaturated Aldehydes (PUAs), which decrease 
zooplankton reproductive success, when grazing occurs (Miralto et al, 1999). Depending on this prey-
predator interaction dynamics, and on other allelochemical interactions still poorly explored, the 
upcoming succession of species are heavily affected (Ribalet et al., 2007, 2008, 2014; Ianora and 
Miralto, 2010, Zhou et al., 2014). Different types of blooms have been defined based on the different 
types of physical features. Upwelling blooms are due to Ekman divergence of coastal waters, entraining 
deeper waters upward and surface waters off-shore, and are rather sustained in time (McCreary et al., 
1996). Entrainment blooms are caused by the deepening of the Surface Mixed Layer generally in 




cells to multiply. In contrast, detrainment blooms are elicited by the stratification of the water column, 
typically as a result of Spring warming or freshwater input and maintain phytoplankton in good light 
conditions and nutrient-rich waters into the photic zone, as the thermocline (or halocline) forms at depth 
and raises through the column with the warming (Banse and English 2000). Those interpretations of 
bloom triggering, largely based on physical processes, are incomplete: for example the classic critical 
depth hypothesis (Sverdrup, 1953), stating that bloom initiation is triggered by the shoaling of the 
surface mixed layer below a theoretical critical depth, might overlook crucial details linked to intrinsic 
ecosystem functioning (Berhenfeld and Boss, 2014), and in some instances has been proved wrong 
(Behrenfeld, 2010).  
Certain areas of the oceans remain permanently enriched by deep waters through other processes. Straits 
often display higher average biomass than surroundings areas, due to the physical processes involved 
with such topographies. The Gibraltar Strait, as an example, displays a two-layer system composed of 
North Atlantic surface waters pouring into the Alboran Sea, and Deep Mediterranean Waters outflowing 
towards the Atlantic ridge into the Eastern North Atlantic depths. Surface waters profit from an 
increased amount of nutrients year-round due to the turbulent mixing occurring at the Atlantic-
Mediterranean Interface (AMI), enhanced by the strong winds and tidal currents (Gomez et al., 2004). 
High density differences favour internal waves, intensifying mixing as well (Nicolo and Salusti, 1991). 
Surface water also mixes at surface at the meso- and submeso-scale with waters coming from the north-
western part of the Alboran Sea, where an almost permanent upwelling takes place (Sarhan et al., 2000). 
This plays a role in the high standing biomass recorded in the area of the Strait (Gomez et al., 2004). 
Similar phenomena are also observed in the Strait of Messina, separating Sicily from mainland Italy: 
strong tides come about the area due to the sill, allowing turbulent mixing to enrich surface Tyrrhenian 
Surface Waters with nutrients transported with Levantine Intermediate Waters. The interface between 
those two layers provokes a permanent yet irregular upwelling, varying in spatial width with seasons, 
and is best described by Azzaro et al. (2007) as an ‘intermittent pump’ which, during the different 
seasons, enriches itself and subsequently provides nutrients to the surrounding basins”. 
Overall, phytoplankton growth and productivity are constrained mainly by physical processes, which 
shape changes in the physico-chemical composition of the water and provide spatio-temporal niches in 
which specific assemblages of species can thrive. Phytoplankton stock and biomass, if no environmental 
limits apply, are ultimately regulated by a top-down control either from predators or parasites. 
Phytoplankton abundance is a classical metric for describing a community, as it is much more 
informative than presence/absence information and reflects the numerical contribution of the different 
components. As such, it has been used in a number of studies to calculate indices reflecting 
environmental status (Borja et al., 2004; Herrera-Silveira et al., 2009). Although they are linked, 
phytoplankton biomass provides a different information than stock: it reflects in particular the primary 




taxonomical diversity is generally expected to be maximal at intermediate levels of biomass, which 
denotes the influence of mild perturbations on the ecosystem’s properties (Padisak et al., 1993, Irigoien 
et al., 2004), thought to favour diversity. The study of Li (2002), based on the analysis of a collection 
of 23 cruises over 13 years in the North Atlantic shows that this is true with diversity evaluated through 
flow cytometric groups (taking the exponential of the Shannon index calculated on group’s proportion), 
with highest cytometric diversity values concurring with intermediate total phytoplankton abundance, 
or stratification level. This study shows that, in the North Atlantic, ataxonomical “small” 
nanoeukaryotes (2-10 µm) constitute in fact a very stable part of the community in terms of abundance, 
as seen through conventional flow cytometry, exhibiting little variation in relation to stratification while 
bigger cells (not counted in the study, but expected not to make a significant abundance difference) 
clearly profit from stratified waters, and inversely so for picoeukaryotes. As introduced by the author, 
from this collection of flow cytometry data, they should be considered as the “uniform background” to 
which smaller or bigger cells are added, depending on the context, although this statement is yet to be 
confirmed for other marine areas, mostly taking into account cells > 10 µm. 
The study of Margalef (1977) provides a 2D view of phytoplankton community dynamics called 
Margalef’s “Mandala”, focused first on freshwater communities but adapted to marine ones (figure 1a). 
The “Mandala” is based on nutrient availability and turbulence levels defining four domains in which 
taxons are ordinated. The first domain, at high turbulence and high nutrient levels representing spring 
and autumn blooms, is characterized by mixed-species or monospecific blooms of large, fast growing 
“R strategists” planktonic genera. The second domain is determined by high nutrient levels and low 
turbulence levels, favouring the so-called “red tides” species responsible for Harmful Algal Blooms 
(HABs). HABs can be lethal to other organisms and/or provoke economic as well as human health 
issues. The third domain of Margalef’s “Mandala” is defined by low levels of both nutrient availability 
and turbulence: it thus represents oligotrophic waters with very low chlorophyll-a content, dominated 
by slow growing “K strategists”. Although picoplankton was not considered at the time in this model, 
we now know that it certainly dominates this latter domain (Cullen et al., 2002; figure 1b). The fourth 
and last domain of the Mandala has low nutrient levels and high turbulence: as Wyatt et al. (2014) point 
out, “Species found in these conditions are survivors of other domains, potentially sources of inocula 





























Phytoplanktonic cells adapt to changes in their environment, biotic (competition, predation or 
parasitism) or abiotic (physico-chemical gradients). Those changes occur horizontally, but also 
vertically, leading to a great deal of differentiation between phytoplankton communities through the 
euphotic zone. Sunagawa et al. (2015) and Estrada et al. (2016) show respectively that bacterioplankton 
and phytoplankton can be quite different along the water column both at the individual and community-
level. In this regard, less than a hundred meters in depth matters more than a hundred kilometres in the 
horizontal axis. As a result of two major contrary gradients, light which decreases and nutrient 
concentration which increases with depth, a chlorophyll-a concentration peak (Deep Chlorophyll 
Figure 1 – (A) Marine version of Margalef’s mandala. Reproduced from Wyatt et al. (2014). (B) Cullen’s 






Maximum, DCM) can be observed at variable depths, which might or not correspond to a biomass peak 
(Deep Biomass Maximum, DBM). Several elements are to be taken into account to understand this 
discrepancy, partly due to photoacclimation processes. As described for example in Mignot et al. (2014) 
for temperate areas, the evolution of a DCM is dynamic. At the beginning of a stratification in spring, 
waters are reloaded in nutrients and phytoplankton start to accumulate close to the surface where most 
irradiance is captured for photosynthesis. This accumulation limits the irradiance reaching below, 
triggering photoacclimation processes that increase cellular chlorophyll-a: in that case, the DCM will 
not be concomitant with the DBM. As nutrients are depleted in the surface layer, phytoplankton tend to 
accumulate deeper and deeper, until it reaches the nutricline, where both maxima of biomass and 
chlorophyll-a can be expected. Huisman et al. (2006), with a model, showed that DCMs cannot be 
considered stable features and their biomass oscillates below a certain turbulent diffusivity threshold, 
as the timescale of nutrient repletion and phytoplankton sinking are different, the latter being 
comparatively faster. In fact, adding seasonal constraints and different phytoplankton types add to the 
chaotic dynamic observed. At low turbulent diffusivity, seasonal constraints compress the oscillations 
of biomass observed within the seasonal cycle (a phenomenon termed ‘phase locking’) and increase the 
chaotic temporal variations observed. Adding different phytoplankton types, being either better light or 
nutrient competitors and exhibiting different sinking rates (reflecting pico- and nano-, and micro-
phytoplankton), increase the complexity of the DCM. Periods of co-dominance of phytoplankton types 
will alternate with periods of dominance of one type or the other, and the DCM will show a vertical 
zonation for these different phytoplankton types. Cullen (2015) prefers to define and use a broader 
notion – the Subsurface Chlorophyll Maximum Layer (SCML) – as the chlorophyll-a maximum can 
also occur close to the sea-air interface. 
Given the influence of phytoplankton on biogeochemical cycles, on ecosystem functioning, and the 
more direct threat it poses to us through HABs, being able to quantify and predict when, where, and 
how changes in the phytoplankton community will take place is paramount. Phytoplankton species 
efficient for nutrient storage are able to take advantage of nutrient enrichments and are thus often found 
during pollution events involving for example wastewater discharges. Using changes in phytoplankton 
community structure, in terms of species or functional group successions, or in biomass to assess water 
quality would be a step forward in marine or freshwater resource management. Being able to infer when 
these changes will occur is a goal of phytoplankton ecology. As was shown by Huisman and Weissing 
(2001), predicting accurately the winner of a simple multispecies competition is unachievable. 
Predicting exactly the succession of assemblages of species that will dominate a given bloom is out of 
question. Therefore, a reasonable aim would rather be to assess the probabilities of one or another 
outcome given the amount of environmental knowledge we can gather. One of the main difficulties 
resides in the fact that phytoplankton cannot be considered alone, and a holistic approach considering 




TARA OCEAN expedition (Karlusich et al., 2020), although they did not include hydrodynamic 
measurements which ought to be incorporated in future studies given that they drive plankton 
distribution and physiology (Moran and Estrada, 2001, Garcià et al., 2002, Arin et al., 2002, Pearman 
et al., 2017).  
Mathematical, statistical and conceptual models are useful tools for predicting phytoplankton dynamics, 
provided they are based on sound ecological reasoning and can be compared to thoroughly recorded 
time-series and 3D spatial coverage. As often stated, models should not be overcomplicated, but 
complex enough to capture the subtleties expressed by actual communities. They can hold several 
dimensions (e.g. Time and Space) or none at all, depending on the goal. Spatio-temporally expressed 
models are particularly reliant on field data. Long-term time-series sampled at much lower frequencies, 
such as the Long Term Ecological Research site MareChiara in the Gulf of Naples, Italy (Zingone et 
al., 2019), the SOMLIT-ASTAN site off Roscoff, France (Guilloux et al., 2013), the E1 and the L4 sites 
off Plymouth, United Kingdom (Southward et al., 2005, Smyth et al., 2010), or the Blanes Bay 
Microbial Observatory, Spain (Gasol et al., 2016), to name a few, are essential for predicting the long-
term evolution of marine ecosystems especially in relation to climate changes. At the same time, there 
is a need for datasets able to capture the subtle but fast rate of change of phytoplankton, which implies 
new instrumentation aimed at sampling at high frequency both the community itself and its abiotic 
environment.  
The biggest phytoplankton cells remained out of reach of flow cytometers until the 2000s, when 
specialized instruments were developed to accommodate for their size and morphological diversity 
(Dubelaar and Gerritzen, 2000; Olson et al., 2003), where most ultraphytoplanktonic cells are round. 
As flow cytometers remained at first bench instruments, analyses were mainly devoted to samples 
collected on-board ships, fixed and analysed back at the laboratory. New designs now allow for on-
board semi-continuous measurements, during the cruise itself, answering a long-awaited need for 
instruments capable of high-frequency, in-vivo and, when possible (submersible devices), in-situ 
sampling. This high-frequency capability is sought-after as it potentially could unveil the mesoscale to 
submesoscale horizontal distributions patterns of phytoplankton at surface, significantly linked to 
physical phenomena (as well as the growth rate and physiological changes). Several approaches have 
been proposed, aimed at characterizing the whole phytoplankton community or parts of it.  
The FlowCAM and the Imaging Flow CytoBot can be qualified as automated microscopes using “in-
flow” technology separating particles within a laminar stream: both devices are able to retrieve a high 
quantity of images quickly. Those images are then exploited in a supervised or semi-supervised way to 
classify phytoplankton, using machine-learning approaches with the help of a trained taxonomist. 
Adapted software tools are able to calculate several morphological measurements according to the size 




et al. (2010) to study the evolution of a HAB in the Oman Gulf, or by Buskey & Hyatt (2006) to enhance 
the monitoring of K. brevis red tides. The FCB (an automated flow cytometer on which the IFCB was 
based) combined with the IFCB was used by Sosik and Olson (2007) to perform an automated 
taxonomic classification from microplankton (< 150 µm) to smaller cells, of the nano- and pico- size 
range. Brosnahan et al. (2014) used the IFCB in combination with DNA-specific stains to study the 
dynamics of a red tide forming dinoflagellate, Alexandrium fundyense, in several locations. Campbell 
et al. (2010) underline that it is a quite valuable tool for coastal monitoring, while the study of Wacquet 
et al. (2020) highlighted the usefulness of machine-learning algorithms benefitting from the high 
amount of data generated (in Hess et al., 2020) . 
The SeaFlow underway flow cytometer, on the other hand, has been optimized for the study of the 
smallest cells, from nano- to pico-phytoplankton, and can be considered as a real automated continuous 
measurement tool (on the contrary to many other instruments performing many independent 
measurements at high rates). Its design does not use a sheath fluid, but instead a dedicated optical system 
(Swalwell et al 2011). It has been used in the North Pacific (Ribalet et al., 2010, Ribalet et al., 2019) to 
study phytoplankton spatial patterns at surface, structured mostly by picophytoplankton patches. 
The CytoSense flow cytometer was developed in the late 1990s (Dubelaar, 1997), with the aim of 
measuring the whole size-range of the phytoplankton community (1 µm to 800 µm) in one run. It differs 
from other flow cytometers by its particle-scanning method, which records optical signals over the 
whole passage of a cell, providing an optical proxy of its morphology (a “pulse-shape”) which is 
recorded. The volume to be sampled, as well as the sampling speed, can be fine-tuned entirely by the 
user so to accommodate specific aims. Discrimination of cytometric groups is facilitated by the number 
of features calculated for every optical channel (Dubelaar et al., 2002). In addition, in-flow imaging of 
the biggest cells is available, allowing potentially to characterize groups by broad taxa. An in-situ 
version, the CytoSub, has been developed to perform remotely-operated samplings while immersed for 
long periods of time, as was carried out already by Thyssen et al. (2008b, 2010, 2014) or van Dijk et al. 
(2015) in a Mediterranean coastal area and by Pomati et al. (2011) or Mridul et al. (2018) in lakes.  
These instruments can be coupled with other sensors to a FerryBox or a Pocket Ferry Box (Denis et al. 
2014, Rutten & Dubelaar 2015). Pomati et al. (2013) used it to identify a selected number of optical 
channels and parameters to define physiological traits, in order to qualify the phytoplankton community 
evolution at high-frequency during a bloom event in lake Zurich, showing that traits were more dynamic 
than taxonomical changes. Additional studies made use of this approach to quantify and describe their 
phytoplankton samples as well, in marine environments (see Bonato et al., 2015, Haraguchi et al., 2017, 
Fragoso et al., 2019, Louchart et al., 2020). Haraguchi et al. (2017) showed that, for monitoring 
purposes of a coastal temperate fjord, the CytoSense was as reliable as traditional microscopy 
techniques for counting phytoplankton (although lacking taxonomical accuracy, and missing 




and much more efficient than microscopy for ultraplankton. Furthermore, a relationship was established 
with a set of species between optical scatter and volume (measured with microscopy), and red 
fluorescence and chlorophyll-a content: such proxies provide invaluable and easy insights into the 
phytoplankton community (Haraguchi et al., 2017). The study of Thyssen et al. (2015) showed that in-
situ sampling with a CytoSense can help in describing community structure within PHYSAT anomalies, 
and the number data matchups observed was twice as much than with “traditional” sampling strategies. 
 
As phytoplankton dynamics are to be understood within the smallest scales, both temporal and spatial, 
high-frequency sampling can be helpful with elucidating phytoplankton distribution patterns and 
relationships with environmental factors.  
This research work thus aims at providing a deeper knowledge of phytoplankton community dynamics 
in both offshore and coastal marine systems from meso- (10 to 200 km) to sub-mesoscale (1 to 10 km) 
by using single-cell low- to high-frequency approaches with a CytoSense pulse-shape-recording 
automated flow cytometer. Due to its peculiarities, a CytoSense and a CytoSub were used in this study 
to explore the spatial and temporal variability of phytoplankton in several areas of the oceans, achieving 
a resolution which would have been impossible to obtain with other techniques, including conventional 
flow cytometry. It was sought to use optical phytoplankton groups characterization techniques (such as 
the cytometric diversity index of Li 2002, or the trait approach of Pomati et al., 2013) to a finer scale, 
to look at the changes occurring in phytoplankton from hours to months. 
Based on the hypothesis that phytoplankton distribution and community composition are modulated by 
the surrounding environment, that the strong drivers are the physical factors (temperature and salinity), 
and that high frequency allows to observe fine changes in phytoplankton physiology and community 
composition, the following objectives of this study were: 
I. Investigating the relationship between scatter and biovolume, so to infer size and estimate 
cellular carbon content (and therefore biomass) from optical signals using published 
conversion factors 
II. Assessing, in different oceanic regions and marine systems, the multiscale variability of 
phytoplankton distribution either in terms of abundance or biomass, and traits variability, 
as related to factors such as temperature and salinity and thus to water mass properties 
III. Investigating phytoplankton variability locally, either within a coastal embayment across 
seasons, in order to identify potential accumulation sites, or through a transition from spring 
to summer at a fixed coastal site in the same embayment 
IV. Investigating the short-term variability in phytoplankton optical properties and inferred 




In order to pursue these objectives, several oceanographic cruises of different duration were joined, so 
as sampling opportunities on moored structures (platforms or elastic beacons), from Atlantic Ocean 
waters to Mediterranean sites.  
Phytoplankton functional groups were characterized based upon consistent optical characteristics, and 
their distribution was interpreted as a function of environmental parameters, such as temperature and 
salinity. Besides estimating the abundance of the cytometric groups identified, the variability of mean 
optical properties of cytometric groups was investigated, with the hypothesis that these can be used to 
estimate the phytoplankton physiological state. Cell scatter has been used to estimate biovolumes to be 
converted into carbon as a biomass indicator, using empirically derived values on cultured 
phytoplankton species and applying the approach of Haraguchi et al. (2017) in order to infer size. The 
trait-based approach proposed by Pomati et al (2012), and modified by Fragoso et al. (2019), was 
adapted to qualify phytoplankton cells from their optical signals, and to follow their dynamics in space 
and time. Multivariate ordination techniques were applied to high-frequency datasets containing both 
flow cytometry counts (or scatter-derived carbon), flow cytometry-derived traits, and physico-chemical 
factors so to visualize spatio-temporal patterns for the community composition and traits, and the 
influence of environmental parameters on community composition and traits. 
The analysis was focused on different spatial and temporal scales. Spatially, meso- and sub-mesoscale 
horizontal phytoplankton distribution and variability were investigated at a) the basin extent, from the 
Azores to Sicily, across Eastern Atlantic Ocean and Western Mediterranean Sea; b) the sub-basin extent, 
in the northern Adriatic Sea; c) coastal embayments (Gulfs of Naples and Pozzuoli), also considering 
seasonal differences. The time dimension and the diel rhythmicity in phytoplankton optical properties 
were investigated at high-frequency (from 3 to 10 minutes) both during the Azores-Sicily transect and 
during a 48h study at a fixed site in the northern Adriatic Sea (Piattaforma Acqua Alta). During a longer 
deployment over 4 months at a fixed mooring in the Bay of Naples, changes in the phytoplankton 
community as well as in their optical properties were explored during the transition from spring to 

































1. Physical and chemical variables and photosynthetic pigments 
Details on instruments and sampling procedures are provided at the beginning of each subchapter, but 
in general, temperature, salinity, chlorophyll-a fluorescence, O2 concentrations were recorded at 
discrete stations using a CTD probe described in each subchapter. For continuous recording, a 
thermosalinograph (described in each subchapter) was used, recording temperature and salinity every 
10 seconds, connected to the vessel pumping system, together with a fluorometer (described in each 
subchapter). In some cases, meteo data were retrieved by a meteorological station (see PTAA and 
MEDA-B subchapters of Chapter 4). Discrete water samples for chemical and biological analyses were 
collected from Niskin bottles at selected depths. Samples for dissolved inorganic nutrient (DIN) 
analyses (ammonia, nitrite, nitrate, silicate and phosphate) were immediately stored in 20 ml high-
density polyethylene vials at -20°C until the analyses, which were carried out using the colorimetric 
method of Hansen and Grasshoff (1983). For chlorophyll-a seawater samples were filtered onto GF/F 
filters and immediately stored in liquid nitrogen until the analysis. Chlorophyll-a was analysed 
according to Holm-Hansen et al. (1965). For HPLC pigment analyses, seawater samples were filtered 
on GF/F Whatman filters (47 mm diameter) and stored in liquid nitrogen for later analyses, performed 
with a Hewlett Packard HPLC (1100 Series) according to Vidussi et al. (1996).  
 
2. Flow Cytometry 
Flow cytometry is a technique in which a sample, after being suspended into a thin fluid stream, is 
optically analysed (Shapiro et al., 1983; Marie et al., 2005; Sosik et al., 2010). A laminar flow, created 
by the acceleration of a sheath fluid enveloping the sample, allows to separate suspended particles so 
that they pass individually in front of a laser beam (figure 2), producing scattered light (and emitting 
fluorescence when pigmented or stained with artificial fluorochromes) that is collected through an array 
of diodes or Photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), and recorded electronically. Each particle or cell thus has 
its own optical fingerprint corresponding to its scattered light (FSC or FWS for Forward Scatter and 
SSC or SWS for Side Scatter) and fluorescence (in several wavelengths, usually at least in Red and 
Orange) signature. For each parameter multiple properties can be calculated (Integrated or Area of 
signal, Maximum or Height of signal, Width or Time-of-Flight of signal). Standardised beads of known 
optical properties can be used as reference for inter-comparison purposes between instruments and as 
internal or external standards. PMT voltage can be adjusted to accommodate detection needs, allowing 
to amplify or moderate a given signal. After processing a sample, the user has to “gate” the different 
particles recorded on cytograms, which are 2D representations of optical characteristics. Depending on 
their optical similarity, particles are clustered, on the assumption that optically analogous cells belong 
to the same population. The number of events for each “gate” or group of events is used to determine 




cytometers have multiple uses, but are mostly used to count phytoplankton and bacterial cells together 
with virus-like particles and to analyse their endogenous or secondary fluorescence. Different 
populations can be discriminated based on their scatter and fluorescence signatures and compared with 

















Samples for conventional flow cytometry were fixed with a mix of paraformaldehyde and 
glutaraldehyde (1% and 0,05% final concentration, respectively), immediately frozen in liquid N2 and 
stored -80 °C until processing (Marie et al., 1999). After thawing, samples were analysed unstained 
using a FACSVerse (BD BioSciences) flow cytometer equipped with standard lasers and filters as 
indicated in Balestra et al. (2011) at the Flow Cytometry Facility of Stazione Zoologica di Napoli (SZN) 
by Dr. Cecilia Balestra. The methodological details and specifics are provided at the beginning of each 
subchapter. Chlorophyll-a and DIN analyses were performed either at the SZN by the Marine Analytical 
Unit of the SZN (Dr. F. Margiotta) or at the CNR/ISMAR of Venice (Dr. F. Acri). 
 






3. Pulse-shape Recording Flow Cytometry 
a. Data Acquisition 
The CytoSense (CytoBuoy b.v., the Netherlands) is an automated flow cytometer specially designed 
for the analysis of phytoplankton cells. While retaining the benefits of conventional flow cytometry, it 
is adapted for the analysis of large volumes (up to several mL) and can detect and analyse a wide 
dynamical size-range at once (1 µm to 800 µm width). Similarly to other flow cytometers, cells are 
aligned by a 0.2 µm filtered sheath fluid driven by a calibrated peristaltic pump (up to 20 µL s-1) and 
then cross a 5 µm-wide laser beam. The detection limit is set by the user appropriately in order to reduce 
the amount of non-target events recorded, while still retaining relevant information, but the signal-to-
noise ratio limits the lower size to approx. 1 m. The CytoSense has an improved discriminatory power 
due to its “scanning” method: instead of recording each event as a single pulse, it records and provides 
a one-dimensional scan of every event, for every optical channel. This detailed in-silico image (pulse-
shape) is a function of the cell features (including size and morphology from FWS, external and internal 
structures from SWS, and fluorescences), (table 1 and figure 3). The CytoSense used in this study is 
equipped with a 50 mW laser emitting at 488 nm, and 5 PMTs for red (> 660 nm, FLR), orange (562 – 
660 nm, FLO) and yellow (515 – 562 nm, FLY) fluorescence, side scatter and forward scatter (all 
collected orthogonally and parallel to the laser beam). Another CytoSub equipped with a 125 mW laser 
emitting at 488 nm and 5 PMTs for red (> 650 nm), orange (605-650 nm), yellow (562.5 – 587.5 nm), 
side scatter and forward scatter was also used. For each parameter, the instrument records numerical 
relative values from 15 parameters (Total, Maximum, Length, Average, Inertia, Center of Gravity, Fill 
Factor, Asymmetry, Number of Cells, etc) for each particle, generating up to 75 values for each recorded 
particle. These values allow for a finer discrimination of the diverse phytoplankton clusters detected by 
the CytoSense. It is to be noted that the calculation of Length for particles smaller than the laser width 
(< 5 µm) has been corrected by applying an internal correction factor (see eq. 1 and 2; 
https://www.cytobuoy.com) . However, Length of the smallest particles can still be overestimated, due 
to size variability not fully resolved for this size-range (see Bonato et al., 2015 for the determination of 































Table 1 – List of optical channels used for characterizing particles. 
Optical Channel Definition Proxy for… 
FWS (Forward Scatter) Scattered light parallel to laser beam Cell size and morphology 
SWS (Sideward Scatter) Scattered light orthogonal to laser beam External and internal cell 
complexity 
FLR (Red Fluorescence) Scattered light in red wavelength Chlorophyll-a content 
FLO (Orange Fluorescence) Scattered light in orange wavelength Phycoerythrin content 




Figure 3 – Schematics of a time-resolved sample analysis, with a pulse shape-scanning flow cytometer. 





The CytoSense “pulse shape-recording” flow cytometer is able to detect and record a wide size-range 
of particles within one measurement, from 1 to approx. 1000 m. However, due to the large differences 
in concentrations and optical properties of phytoplankton cells in this wide size range, several 
successive measurements were sometimes (see table 3) performed on a single sample, so to optimize 
accuracy for the concentration and intensity of the signal of the different size- and optical-classes. The 
runs differ in time (and therefore volume sampled), threshold level (which was always on SideWard 
Scatter - SWS, and PMT voltage. Increasing the voltage of a given PMT leads to a higher amplification 
of the associated signal useful for detecting and discriminating the smallest cells, yet it also causes 
bigger cells to saturate the PMT which decreases discriminatory potentialities for that parameter. 
Inversely, decreasing the voltage of a given PMT ameliorates the accuracy for the biggest cells, at the 
expense of the smallest which may not even be counted depending on the threshold. Only the FWS 
signal is not modulable, and it is collected by PIN photodiode instead of a PMT.  
Although it leads to the accumulation of “physical noise” (caused by debris, particles, heterotrophic 
bacteria), triggering acquisition on SWS allows to take into account all phytoplankton cells, including 
those in poor physiological condition that show low or degraded fluorescence. SWS was chosen instead 
of FWS as it is much more sensitive, thus more likely to record the smallest cells which would be 
undetected using FWS. The CytoSense used in this study also has the possibility to use a secondary 
trigger (“Smart Trigger”) to filter out more accurately particles under a certain threshold, in our case of 
Red Fluorescence. This filters out potential noise from debris or other potential “noise”. Amplification 
factors provided by the manufacturer and applied using the CytoClus4 software (CytoBuoy b.v.) allow 
to standardize optical output, independent of PMT’s sensitivity, for subsequent data treatment. 
Before use, the sheath is changed from distilled water to 0.2 µm filtered seawater, and the alignment of 
both the sample core and the laser (figure 4) are checked with beads of 1 and 10 µm. After use, the 
metadata collected were analyzed in order to confirm that the laser’s alignment, the fluidic and the 
optical systems stayed stable throughout the sampling.  
The CytoSense flow cytometer was installed in different settings, on-board research vessels with 
different spatial coverage or on dedicated oceanographic platforms, as indicated in table 2. A transect 
covering the Eastern North Atlantic and the Western Mediterranean in summer is presented in Chapter 
3.1, while a transect covering the Northern Adriatic Sea in winter is presented in Chapter 3.2. A 
collection of more local sampling cruises, in the Gulf of Naples, during which the CytoSense was 
operated is described in Chapter 3.3. When possible on-board, it was coupled to a thermosalinograph 
for temperature and salinity and a continuous for chlorophyll-a fluorescence on the way.  Finally, 




platform, and from an elastic beacon used to power and remotely control a submerged CytoSub in the 













Table 2 – Datasets included in this study. 















discrete samples at 12 
stations (surface & 
DCM) 
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Subsurfaces 10 minutes Pico- and Micro- 
Figure 4 – Example of an alignment plot obtained with a CytoSense on a natural sample. 














* a CytoSub (submerged setup) was used 
 
Table 3 – Measurement settings used for each dataset. 












 SWS FLY FLO FLR 
          
PE442 Transect 60 90 90 110 SWS = 7 FLR Max > 1 &  
FLO Max > 2 
 
1.2 mL 3 minutes 
Pico 60 90 90 110 SWS = 9 FLR Max > 1 &  
FLO Max > 2 
 
0.25 mL N.A. 
Nano 50  100 100 90 SWS = 5 FLR Max > 2 0.5 mL N.A. 
Micro 50 90 70 80 SWS = 8 FLR Max > 4 2 mL N.A. 
          
INTERNOS19 Transect 60 90 95 110 SWS = 7 FLR Max > 2 0.6 mL 3 minutes 
          
          
PTAA Pico 60 90 90 110 SWS = 8 FLR Max > 2 &  
FLO Max > 4 
 
0.3 mL 10 minutes 
 Micro 50 90 70 70 SWS = 8 FLR Max > 2 1.3 mL 10 minutes 
          
MEDA-B* Pico 55 100 100 100 SWS = 10 FLR Max > 9 0.5 mL 2 or 4 hours 
 Nano 55 90 90 80 SWS = 30 FLR Max > 8 1 mL 2 or 4 hours 
 Micro 55 80 80 70 SWS = 30 FLR Max > 20 & 
SWS Max > 80 
2 mL 2 or 4 hours 
          
GoN Transect 60 90 90 105 SWS = 10 FLR Max > 2 0.3 mL 2 minutes 
          
* a different instrument was used 
 
b. Data Clustering 
A tentative vocabulary standardization has been proposed by the SeaDataNet European Research 
Infrastructure (https://www.seadatanet.org/), aiming at improving flow cytometry data sharing and 
clusters definition. This encompasses two characteristics combined, scatter (size) and fluorescence 
(pigment content), to describe common clusters observed in marine or freshwater samples. Although 







Gulf of Naples Subsurface 2 hours 















(NanoFLR), Orgnano (NanoFLO), Hsnano (NanoFLR-SWS), Redmicro (MicroFLR), Orgpico 
(PicoFLO) and Orgpicopro (Synechococcus spp.). Other, more specific clusters not recognised in this 
common vocabulary, were assigned names following the same adapted nomenclature.  
As a training, several files acquired during a sampling exercise were clustered in order to identify 
phytoplankton cytometric groups based on their optical and flow cytometric characteristics. Five main 
groups appeared consistently in all samples (figure 5): Synechococcus-like cells (Syn), Picoeukaryotes 
(PicoFLR), Nanoeukaryotes (NanoFLR), Microeukaryotes (MicroFLR), and cryptophyte-like cells 
(NanoFLO). Syn represents a taxonomically precise phytoplankton group, and is defined both by its 
small size and its high orange fluorescence due to its phycoerythrin content. PicoFLR, NanoFLR and 
MicroFLR, on the contrary, encompass many different species and can be considered as functional 
groups, defined arbitrarily by their fluorescence (chlorophyll-a content) and their scatter (size). 
NanoFLO lies in-between, as it is constituted of many species, which however have in common a 
different pigmentation involving phycoerythrin as well, providing a taxonomic information. Other 
groups have been defined when appropriate, sometimes as sub-groups of an existing group (see table 
4). Cytograms detailing their clustering will be presented separately for each dataset. The clustering of 
each group was kept consistent (with the same optical boundaries) throughout all datasets for common 























Table 4 – List of cytometric groups clustered per dataset. 








NanoFLR-HighSWS Relatively high SWS 


















NanoFLR-HighSWS Relatively high SWS 
NanoFLO  
NanoFLY Discriminated from NanoFLO thanks to their Total FLR/Total FLY ratio 
MicroFLR-FWS1 Relatively high Max FWS/Total FWS ratio 






PicoHighFLR Consistent sub-group of PicoFLR with higher FLR 
PicoFLO Discriminated from Syn based on their higher total SWS and/or FWS 
NanoFLR  
NanoFLR-SWS1 Relatively high SWS 
NanoFLR-SWS2 
Discriminated from SWS NanoFLR1 based on their higher SWS Length and 
higher Total FLR 
NanoFLO1  
NanoFLO2 Discriminated from NanoFLO1 based on their lower Total FWS 
NanoFLY 
Discriminated from NanoFLO1 based on their Total FLR/Total FLY and Total 
FLR/Total FLO ratios 









 4. Scatter-Volume Relationship 
To test the hypothesis that a relationship exists between light scatter as measured by the flow cytometer 
and biovolume of phytoplankton cells, 12 phytoplankton cultures (Table 5) were maintained in f/2 
medium (Guillard, 1975) at 100 mol m-2 sec-1 of white light 12L:12D in temperature-controlled 
cabinets at 18oC. Cultures were maintained in exponential state of growth by diluting them every week 
in fresh medium. 
The set of species was selected so to cover a wide size range (4 µm – 90 µm) and different phyla mostly 
isolated from the Gulf of Naples and representative of nano- and micro-phytoplankton groups found in 
coastal areas in general and in the Gulf of Naples in particular, and encompassing different optical 
features. No picoplankton species were available, despite they are very common and abundant in the 
area. Each culture was monitored daily by flow cytometry (or light microscopy for chain-forming 
species). 
At least 100 cells were measured with a light microscope (Axiophot or Axioskop 2+, Zeiss, Germany) 
then the same aliquot was analysed with the CytoSense. Images of every species were taken with a light 
microscope. Biovolumes were estimated from geometric formulas taken from Sun and Liu (2003). 
Biovolume values for each species were averaged and compared to the average of the same number of 
randomly sampled FWS and SWS values. Calibration beads of different sizes were not included, as the 
scattering properties of beads might differ significantly from phytoplankton cells of comparable 
Equivalent Spherical Diameter (ESD) (Spinrad and Brown, 1986; Lee et al., 2014).  
 
Table 5 – List of phytoplankton species used to find a relationship between light scatter and cell biovolume (BV) 
and their main properties. 








FE211 Pavlova lutheri Haptophyta 4 - 9 67 ± 19 
 
73 3 
FE94 Phaeodactylum tricornutum Ochrophyta 20 - 35 112 ± 37 
 
92 4 
FE216 Rhodomonas baltica Cryptophyta 6 - 14 287 ± 75 
 
297 6 
FE208 Rhinomonas reticulata Cryptophyta 10 - 15 316 ± 86 
 
190 8 






FE206 Tetraselmis sp. Chlorophyta 11 - 19 923 ± 224 
 
741 5 
FE2 Cylindrotheca closterium Ochrophyta 70 - 90 1 068 ± 304 
 
425 1 
FE354 Thalassiosira weissflogii Ochrophyta 5 - 15 1 089 ± 325 
 
1 327 4 
FE88 Asterionellopsis glacialis Ochrophyta 15 - 30 1 532 ± 798 
 
1 492 4 
FE100 Prorocentrum minimum Dinophyta 14 - 18 810 ± 384 
 
1 602 4 
FE109 Alexandrium andersoni Dinophyta 15 - 30 6 132 ± 2 126 
 
7 235 4 
FE101 Prorocentrum micans Dinophyta 35 - 45 10 948 ± 2 639 
 
27 632 4 
 
Sources : (1) Harrison et al. 2015 (2) Claustre et Gostan 1987 (3) Verity et al. 1992 (4) Olenina et al. 2006 (5) Salton Sea 
Symposium & Barnum, Douglas A, 2002 (6) MA. 800 – Cya.alg 1.0 (7) Montagnes et al. 1994 (8) MacCallum et al. 2004, 
calculated from mean linear dimensions. 
 
A significant correlation was found for total (‘integrated’) FWS values and total SWS values to 
biovolume in m3 (see figure 6 and equations 3 and 4). Other parameters were tested, yielding also 
significant relationships such as mean Maximum FWS or SWS, or mean Length FWS or SWS, in 
relation to biovolume.  
 
Vphyto = 0.0045 x SWS Total
1.2451   (r² = 0.7766)  (eq. 3) 
      
Vphyto = 0.003 x FWS Total
1.164   (r² = 0.7477)  (eq. 4) 

































































The relationships obtained for both total FWS and total SWS are significant (p < 0.01) and not 
significantly different from what reported by Haraguchi et al. (2017), who, instead, found only total 
FWS as a valid proxy (given r² values) for biovolume. In fact, both types of scatter yield significant 
relationships with volume calculated through microscopy measurements. However, both scatter behave 
differently, depending on the size of the particle. The FWS signal is collected through a PIN photodiode 
designed to deal with large intensity of directly transmitted light not much affected by changes in 
refractive index (brought by changes in cell structure and materials), whereas the SWS signal is 
collected through a PMT designed to amplify small amounts of orthogonally scattered light, on the 
contrary more affected by changes of the cell refractive index. Therefore, for a particle of a given size, 
changes in the refractive index will result in small changes in FWS signal, but bigger changes in SWS 
signal.  
Given that SWS is a more sensitive signal for differentiating small particles, it was deemed more 
appropriate for the estimation of volume of the smallest cells. FWS was used for the estimation of bigger 
cells, as SWS is more affected by changes in refractive index, i.e. by changes of extra- and intra-cellular 
features, comparatively much more important for the bigger size-classes than for picophytoplankton. 
Thus, SWSTotal was chosen in this study as a proxy for biovolume for Synechococcus spp. and 
picoeukaryotes (PicoFLR and PicoHighFLR, PicoFLO,), and FWSTotal as a predictor for all other 
groups.  
The relationship obtained has been applied to phytoplankton samples from all sampled areas, even 
though the species used are not representative of all local species assemblages and their optical features, 
even more so in nutrient-poor waters dominated by picophytoplanktonic cells not considered at all due 
to technical limitations. Still, these results represent a solid starting point for the identification of reliable 
correlations between scatter and biovolume of phytoplankton cells and should be repeated in different 
sites with the local phytoplankton species, in order to enlarge the database and provide a more global 
relationship to be applied, or else, to tailor the factors to each investigated area or time period.  
In order to obtain C content of individual populations of cells, either total FSW or total SWS were then 
converted in biomass using conversion factors indicated in Menden-Deuer & Lessart (2000) (equation 
5). 
 
log (pg C cell-1) = -0.665 + log (Vphyto) x 0.939   (eq. 5) 
 
Two different conversion factors are presented. Average and standard deviation of the Mean Cellular 




reported in the literature for carbon density factors (carbon content per unit of volume, a different metric 
than cell number), cellular volume-to-carbon, and Scatter to biovolume relationships.  
 
Table 6 – List of averaged (± standard deviation), maximum and minimum mean cellular Carbon content (in fg 
C cell-1) of the main cytometric groups measured in this thesis, obtained through a Scatter-Biovolume-Carbon 
relationship (Menden-Deuer and Lessard 2000). 
 PE442 NAD19 PTAA MEDA-B* GoN 























Coastal to offshore 
subsystem gradient, 






158 ± 44 
 
 285 / 82 
 
134 ± 19 
 
438 / 100 
398 ± 14  
 
431 / 347 
987 ± 295  
 
2 072 / 492 
204 ± 65 
  
403 / 121 
Picoeukaryotes  
(PicoFLR) 
1 545 ± 565 
 
3 341 / 422 
 
1 298 ± 421 
 
 8 195 / 647 
2 432 ± 317 
 
 3 151 / 1 619 
8 833 ± 4 977 
 
 29 245 / 2 753 
1 998 ± 1227 
 
 5 938 / 705 
Nanoeukaryotes 
(NanoFLR) 
31 754 ± 9 222 
 
 
134 823 / 49 953 
79 684 ± 
15 662 
 
142 825 / 
44 143 
64 088 ± 8 043 
 
 
77 727 / 
46 319 
209 700 ± 
47 375 
 
410 036 / 
128 084 
81 566 ± 11 140  
 
 
127 472  / 55 759 




Table 7 – List of Carbon content per cell conversion factors available in the literature (all values in fg C cell-1). CHN stands for measurements done with an elemental 
analyser. Filtration stands for low-vacuum filtration on pre-combusted membranes of samples. V. stands for volume, C. for carbon. 
Syn spp. Picoeuk. Nanoeuk. Data type Study site Method used Remarks Reference 
294   
Lab batch 
culture 
 Filtration, size- & subcellular fractionation by 
serial extraction 
CCMP 1334 strain  Cuhel and 
Waterbury, 1984 
110   
Lab batch 
culture 
 V. from image analysis 
C. from filtrated matter processed with IR gas 
analyzer 
Not specific to 
cyanobacteria 
Bjørnsen, 1986 
210   
Lab batch 
culture 
 Filtration, CHN Weighted mean of several 
measurements, WH7803 
strain 
Waterbury et al., 
1986 
250   
Lab batch 
culture 
 Filtration, CHN CCMP 1334 strain Kana and Glibert, 
1987 
61   
Field samples Sargasso Sea Filtration, then processed with a liquid scintillation 
counter 
 Glover et al., 1988 
600 3 800 ± 100  
Lab batch 
culture 
 Filtration, CHN  Verity et al., 1992 
 1 08011  
Lab batch 
culture 
 Filtration, CHN  Montagnes et al., 
1994 
246 2 2 108  
Field samples North Pacific 
Ocean 
  Campbell et al., 
1994 
200   Field samples Sargasso Sea Filtration, CHN  Caron, 1995 
175 2 4007  
Field samples Arabian Sea Filtration, then measured for N with elemental 
analyzer; Carbon estimated with C/N = 6 
Picoeukaryotes’ carbon 
adjusted for scatter 
Veldhuis et al., 
1997 
103 ± 163 1 5004  
Field samples Atlantic 
Ocean  
Syn: V. from size-fractionation 
Pico.: V. obtained from image analysis 
 Zubkov et al., 1998 
3505   
Lab batch 
culture 
 Filtration, CHN CCMP 1334 strain Liu et al., 1999 
101 1 011  
Field samples Arabian Sea Carbon density factor multiplied by average 
volume 
 Shalapyonok et al., 
2001 
 4 400  




112 ± 2610   
Field samples Sargasso Sea Lab-determined calibration between C content and 
size 
Depth variability taken 
into account 
DuRand et al., 2001 
170 ± 65   
Lab batch 
culture 
 Filtration, CHN WH8012 & WH8103 
strains 
Bertilsson et al., 
2003 
82 ± 88 530 ± 1859  
Lab batch 
culture 




 440 6 3456 
Field samples Atlantic 
Ocean  
Size-fractionated filtration giving several median 
diameters, then application of 220 fg C µm-3 
(Booth, 1988) 
Assumption of spherical 
shapes 
Tarran, 2006 
249 ± 21   
Lab batch 
culture 
 Filtration, CHN CCMP 1334 strain Fu et al., 2007 
 1 540  
Lab batch 
culture 
 Filtration, CHN for C determination 
Calibrated FCM used for Volume determination 
Average of 16 species Lefort 2012 
 
257 ± 154 
 
 
1 738 ± 1 031 
 
 
   





143 ± 61 
 
1 977 ± 1 264  
   




207 ± 129 1 881 ± 1 037  
   





1 818 ± 396.75 
64 273 ± 
16 352 
   
Grand average obtained with a Side-Scatter to 
Carbon relationship (see table 6 for further details) 
 
 
this study, all 
datasets common to 
the calibrated 
instrument 
448 / 82 8 195 / 422 
142 825 / 
44 143 
  Maximum / Minimum obtained with a Side-Scatter 
to Carbon relationship (see table 6 for further 
details) 
 this study, all 




1 average of 3 530 (oligotrophic area) or 9 160 fg C cell-1 (temperate area); 23 660 fg C cell-1 for cryptophytes 
2 470 fg C µm-3 density factor taken from Verity et al. 1992, assuming 1 µm diameter for volumes 
3 Obtained by applying the carbon density factor of Bjørnsen, 1986, to volumes 
4 220 fg C µm-3 from Mullin, 1966 
5 average of all growth rates seen in this study 
6 average between values obtained in oligotrophic and in temperate areas 
7 average of all values adjusted to scatter  
8 230 fg C µm-3 applied, from Nolan unpublished 
9 application of their own volume to carbon conversion factor 
10 factor of 325 fg C µm-3 from cultures’ CHN analysis (on open-ocean strain) 




For Mean Cellular Carbon (MCC) content, the values obtained in this study (table 6) lie within 
previously published values estimated by other techniques and for a wide range of phytoplankton (table 
7), except for nanoeukaryotes. This could be due both to the scarcity of estimations covering several 
different taxa at once (only one study, Tarran et al., 2006) and to the larger amount of values collected 
by the CytoSense, leading to sounder estimates. Moreover, taxonomical diversity in this size-range 
induces quite high variations of carbon content due to morpho-physiological differences, calling for 
more quantitative estimates using different techniques comparatively. For Synechococcus spp., our 
lowest and highest estimates fit within comparable published values, and for picoeukaryotes, maxima 
and minima found lie within the range of cellular carbon displayed by specific species listed in Lefort 
(2012).  
 




Picoeuk. Nanoeuk. Data type Study site Method Reference 
 220 220 Fixed 
samples 
 C. with wet oxidation, V. with 
microscope or Coulter-Counter  
Mullin 1966 




CHN Iturriaga and 
Mitchell, 1986 
350   Lab cultures  Image analysis, CHN  Bjørnsen 1986 
220   Bacterial 
density 
factor 
  Fry 1988, cited in 
Veldhuis et al. 
1997 




Microscope, CHN  Caron 1995 




Microscope, conversion factors Garrison 1998 




collection on GF/F filters, CHN Shalapyonok et al. 
2001 
470 360 240 2 Fixed 
samples 
 Microscope, CHN  Verity 1992 




C determination with gas 
chromatography, V determination 
with Coulter-Counter 
Takahashi et al. 
1985 
 237  Lab cultures  Average of CHN values Worden et al. 2004 
 467  Lab cultures 
(16 species) 
 Filtration, CHN for C 
determination 














478 ± 8 372 ± 3    
Grand average of 
this study 
1 average of lower and upper values (183 or 210 fg C µm-3) 
2 for microeukaryotes, 160 fg C µm-3 
3 samples were fixed beforehand 
 
Our average obtained for Synechococcus spp. was closer to the average of studies based on batch 




The average obtained for picoeukaryotes was quite close to the average obtained by Lefort (2012), who 
analysed 16 different species from the Roscoff Culture Collection. Most other estimates are close to 
those averages, except the one of Tarran (2006) based on the application of a single Carbon density 
factor and the one of Worden et al. (2004) who used their own carbon conversion factor. 
 
Table 9 – List of averaged (± standard deviation), maximum and minimum Mean Cellular Carbon density factors 
(fg C µm-3) of the main cytometric groups encountered in the present study, obtained through a Scatter-
Biovolume-Carbon relationship. 
 PE442 NAD19 PTAA MEDA-B* GoN 



















Coastal to offshore 







557 ± 9 / 580 / 534 562 ± 7 / 572 / 520 523 ± 2 / 528 / 520 495 ± 10 / 516 / 470 548 ± 0.01 / 565 / 522 
Picoeukaryotes 
(PicoFLR) 
481 ± 12 / 521 / 455 487 ± 12 / 507 / 430 465 ± 5 / 477 / 457 432 ± 16 / 461 / 396 477 ± 0.018 / 504 / 439 
Nanoeukaryotes 
(NanoFLR) 
369 ± 4 / 382 / 358 371 ± 6 / 385 / 357 376 ± 4 / 384 / 371 349 ± 5 / 359 / 333 370 ± 0.003 / 379 / 359 
* Dataset obtained with a CytoSub differing in specifications from the one used elsewhere 
 
 
Table 10 – List of cellular volume-to-carbon (pg C) relationships available in the literature. 
Relationship Data type Sample size Method used Reference 








Log(C) = 0.94 x log(V) -0.6 Live samples Unknown1 Wet oxidation, 
Microscope 
Eppley et al., 
1971 





Log(C) = 0.829 x log(V) – 0.927 Live samples 11 species CHN, 
Microscope 
Moal et al., 
1987 
C = 0.433 x V0.863 Live samples2 13 species CHN, 
Microscope 
Verity 1992 




Log(C) = -0.665 + log(V) x 0.939  20 species3  Menden-Deuer 
& Lessard 2000 
1 data from Mullin (1966) and Strathmann (1967) were used, and supplemented with new data  
2 volume shrinkage due to fixation was also explored 









Relationship Instrument  Sample type Reference 
V2 = 2.2 x 10-3 FALS – 0.0478 Bryte-HS  bacteria Foladori et al., 2008 
V2= 1.7 x 10-3 FALS – 0.0133 Apogee-A40  bacteria Foladori et al., 2008 
V = 4.24 x 10-6 FWStotal1.88 CytoSense  Pico- to micro-phytoplankton Haraguchi et al., 2017 
V = 6.39 x 10-2 SWStotal1.15 CytoSense  Pico- to micro-phytoplankton* Haraguchi et al., 2017 
 




Pico- to micro-phytoplankton* 
 
This study 
V = 4.5 x 10-3 SWStotal1.2451 CytoSense  Pico- to micro-phytoplankton* This study 
* without any beads included 
 
The present estimates for all size ranges in the different datasets representing different marine systems 
(table 9) were around 1.8 times higher than cited references (table 8), suggesting an underestimation of 
cell size with the current Scatter—Volume relationship, as the MCC values fell within range of 
published estimates, at least for Synechococcus spp., and picoeukaryotes. Lack of scatter-based cell size 
data for comparison with larger cells (Microeukaryotes) or cryptophytes (NanoFLO) is hindered by the 
lack of published values so far (table 8), and as a matter of fact, only Foladori et al. (2008) tried to link 
bacteria size to their individual scatter with calibration processes on two bench-top flow cytometers, 











The relationship established in this study (figure 6) represents an attempt at obtaining a quantitative, 
reliable proxy linking a known optical parameter (Scatter of the cell) to biovolume (considered a 
“master trait” as it regulates many other biological factors, Edwards et al. 2015 and Litchman & 
Klausmeier 2008), which can be used to estimate Carbon content through already published 
Figure 7 – FWS to biovolume relationship obtained with a CytoSense flow cytometer. Reproduced from 




relationships. Compared to microscopy-based estimates, these estimations are based on thousands of 
cells covering a spectrum of sizes and taxonomic units and is less dependent than microscopy-based 
estimates on geometrical approximations of shapes of the cells investigated. Therefore, it has a higher 
resolution and allows including non-spherical shapes, contrary to LISST or Coulter-Counter based 
estimates.  LISST-generated data for non-spherical shapes of phytoplankton has been showed to agree 
poorly with microscopy measurements (Karp-Boss et al., 2007), because of the orientation of particles 
presented to the laser beam (which significantly affects near-forward scattering) and the presence of 
other, non-living particles, although the effect of fixative on cells analysed by microscopy also induced 
a bias by modifying the morphology. As for the Coulter-Counter, besides algorithms likely 
underestimating the size of non-spherical particles, cell compressibility or conductivity is likely to affect 
size estimates (Grover et al., 1982). Montagnes et al. (1994) also showed that estimates of size was 
likely depending more on the short axis length of non-spherical particles passing through the aperture, 
leading to underestimations. 
 
5. Cytometric Diversity Index 
A Cytometric Diversity index was calculated for each dataset, as defined in Li (2002). This index is the 
exponential of the Shannon-Wiener diversity index (Shannon, 1948) or Hill’s diversity number of order 
one (Hill, 1973) obtained with the respective abundance p of i number of cytometric groups for a total 
sample richness of R cytometric groups (see eq. 6). Total number of cytometric groups varies per 
dataset, as presented in table 4, thus this synthetic index should not be directly compared between 
different studies. 
 
𝐻′ =  ∑ 𝑝𝑖  × ln(𝑝𝑖)
𝑅
𝑖=1   eq. 6 
 
 
Once calculated, this index was plotted against other available parameters, in order to understand its 
variability. 
 
6. Ecological Traits 
For each cluster identified during each sampling, mean optical signals and features of interest were 
retrieved and analysed using R (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) and several 
packages as listed in table 13. Traits were first calculated following Fragoso et al. (2019), itself based 
on the pioneer work of Pomati et al. (2013) who used first an unsupervised clustering method on subsets 




meaningful optical features correlated to environmental variables. On the other hands, while retaining 
the approach of Pomati et al. (2013) for using optical features as traits, Fragoso et al. (2019) clustered 
data manually and chose optical features based on their putative biological interpretation. Here, as in 
the latter study, clustering of cytometric groups was done manually as well, with minor modifications 
consisting in: a) ‘Curvature length’ and ‘FWS number of cells’ were not chosen as those parameters are 
unreliable and not suited to the analysis of small round cells, which made up significant fractions of our 
samples; b) ‘FWS Total’ was replaced with ‘Biovolume’ as estimated from our Scatter-Volume 
calibration, deemed more appropriate since it is also based on microscopy data. Contrary to the approach 
of Fragoso et al. (2019) however, in this study average traits were calculated per cytometric group, 
rather than for the whole sample, so to catch optically-derived morpho-physiological variations 
occurring between groups. Table 12 lists all traits considered in this thesis, although not all traits were 
used in each sampling set. After calculations for every group, traits were normalized on a scale from 0 
to 1. Kendall correlation tests were applied to the dataset to check correlations between normalized 
traits and physico-chemical parameters.  
 
Table 12 – List of optical features used as traits for this study. Adapted from Fragoso et al. (2019) and Pomati 








Trait assigned Remarks 
FWS Length Estimation of 
particle’s length 
 Length  
SWS Total Estimation of 
particle’s volume for 
cells < 5 µm 
Calibrated proxy of 
size 
Biovolume for cells < 5 µm  
FWS Total Estimation of 
particle’s volume for 
cells > 5 µm 
Calibrated proxy of 
size 
Biovolume for cells > 5 µm  
1 – FWS fill factor Fill factor is the ratio 
of area under the 
signal curve and the 
area under the 
rectangular bounding 
box of the signal 
(background). 
High values indicate 
a spherical shape 
Shape  
FWS asymmetry Based on the centre 
of gravity of the 
signal to estimate the 
asymmetry of the 
signal 
How asymmetric a 
particle is 
Asymmetry  
SWS Total / FWS 
Total 
Ratio of area of SWS 
total and FWS total 
How complex the 
particle is, related to 
its size 
Structural complexity  
(FLO total/FLR total) 
/ Biovolume 
Ratio of area of FLO 
and area of FLR per 
volume 
Ratio of the 
concentrations of 
pigments fluorescing 
in orange to pigments 
fluorescing in red, 
related to volume 
Phycoerythrin/chlorophyll-





FLR total/Biovolume Ratio of area of FLR 
total and biovolume 
Ratio of pigments 
fluorescing in red to 
volume 
Chl-a/Biovolume ratio  
FLO total/Biovolume Ratio of area of FLO 
total and biovolume 
Ratio of pigments 
fluorescing in orange 
to volume 
PE/Biovolume ratio used only in 
MEDA-B 
dataset 
FLR total/cell number Ratio of area of FLR 
total and cell number 
Amount of pigments 
fluorescing in red per 
cell 
Chl-a per cell used only in 
MEDA-B 
dataset 
FLO total/cell number Ratio of area of FLR 
total and cell number 
Amount of pigments 
fluorescing in orange 
per cell 
PE per cell used only in 
MEDA-B 
dataset 
FLY total/cell number Ratio of area of FLR 
total and cell number 
Amount of pigments 
fluorescing in yellow 
per cell 




These traits were quite useful to characterize further the different optical groups distinguished in this 
study, although the biovolume trait is by far the most important, driving fluorescence-related traits, and 
scatter (on which biovolume is partly based) drives most other traits. As phytoplankton follows a diel 
cycle, high-frequency sampling highlighted diel changes in traits, linked to cellular growth and division. 
The application of this trait-based approach to individual groups also brought more accuracy to the 
dynamics of these, as abrupt changes of traits suggest changes in species composition or in 
physiological state of those groups. 
 
 7. Multivariate Ordination  
Although many ordination techniques are available to field ecologists (Paliy and Shankar, 2016), most 
of them are not adapted to large datasets (for instance, 3737 samples, or 115 Go, for data described in 
Chapter 3) typically generated in a high-frequency approach. Non-Metric Dimensional Scaling 
(NMDS) is a practical analytical solution to use within the context of high-frequency flow cytometry, 
as it stands as a reliable technique for distinguishing sites and ultimately underlying structures in the 
dataset, but it never yields a definitive solution and ordination distances do not reflect the real distance 
between objects (Ramette, 2007). It is essentially an ordination method aiming at finding dissimilarities 
within a dataset, to map them (Kruskal, 1964).  
NMDS was applied to matrices of Hellinger-transformed abundances of each group, with the Bray-
Curtis dissimilarity index unless specified otherwise, and to traits of all groups normalized on a 0:1 
scale, with the Gower dissimilarity index unless specified otherwise. The Hellinger transformation 
ensured that groups with extremely high abundance (or any other metric) will weigh less in ordination 
processes (similarly, low occurrence groups will weigh more), which is preferable so not to distort it: 
“outlier” groups would disproportionately influence and bias ordination results. It is recommended for 
abundance metrics (Rao, 1995, Legendre and Gallagher, 2001, Ramette, 2007). The Bray-Curtis 
dissimilarity index is generally recommended for the calculation of dissimilarity matrices from 




2017), while the Gower index has been recommended for traits (de Bello et al., 2013). Traits were 
normalized, per group, as none were on the same scale nor unit which would have also distorted 
ordination results. Available simultaneous environmental variables, normalized on a 0:1 scale, were 
added to the datasets. 
When environmental variables were available, a Canonical Correspondence Analysis (CCA) was 
performed on dissimilarity matrices containing both transformed biological and environmental data, 
using the same respective dissimilarity indexes for abundances and traits. The goal is to determine the 
variation of community composition in terms of abundances or of traits that could be explained by the 
gradients of measured environmental variables, and to determine to what extent are the communities 
different from each other. CCA is a multivariate ordination method which aim is to find relationships 
between two sets of variables (response and explanatory variables) (Ter Braak, 1986), assuming a 
unimodal relationship among the variables.  
Prior to any constrained multivariate analysis (i.e. a CCA), correlations between environmental 
parameters were verified, so to eliminate highly correlated descriptors and avoid multicollinearity. All 
data manipulation, data transformation, and statistical analyses were performed using R (table 13).  
 
Table 13 – List of R scripts (and their packages) involved in data and statistical analyses of this thesis. 
Use R script (package) Remarks 
 
Time-series gap inference na_seadec (imputeTS) Related to time-series analysis, see MEDA-B dataset 
Lomb-Scargle periodograms lsp (lomb) Related to time-series analysis, see MEDA-B dataset 
Correlation tests  ggcorrmat (ggstatplot)  
Non-parametric smoothing lowess (stats) Related to time-series analysis, see MEDA-B dataset 
Cross-correlation test ccf (tseries) Related to time-series analysis, see PE442 dataset 
Data standardization methods decostand (vegan)  
Hierarchical K-means 
clustering 
hkmeans (factoextra) see MEDA-B dataset 
Dissimilarity index 
calculations 
vegdist (vegan)  
NMDS metaMDS (vegan)  
CCA cca (vegan)  
Auto- & Partial 
autocorrelations 
acf/pacf (stats)  
Data normalization normalize (BBmisc)  
Relationship between species 
patterns and combinations of 
groups of sites 














Spatial distribution of phytoplankton at 

















This chapter aims at investigating the spatio-temporal distribution of phytoplankton optical 
groups, and the influence of environmental parameters on this distribution and on the traits of each 
group. The first subchapter describes the results of a cruise covering the Eastern Central Atlantic and 
the Western Mediterranean in summer, while the second subchapter is focused on a cruise that occurred 
during winter in the Northern Adriatic Sea, before and after a storm event. Finally, the third subchapter 
explores phytoplankton spatial variability in various areas of the Gulf of Naples, across seasons. 
 




The Atlantic Ocean differs from the Mediterranean Sea, in terms of higher dissolved nutrients lower 
temperatures and lower salinity. This is because the Mediterranean Sea is an evaporation basin, where 
inputs are less than the losses, leading to increased salinity (Bryden and Stommel, 1984). The Gibraltar 
Strait being the only communication with the Atlantic Ocean, is characterized by a two-layer system, 
where surface Atlantic waters enter the Mediterranean to be modified along the way (becoming 
Modified Atlantic Waters – MAW) and where Deep Mediterranean Waters (DMW) exit, later indirectly 
influencing the circulation of Atlantic Deep Waters (Reid 1979). The Strait is a peculiar area with 
significant tidal oscillations, chaotic mesoscale mixing and high biomass standing stocks enhanced by 
wind events (Harzallah et al., 2014, Villanuevas and Gutierrez-Mas 1994, Wesson and Gregg 1994, 
Gomez et al., 2000b, Gomez et al., 2004, Macias et al., 2009). This strait, by linking two sharply 
different water bodies, participates in renewing the Mediterranean Sea’s water by adding fresh Atlantic 
waters into its system while deep waters of Mediterranean origin enrich the straits where it upwells 
intermittently and deep-water bodies of the Eastern Atlantic Ocean, through mixing and the formation 
of “meddies” (eddies of Mediterranean origin, Richardson et al., 2000, Bashmashnikov et al., 2015). 
The general circulation of the Mediterranean Sea has been extensively characterized (El-Geziry and 
Bryden, 2014 and references therein; see figure 9 for surface circulation in the western part) and can be 
roughly considered as influenced by three different water layers (surface, intermediate and deep) that 
circulate through the whole Mediterranean basin. Its maximum depth (around 5 km) is to be found in 
the Ionian Sea. In the surface layer the Atlantic Surface Water gradually gets denser as it is affected by 
evaporation and forms the Modified Atlantic Water (MAW) that circulates at intermediate depths. Deep 
dense waters are formed in the Gulf of Lion, Adriatic Sea and, occasionally, in the Aegean Sea, even if 
more recently the contribution of Eastern Mediterranean Sea (EMED) deep waters of the Aegean Sea 
seems to alternate with the contribution from the Adriatic (Cardin et al., 2015, Velaroas et al., 2019). 































Figure 8 – (A) Main currents identified in the upper layer of the Atlantic ENACW: Eastern North Atlantic Central 
Waters. WNACW: Western North Atlantic Central Waters. ESACW: Eastern South Atlantic Central Waters. 
WSACW: Western South Atlantic Central Waters. Warm currents are indicated in red, and cold ones in blue. 
Reproduced from Liu and Tanhua (2019). (B) Main currents identified in the upper layer of the Eastern North 
Atlantic. SAIW: Subarctic Intermediate Waters. NADW: North Atlantic Deep Waters. mAAIW: modified Antarctic 
Intermediate Waters. MW: Mediterranean Waters. LSW: Labrador Sea Water. CI: Canary Islands. MI: Madeira 
Island. GM: Great Meteor Seamount. J: Josephine Seamount. GB: Galicia Bank. Reproduced from 







In comparison, the northern Atlantic basin is organized around an overturning circulation (the North 
Atlantic Current, NAC) at surface that transports heat from the equator to the poles, northward, where 
it sinks and forms deep water (see figure 8). A branch of the NAC, the Azores Current (AC), heads 
southwards, flows south of the Azores before turning towards the Gulf of Cadiz, eventually reaching 















From a biological perspective, both the Atlantic and the Mediterranean waters have been characterized 
extensively, including peculiar areas such as the Strait of Gibraltar which shows high biomass levels 
(Gomez et al., 2004, Macias et al., 2009). The Eastern North Atlantic sees strong seasonal, as well as 
latitudinal, variability in chlorophyll-a concentrations (Teira et al., 2005). Spring blooms are typical in 
the area, elicited by the stratification of the water column, and are typically driven by a succession of 
diatoms, coccolithophores, dinoflagellates, and picophytoplankton (Lochte et al., 1993), although this 
description comes from many studies from the North East Atlantic (Irigoien et al., 2000, Mojica et al., 
2015). A DCM (Deep Chlorophyll Maximum) is almost always present. Independently of seasonality, 
the spatial distribution of autotrophic biomass is highly dependent on mesoscale and submesoscale 
structures (Lévy et al., 2018, Macias et al., 2008, Oguz et al., 2014). Several coastal locations see 
Figure 9 – Main currents identified in the upper layer of the Western Mediterranean Sea. 1a: Atlantic Water 
Current. 1b: Western and Eastern Alboran Gyres. 1d: Almeria-Oran cyclonic eddy. 1e: Algerian Current 
segments. 1f: Western Mid-Mediterranean Current. 1g: Southern Sardinia Current. 2a: Gulf of Lion Gyre. 2b: 
Liguro-Provençal-Catalan Current. 2c: Western Corsica Current. 3a: South-Western Tyrrhenian Gyre. 3b: 
South-Eastern Tyrrhenian Gyre. 3c: Northern Tyrrhenian Gyre. 3d: Middle Tyrrhenian Current. 3e: Eastern 
Corsica Current. 4a: Atlantic-Ionian Stream. 4b: Sicily Strait Tunisian Current. 4c: Syrte Gyre. 4d: Eastern 




upwelling mechanisms, such as along Portugal’s or Morocco’s coastline or in the Alboran Sea (Reul et 
al., 2005, Garcià et al., 2002, Macias et al., 2007, Bessa et al., 2020, Moita et al., 2010).  
Comparatively, the Mediterranean Sea has been often described as a “biological desert” (d’Ortenzio & 
Ribera d’Alcala 2009, Schroeder et al., 2010), especially in summer when the surface layer is almost 
completely depleted of phosphate, and of chlorophyll-a as a result of P-depletion. Most allochthonous 
nutrients come from freshwater runoffs and Saharan sand deposited at surface with the action of winds 
(Ridame and Guieu, 2002). As a consequence, autotrophic biomass increases are mostly localized and 
sporadic. The western sub-basin is viewed as relatively less oligotrophic than its eastern counterpart for 
the occurrence of spring blooms (Marty et Chiavérini, 2002; Siokou-Frangou et al., 2010) and 
sometimes autumn blooms (Zingone et al., 1995). In general, the Mediterranean Sea is largely 
dominated by pico- and nano-phytoplankton, while microphytoplankton contributes to primary 
productivity in coastal areas (Zingone et al., 2010). The present study aimed at investigating subsurface 
phytoplankton distribution and characteristics and assessing the differences in phytoplankton 
communities between the Eastern North Atlantic and the Western Mediterranean. 
 
b. Materials & Methods 
i. Sampling, hydrology, photosynthetic pigments and DIN 
During the PE442 cruise (RV Pelagia, 26/07/2018 to 07/08/2018), starting from Praia da Vitoria 
(Azores, Portugal) and ending in Catania (Sicily, Italy), a CytoSense pulse-shape recording flow 
cytometer (Cytobuoy b. v., The Netherlands) was deployed and set to measure semi-continuously from 
a dedicated water pipe located at 5 meters below surface (figure 10). The water was pumped 
continuously to the CytoSense located in a wet lab (figure 11), using a non-toxic pipeline, using the 
same feed as an SBE21 probe (Sea Bird Electronic inc., USA) continuously recording temperature and 
salinity at 5 m depth every 30 seconds using a dedicated pipeline. At 12 stations, CTD casts and discrete 
samples were also collected for chlorophyll-a, photosynthetic pigments and nutrients, at surface and at 
the DCM (variable depths) (table 14). 
A Stratification Index (SI, in kg m-4) was calculated, defined as the arithmetic difference of density 
between the deepest depth and the surface, divided by the water column depth (Li, 2002). The Mixed 
Layer (ML, the part of the surface layer most homogeneous due to the constant action of physical 
mixing), the subsurface layer (SSL, going from the end of the ML to the first pycnocline) and the second 
layer (going from the first pycnocline to the second one) were also identified from ƟS diagrams, 
following the temperature threshold criterion as described in de Boyer Montégut et al. (2004) and 
d’Ortenzio et al. (2005) for MLD identification. As pointed out in d’Ortenzio et al. (2005), the MLD 




compared to the first values of the CTD profile, rather than compared to values at 10 m depth as 
indicated in de Boyer Montégut et al. (2004), which could already lay beyond the MLD. Remotely 
sensed data for surface temperature, surface chlorophyll-a and geostrophic height were downloaded 
from the European Copernicus Marine Service Information website (http://marine.copernicus.eu/) for 
each day. Geostrophic height was useful to assess mesoscale features such as eddies that appear less or 
more elevated than their surroundings. Water masses were defined using the classification established 
in Bashmashnikov et al. (2015) for the Atlantic part, and references in Knoll et al. (2017) for the 





















Figure 11 – On-board setup during the PE442 cruise. 
Figure 10 – Map of the PE442 cruise, with semi-continuous measurement (red dots) and discrete sampled 
station (black dots) locations. Dotted arrows show the main surface currents identified in the literature, while 
the blue solid arrow indicates the Mediterranean outflow. AC: Azores Current, CC: Canary Current, PCS: 

































Table 14 – Hydrological characteristics of stations sampled during the cruise. All values are from the surface layer unless stated otherwise. DCM is Deep Chlorophyll 
Maximum, MLD is Mixed Layer Depth, SI is Stratification Index. 
Station ID Latitude Longitude Date Temperature 
(°C) 
 










38,173 -23,098 27-07-2018 22.0461 36.2513 0,123 85 N.A. 0.00388 22 
2 
 
37,698 -19,423 28-07-2018 22.2965 36.4102 0,062 85 0,250 0.00173 16 
3 
 
37,161 -15,413 29-07-2018 22.7899 36.6346 0,009 75 0,363 0.00175 14 
4 
 
36,559 -11,294 30-07-2018 22.1578 36.7068 0,055 60 0,105 0.00161 22 
5 
 
35,860 -7,821 31-07-2018 21.8012 36.5246 0,024 75 0,181 0.00491 16 
6 
 
36,058 -4,131 01-08-2018 21.9180 36.4934 0,068 60 0,0717 0.00742 < 12 
7 
 
37,068 -0,592 02-08-2018 17.0429 37.0362 0,101 60 0,193 0.00404 << 25 
8 
 
38,446 2,707 03-08-2018 27.6151 37.1168 0,036 80 0,314 0.00993 5 
9 
 
38,815 7,000 04-08-2018 28.5671 37.6330 0,022 80 0,107 0.00328 4 
10 
 
38,472 10,737 05-08-2018 28.0831 38.3843 0,021 75 0,852 0.00836 8 
11 
 
38,529 14,710 06-08-2018 29.4996 38.0779 0,101 80 0,309 0.00973 3 
12 
 





For the estimation of pigments, 4 litres of seawater samples were filtered on GF/F Whatman filters (47 
mm diameter) and stored in liquid nitrogen for later analyses, performed with a Hewlett Packard HPLC 
(1100 Series) according to Vidussi et al. (1996). Samples for DIN (nitrate, nitrite, ammonia, phosphate 
and silicates) nutrients and liposoluble photosynthetic pigments were analysed at the Analytical Facility 
of the RIMAR Department of SZN by F. Margiotta and M. Saggiomo using standard methods (Hansen 
& Grasshoff, 1983, modified, Holm-Hansen et al., 1965). 19′-hexanyloxyfucoxanthin (19′ HF), 19′-
butanylofucoxanthin (19′ BF), alloxanthin, divinyl-chlorophyll-a, fucoxanthin, peridinin, 
prasinoxanthin and zeaxanthin were identified as main photosynthetic pigments and used as proxy for 
haptophytes (Arpin et al., 1976), pelagophytes (Jeffrey, 1997a), cryptophytes (Gieskes and Kraay, 
1983), prochlorophytes (Chisholm et al., 1992), diatoms (Jeffrey and Vesk, 1981), dinoflagellates 
(Rapoport et al., 1971), prasinophytes (Foss et al., 1984) and cyanobacteria (Guillard et al., 1985), 
respectively.  
 
   ii. On-board Flow Cytometry 
The CytoSense core and laser alignment were checked manually before sampling, and laser alignment 
was assessed for each measurement. Beads (0.97 mm, Polysciences Inc., USA) were used to assess the 
stability of the optics every day. Data acquisition was triggered using SWS as parameter. Measurements 
were scheduled to occur every 3 minutes, representing on average 1.08 km (based on the ship’s speed), 
after a flush procedure that rinses the tubing. At each discrete station, the semi-continuous 
measurements were interrupted and discrete samples collected at surface from a carboy, and at DCM 
from a Niskin bottle. These samples were analysed with three different protocols, for pico, nano and 
micro-phytoplankton (see table 15).  
In this chapter, the two datasets will be named “transect” for the 3713 semi-continuous measurements, 
each sample covering approximately 1.07 km, and “discrete” for the 48 discrete samples at the 12 fixed 
stations. The “discrete” dataset contains several environmental variables that were recorded by the CTD 
probe along vertical profiles: temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen, photosynthetically available 
radiation (PAR), turbidity, in-vivo chlorophyll-a fluorescence, or by further analyses of chlorophyll-a 
concentration, and nutrients (nitrate, nitrite, ammonium, phosphate, and silicate). For the “transect” 
dataset, all files were manually analysed, with the same standardised protocol described in Chapter 2 
(figure 5).  
Seven different groups were distinguished (figure 12), based on size and pigmentation differences. 
Synechococcus spp. (Syn) and NanoFLO (containing cryptophyte-like cells) were gated primarily on 
Maximum FLR vs Maximum FLO; PicoFLR and NanoFLR on Total FWS vs Total FLR; and 
MicroFLR on Length SWS vs Total FLR. NanoFLR-HighSWS (containing coccolithophore-like cells, 




(containing pennate-like cells, see table 4 in Chapter 2) were distinguished on Max FWS vs Max 
FWS/Tot FWS, as their pulse-shape typically display a high Maximum FWS signal relatively to the 
Total (integrated) FWS signal due to their elongated but thin shape.  Both NanoFLR-HighSWS and 
MicroFLR-FWS clusters were supported in some instances with pictures but are based primarily on the 
consistency of the pulse-shapes included (figure 13). The “discrete” dataset was analysed using the 
same procedure, and adapted to changes of PMT levels, when needed. In those cases, “Pico” protocol 
was used to retrieve Syn and PicoFLR concentrations and optical parameters, “Nano” for NanoFLR and 
NanoFLO, “Micro” for MicroFLR, MicroFLR-FWS and NanoFLR-HighSWS. Concentrations and 













Table 15 – Measurement settings used during the PE442 cruise. 














SWS FLY FLO FLR 
Transect 60 90 90 110 SWS = 7 FLR Max > 1 &  
FLO Max > 2 
 
1.2 mL 3 minute 5 
Pico 60 90 90 110 SWS = 9 FLR Max > 1 &  
FLO Max > 2 
 
0.25 mL N.A. 2 
Nano 50  100 100 90 SWS = 5 FLR Max > 2 
 
0.5 mL N.A. 5.3 
Micro 50 90 70 80 SWS = 8 FLR Max > 4 
 
2 mL N.A. 10 
 
Figure 12 - Cytograms used for the characterization of the different phytoplankton groups in semi-continuous 
samples. (A) Max Red Fluorescence vs Max Orange Fluorescence (B) Max SWS vs Max Orange Fluorescence 


































iii. Biomass and Mean Cellular Carbon 
Using the Scatter-to-Carbon conversion factors identified in Chapter 2, biomass contribution by each 
cytometric group was calculated. Mean Cellular Carbon content (or colonial carbon content, for chain-
like particles sampled in MicroFLR) of each group was retrieved per water mass and DCM samples, in 
order to compare with previously published values, and between areas. 
 
   iv. Cytometric Diversity Index 
A Cytometric Diversity index was calculated for each sample of the dataset, as defined in Li (2002). 
This index is the exponential of the Shannon-Wiener diversity index obtained with the respective 
abundance of i number of cytometric groups for a total richness of R (see eq. 6 in Chapter 2). 
Figure 13 – Example of pictures and their associated pulse-shapes for (A) NanoFLR-HighSWS (B) MicroFLR-









v. Phytoplankton Traits 
For both datasets, traits were calculated as described in Chapter 2. Kendall correlation tests were applied 
to check correlations between normalized traits and normalized physico-chemical parameters.  
 
   vi. Multivariate Analyses 
A Non-Metric Dimensional Scaling (NMDS) was performed on the “transect” data matrix containing 
either respective total concentration, total biomass, and total FLR of each group, or cytometrically-
derived traits of each group, using R and the package vegan (see table 13 in Chapter 2; Oksanen et al., 
2012). A CCA was performed on the same dissimilarity matrices, using R and the package vegan (see 
table 13 in Chapter 2; Oksanen et al., 2012). 
 
vii. Diel variability 
As all particles recorded by the flow cytometer will have an optical fingerprint expressing its size 
(through scatter) and chlorophyll-a content (through red fluorescence), it is theoretically possible to 
track diel cycles for well-resolved cytometric groups, with a high enough sampling frequency. The 
study of André et al. (1999) showed that it is possible to follow diel patterns of cell abundance and size 
in a well-mixed surface layer, with measurements occurring every 6 hours. In this study, it was sought 
to track diel patterns of size (through both types of scatter) and pigmentation (through fluorescence) for 
three well-resolved groups (Synechococcus spp., PicoFLR and NanoFLR), for the Atlantic Ocean and 
the Mediterranean Sea. Thus, for Syn, PicoFLR and NanoFLR, the mean Forward-Scatter, mean Side-
Scatter, Red Fluorescence and Orange Fluorescence (for Syn only) values recorded over time were first 
rounded to the closest 10-minute timestamp, then averaged for each timestamp over a complete diel 
cycle using moving averages, to identify diel variability for Atlantic and Mediterranean samples. 
Samples from transitional areas such as straits or upwelling regions were discarded in order to avoid 
introducing excess variations.  
  
c) Results & Discussion 
i. Hydrology  
During the cruise, 6 CTD casts were performed in the Atlantic Ocean and 6 in the Mediterranean Sea. 
The main characteristics of both water layers of interest, the subsurface layer containing the Mixed 





























DMW (Deep Mediterranean Waters) were detected after the Strait of Gibraltar, from where they 
outflowed into the Atlantic Ocean, downwards. In that area, density (driven mostly by salinity) 
increased sharply around 100 meters (figure 14b and 14c). On the contrary, surface waters closely 
resembled to Atlantic waters, although it modified gradually into MAW (Modified Atlantic Waters) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
(A) (B) 
(D) (C) 
Figure 15 – Close-up of the first 200 meters for profiles of potential temperature in °C (A), salinity (B), density 
in kg m-3 (C) and fluorescence (RFU) (D). Arrow indicates the Strait of Gibraltar. Station numbers are indicated 









































Figure 14 - Profiles of potential temperature in °C (A), salinity (B), density in kg m-3 (C) and fluorescence (RFU) 
(D). Arrow indicates the Strait of Gibraltar. Station numbers are indicated above each plot, on top of 
corresponding CTD profiles. 
(A) (B) 
(D) (C) 
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eastward. Salinity displayed a relative increase at station 4 at surface (Atlantic side), and also at station 
10 and 12 (Mediterranean side) (figure 14b). Of all stations sampled, the DCM of station 6 had the 
highest fluorescence relative values, followed by station 2 (figure 14d and 15d). The depth of the DCM 
varied from 60 to 85 meters, while the ML varied from 4 to 38 meters, and the SSL (subsurface layer) 
thickness from 24 to 408 meters (table 16). The second layer thickness extended from 71 to 577 meters 
and generally contained the DCM (table 17). On one instance, the DCM was found in the SSL layer 
(station 4). 
 
Table 16 – Hydrological parameters in the SSL of each station sampled during the cruise. MLD is Mixed Layer 
Depth (homogeneously mixed layer), SSL is Subsurface Layer containing the MLD, Ɵ is potential temperature, S 








Mean Ɵ ± SD 
(°C) 
Mean S ± 
SD 
Mean O2 ± SD 
(µmol kg-1) 
 




1 22 36 19.56 ± 1.57 36.18 ± 0.04 228.66 ± 10.32 25.75 ± 0.37 
28/07 
 
2 16 24 19.36 ± 2.16 36.22 ± 0.17 231.24 ± 14.18 25.82 ± 0.43 
29/07 
 
3 14* 42 17.64 ± 1.92 36.01 ± 0.10 235.10 ± 9.10 26.11 ± 0.41 
30/07 
 
4 22* 408 14.68 ± 0.27 35.99 ± 0.27 200.21 ± 12.45 26.77 ± 0.32 
31/07 
 
5 16 38 19.66 ± 1.35 36.44 ± 0.06 228.63 ± 7.75 25.93 ± 1.35 
01/08 
 
6 < 12 55 18.95 ± 1.29 36.34 ± 0.04 226.35 ± 4.28 26.04 ± 0.31 
02/08 
 
7 << 25 80 15.21 ± 0.84 37.65 ± 0.26 221.85 ± 21.58 27.95 ± 0.40 
03/08 
 
8 5 32 22.57 ± 3.69 37.05 ± 0.11 228.09 ± 27.63 25.53 ± 0.94 
04/08 
 
9 4 28 25.79 ± 1.60 37.60 ± 0.10 210.12 ± 14.36 25.03 ± 0.55 
05/08 
 
10 8 37 21.66 ± 4.03 38.26 ± 0.05 235.26 ± 23.19 26.69 ± 1.10 
06/08 
 
11 3 26 24.97 ± 3.37 37.67 ± 0.15 220.27 ± 23.85 25.29 ± 0.86 
07/08 
 
12 10* 40 24.79 ± 2.12 38.43 ± 0.03 212.14 ± 14.52 25.96 ±0.64 
* indicates a visual identification due to probe recording failing over the first 10 meters of the cast. 
 
 
Table 17 – Hydrological parameters at the second layer (below the SSL) containing the DCM (calculated as in 







Mean Ɵ ± 
SD (°C) 
Mean S ± 
SD 
Mean O2 ± SD 
(µmol kg-1) 





85 50  500 13.65 ± 1.39 
35.8 ± 
0.17 




85 49  626 12.70 ± 1.35 
35.70 ± 
0.14 




75 64  440 12.81 ± 1.00 
35.71 ± 
0.11 











75 38  543 13.69 ± 1.73 
35.91 ± 
0.26 




60 55  500 14.01 ± 1.18 
38.10 ± 
0.79 








80 32  119 14.92 ± 1.18 
37.90 ± 
0.29 




80 39  317 14.20 ± 0.99 
38.29 ± 
0.3 




75 37  118 14.68 ± 0.40 
38.49 ± 
0.14 




80 26  97 16.06 ± 1.30 
37.83 ± 
0.21 
230.14 ± 13.64 27.89 ± 0.48 
07/08 
 
12 70 40  163 15.75 ± 1.71 
38.79 ± 
0.12 
206.04 ± 15.98 28.70 ± 0.52 
 
 
In addition to hydrological data provided by CTD casts, a thermosalinograph was mounted on the ship 
and measured surface (5 m depth) seawater temperature and salinity continuously. This allowed to fine-
tune the analysis (elaborated by F. Kokoszka of SZN) of the water masses crossed at surface, and to 














Figure 16 – T-S plots of surface (5m depth) data indicating the different water masses identified in this study. Alb 
S stands for Alboran Outlier 1 (S), Alb T stands for Alboran Outlier 2 (T), NACWu stands for North Atlantic 
Central Water (upper layer), MAW for Modified Atlantic Water, PCS for Portugal Current System, MOW for 





















The main characteristics of the identified waters, as listed in tables 16 and 17, allowed to identify 4 
water masses based upon published work as reference with deviations due to local and seasonal 
differences. In the Atlantic, two water masses were distinguished, NACWu (North Atlantic Central 
Waters, upper layer) for the open ocean and NACWu/PCS to account for the influence of the Portugal 
Current System (PCS) in more coastal areas towards the Portuguese and Spanish coastline. In fact, 
NACWu was sampled beyond the Gibraltar Strait and into the Alboran Sea proper. After the Almeria-
Oran front, MAW was sampled. MAW were clearly in fact separated in two water masses, 
corresponding to the two western Mediterranean seas sampled (Balearic and Tyrrhenian seas). 
The 5 outlier areas were defined as such due to their high gradient in temperature and salinity at surface, 
which is a marker of substantial mixing between different water masses (Rudnick and Ferrari, 1999). 
The two straits encountered (Gibraltar and Messina) and the Almeria-Oran front correspond to that 
definition, as well as two small water bodies situated in the Alboran Sea (corresponding to NACWu 
figure 16), named “Alb S” (displaying a higher salinity) and “Alb T” (displaying a higher temperature). 
 
ii. Nutrients and photosynthetic pigments 
Photosynthetic pigments were little concentrated at surface (0.16 ± 0.08 µg L-1) and were mostly 
represented by zeaxanthin (0.07 ± 0.05 µg L-1) and chlorophyll-a (0.05 ± 0.03 µg L-1) (table 18 and 
figure 17a). Zeaxanthin had the lowest share in station 4 (21 %), off Portugal, and in station 11 (24 %), 
north of Sicily. In station 1 near the Azores, with the highest amount of pigment (0.36 µg L-1), small 
amounts of 19’BF and fucoxanthin (0.005 and 0.009 µg L-1 respectively) were detected contrary to the 
next 4 stations. Those two pigments were present at surface in other 4 stations (6, 7, 10, 11, and 12 for 
19’BF), but always in low concentration (0.02 ± 0.006 and 0.013 ± 0.007 µg L-1, respectively). 
Alloxanthin was detected in stations 4 (0.026 µg L-1) and 10 (0.008 µg L-1) only, and peridinin in stations 
6, 10, 11 and 12 (0.005 ± 0.001 µg L-1). Divinyl-chlorophyll-a was found in low amounts from station 
1 to 7 (after the Almeria-Oran front) (0.02 ± 0.01 µg L-1).  
Within the DCM layer, pigment concentrations were much higher (from 2 to 53 times) showing 
significant variability (average 1.27 µg L-1 ± 0.945, table 18 and figure 17b). Chlorophyll-a was found 
to be the most abundant pigment in all stations (0.27 ± 0.2 µg L-1) except at station 6 (0.07 µg L-1), right 
after the Gibraltar Strait. For this site, fucoxanthin accounted for 77% of all pigments detected, while 
chlorophyll-a concentration was small, comparable to that of zeaxanthin (0.07 µg L-1), and divinyl-
chlorophyll-a absent. The small concentration of chlorophyll-a detected by HPLC stood in contrast with 
in-vivo fluorescence which indicated a DCM (figure 14d and 15d). Fucoxanthin was also present in 
significant concentration in station 2 (mid-Eastern Atlantic) and in stations 10, 11 and 12 towards and 




and Prasinoxanthin in station 10 only (0.07 µg L-1). Peridinin was found in low concentration in most 
stations (0.02 ± 0.02 µg L-1), but in station 2, 4 (mid-Eastern Atlantic) and 9 (Balearic Sea).  
The significant contribution of zeaxanthin at surface samples was expected in oligotrophic regimes, as 
they are a proxy for the abundance of cyanobacteria, able to thrive in nutrient-poor waters. Surprisingly, 
although prochlorophytes were expected to contribute more to the pigment pool towards the 
Mediterranean at surface, the contrary was observed, as the share of divinyl-chlorophyll-a in the 
Alboran Sea was much decreased compared to previous stations and disappeared completely 
afterwards. In the DCM layer, they were absent only from station 6, after Gibraltar, which harboured a 
significant concentration of fucoxanthin however unmatched by a similar quantity of chlorophyll-a, 
which would be expected, suggesting an issue with the chlorophyll-a value obtained by HPLC. In fact, 
for the whole dataset, no correlation was found between in-vivo chlorophyll-a, chlorophyll-a 











Figure 17 – Photosynthetic pigment concentration and distribution at the different stations at surface (A) and at 






Table 18 – Photosynthetic pigments concentrations (in µg L-1) at surface and at the DCM. ‘NA’ indicate a non-processed sample. Blanks indicate a non-detected pigment. 
Station ID 
 
 Depth Peridinin 19'BF Fucoxantin 19'HF Prasinoxantin Alloxantin Zeaxantin Divinyl-Chl-a Total Chl-a Total pigment 
1 0m  0,005 0,009 0,024   0,194 0,046 0,123 0,355 
1 
 
DCM NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
2 0m    0,013   0,100 0,027 0,062 0,175 
2 
 
DCM  0,13 0,21 0,16   0,04 0,037 0,25 0,80 
3 0m       0,012 0,004 0,009 0,021 
3 
 
DCM 0,01 0,18 0,08 0,37   0,10 0,083 0,36 1,10 
4 0m    0,017  0,026 0,026 0,026 0,055 0,124 
4 
 
DCM  0,05 0,03 0,08   0,03 0,031 0,10 0,29 
5 0m       0,048 0,011 0,024 0,072 
5 
 
DCM 0,02 0,05 0,02 0,09   0,06 0,074 0,18 0,43 
6 0m 0,004 0,017 0,010 0,018   0,074 0,009 0,068 0,190 
6 
 
DCM 0,08 0,12 2,92 0,40  0,12 0,07 0 0,07 3,79 
7 0m  0,007 0,009 0,029   0,128 0,021 0,101 0,274 
7 
 
DCM 0,02 0,05 0,04 0,15   0,09 0,038 0,19 0,54 
8 0m    0,011   0,067 0 0,036 0,114 





9 0m    0,008   0,017 0 0,023 0,047 
9 
 
DCM  0,05 0,02 0,05   0,04 0,041 0,11 0,26 
10 0m 0,006 0,013 0,006 0,032  0,008 0,042 0 0,021 0,127 
10 
 
DCM 0,02 0,44 0,43 0,38 0,07 0,03 0,13 0,177 0,85 2,37 
11 0m 0,006 0,030 0,026 0,057   0,069 0 0,101 0,290 
11 
 
DCM 0,01 0,11 0,12 0,20   0,07 0,073 0,31 0,83 
12 0m 0,005 0,009  0,032   0,059 0 0,073 0,177 
12 
 





DIN also showed higher concentrations at the DCM with respect to the surface waters, although with a 
much higher variability (1.6 ± 0.38 against 2.73 ± 1.3 µmol L-1, table 19 and figure 18). At surface, 
silicates displayed a weakly increasing trend towards the Mediterranean with a marked decrease in 
station 5 (0.44 µmol L-1), before Gibraltar (figure 18a). Phosphates were scarcely concentrated (0.06 ± 
0.02 µmol L-1), but in lower quantities in stations 3 and 5 (mid-Eastern Atlantic) and stations 9 and 10 
(in the Mediterranean Sea). Ammonia was found in low amounts as well (0.38 ± 0.25 µmol L-1), but 
two to three times more concentrated in stations 7 and 8 (0.92 and 0.86 µmol L-1, respect.), in the 
Alboran Sea. Nitrate did not vary to such extent at surface and showed the highest concentrations in 
stations 1 and 2 off the Azores (0.26 and 0.26 µmol L-1, respect.), and stations 6 and 8 in the Alboran 
Sea (0.27 and 0.3 µmol L-1, respect.). Nitrite was overall found in small concentration (0.03 ± 0.03 µmol 
L-1), and stations 3 to 6 had the highest amount (0.07 ± 0.005 µmol L-1, respect.).  
At the DCM, silicates also showed an increasing trend, but more pronounced (figure 18b and table 19). 
At station 5 off Portugal and contrary to surface, silicates were found in higher concentration than in 
adjacent stations (1.7 µmol L-1). Phosphates’ concentration was highest in the first station (0.21 µmol 
L-1), after which it decreased to a baseline level (0.06 ± 0.01 µmol L-1). Ammonia displayed two 
pronounced peaks, in station 5 before Gibraltar (2.01 µmol L-1) and in station 10 between Sardinia and 
Sicily (off-scale value), and a relative increase in stations 7 and 8 in the Alboran Sea and through the 
Almeria-Oran front (1 and 0.9 µmol L-1, respect.). Nitrate also had increases in stations 5 and 10 (0.66 
and 1.28 µmol L-1, respect.), but their absolute maximum was found in station 2 (2.6 µmol L-1). Nitrite 
was always in low concentration (0.03 ± 0.03 µmol L-1), although with a maximum in station 5 (0.66 
µmol L-1).  
The N/Si in surface waters (figure 19a) was above 1 on three instances only, in stations 2 off the Azores, 
5 before the strait of Gibraltar, and 7 and 8 in the Alboran Sea. In the DCM layer (figure 19b), this ratio 
was below 1 on four occasions, in station 4 in mid-Eastern Atlantic, and from station 8 onwards in the 
Mediterranean Sea proper. The N/P ratio, at surface, was lowest in station 10, and the lowest ratio in 
the Atlantic was at station 4. In station 1 and 2 close to the Azores, the ratio was higher than in the 
Mediterranean Sea proper, but the highest ratio was recorded in station 7, 8, in the Alboran Sea. A quite 
different pattern was found for the N/P ratio at the DCM, as two maxima were found in stations 2 and 
5. The minimum was measured in station 1 and 12 (off the Azores and off Sicily, respectively), and 


































Figure 18 – Nutrient concentration and distribution at the different stations at surface (A) and at the DCM (B). 
(A) 
(B) 
Figure 19 – N/P at the different stations at surface (A) and at the DCM (C), and N/Si at the stations at surface 
(B) and at the DCM (D). Black bars indicate N/P = 16 for (A) and (C), and N/Si = 0.93 for (B) and (D). 
1     2     3     4    5     6    7     8     9   10   11   12 
Station ID 



























Table 19 – Dissolved Inorganic Nutrient concentrations at surface and DCM (µmol L-1). 
Station ID Depth NH4 NO2 NO3 PO4 SiO2  N/P N/Si 
1 0m 0,285 0,019 0,257 0,074 0,864  7,6 0,6 
1    DCM 
 
 
0,510 0,080 0,110 0,210 0,810  7,3 1,0 
2 0m 0,415 0,015 0,263 0,074 0,643  9,4 1,1 
2    DCM 
 
 
0,280 0,056 2,642 0,085 0,453  35,0 6,6 
3 0m 0,150 0,070 0,040 0,240 0,890  11,5 0,5 
3    DCM 
 
 
0,342 0,039 0,527 0,082 0,882  11,0 1,0 
4 0m 0,170 0,060 0,080 0,200 0,980  5,4 0,4 
4    DCM 
 
 
0,323 0,013 0,249 0,046 0,765  12,7 0,8 
5 0m 0,210 0,070 0,040 0,210 0,440  12,3 1,1 
5    DCM 
 
 
2,013 0,098 0,658 0,084 1,700  33,0 1,6 
6 0m 0,450 0,080 0,090 0,270 1,030  8,9 0,8 
6    DCM 
 
 
0,439 0,027 0,256 0,060 0,695  12,0 1,0 
7 0m 0,920 0,029 0,204 0,068 1,092  17,0 1,1 
7    DCM 
 
 
1,029 0,017 0,243 0,058 1,059  22,3 1,2 
8 0m 0,860 0,012 0,303 0,054 1,012  21,7 1,2 
8    DCM 
 
 
0,860 0,015 0,264 0,061 1,300  18,8 0,9 
9 0m 0,377 < 0.01 0,150 0,046 1,172  11,5 0,5 
9    DCM 
 
 
0,350 < 0.01 0,046 0,038 1,452  10,5 0,3 
10 0m 0,163 < 0.01 0,042 0,070 1,042  3,0 0,2 
10    DCM 
 
 
Off-scale < 0.01 1,281 0,046 2,072  82,2 1,8 
11 0m 0,158 < 0.01 0,043 0,042 1,082  4,9 0,2 
11    DCM 
 
 
0,755 0,029 0,286 0,066 1,762  16,3 0,6 
12 0m 0,387 < 0.01 0,043 0,058 1,072  7,5 0,4 
12    DCM 
 
 






iii. Phytoplankton distribution 
From remote sensing a synoptic view of the sampled area was obtained, for surface waters (figure 20). 
The Atlantic part of the cruise was mostly homogeneous both in terms of Sea Surface Temperature 
(SST) and chlorophyll-a (figure 20b and 20c, left panels), although filaments of chlorophyll-a could be 
seen extending from the Portuguese coast especially south of Portugal, along the cruise track, which 
were sampled. Neither of those parameters’ distribution seemed influenced by geostrophic height 
(figure 20a, left panel), indicating there was a weak coupling, if any, between mesoscale structures and 
surface chlorophyll-a or temperature in the Atlantic. This could be explained by the fact that 
chlorophyll-a is generally low in summer at surface, with no clear spatial pattern, while temperature 
clearly exhibits a latitudinal gradient governed by the interplay between the North Atlantic gyre and 
other surface currents (Teira et al., 2005).  
In the Mediterranean part of the cruise and especially in the Alboran Sea, however, geostrophic height 
(figure 20d) shows an eddy (arrow) of entering Atlantic surface waters, which is also relatively warmer 
and with less chlorophyll-a than surrounding waters, which are in turn influenced by both coastal 
runoffs and intermittent upwellings (Sarhan et al., 2000, Amorim et al., 2016). Two other eddies were 
also observed in the Balearic Sea north of Algeria, but in this case they have the same amount of 
chlorophyll-a than surrounding waters and cannot be distinguished on the corresponding image. The 
westernmost eddy is slightly colder as well (figure 20d and 20f). The temperature gradient between 
early and aged MAW can be visualised clearly through the Almeria-Oran front, where higher 
chlorophyll-a is observed (figure 20e). Fronts are known to be productive places, as active ergoclines 
and through complex mechanisms not yet fully elucidated (Legendre et al., 1986). 
The semi-continuous “transect” dataset revealed significant differences in phytoplankton community 
composition between the Atlantic and Mediterranean basins on one hand, and among the main water 
masses and outlier areas on the other (figure 21). In the open Atlantic Ocean (NACWu water mass), 
few phytoplankton cells were counted overall (6 x 103 ± 2 x 103 cells mL-1, figure 21a and 21d), of 
which a major part belonged to picophytoplankton. A relative balance was observed between Syn (3 x 
103 ± 2  x 103 cells mL-1) and PicoFLR (2  x 103  ± 615 cells mL-1) who were alternatively numerically 
dominant, although Syn was overall more abundant. NanoFLR constituted the third significant 
component (740 ± 265 cells mL-1), as other groups were found in small numbers. After the Strait of 
Gibraltar, in the Alboran Sea (NACWu/PCS), average phytoplankton abundance increased significantly 
(22 x 103 ± 15 x 103 cells mL-1), and Syn became by far the most abundance phytoplankton group (17 
x 103 ± 14 x 103 cells mL-1), dwarfing even PicoFLR concentration (3 x 103 ± 4 x 103 cells mL-1), while 
NanoFLR concentration increased only slightly and showed a higher variability (992 ± 486 cells mL-1) 




1) in several locations, and the abundance of NanoFLR-HighSWS (32 ± 12 cells mL-1), MicroFLR-FWS 














In the Strait of Gibraltar proper, total phytoplankton abundance did not vary much from that found in 
NACWu/PCS waters (20 x 103 ± 3 x 103 cells mL-1), but Syn abundance diminished (11 x 103 ± 3 x 103 
cells mL-1) while PicoFLR abundance augmented (7 x 103 ± 963 cells mL-1), and NanoFLR, NanoFLR-
HighSWS and NanoFLO abundance nearly doubled (2 x 103 ± 356, 70 ± 10, 48 ± 10 cells mL-1 
respectively). MicroFLR-FWS and MicroFLR abundances were multiplied by almost five times in the 
area (51 ± 10 and 92 ± 28 cells mL-1). The two Alboran outliers harboured two different communities, 
although total phytoplankton abundances were higher (48 x 103± 6 x 103 and 34 x 103 ± 2 x 103 cells 
mL-1 respectively) than in previous water masses. The most abundant group, Syn, was found in higher 
quantities in the first (44 x 103 ± 6 x 103 cells mL-1) than in the second (30 x 103 ± 3 x 103 cells mL-1) 
Alboran outlier, but the contrary was found for PicoFLR and NanoFLR, albeit with a small difference. 
NanoFLO however was more than two times more concentrated in the first than in the second outlier 
(57 ± 27 and 19 ± 6 cells mL-1, respectively). Other groups did not show significant concentration 
differences between the two Alboran Outliers. The Almeria-Oran front displayed significant differences 
in community composition compared to surrounding water masses, and also displayed a higher total 
phytoplankton abundance (32 x 103 ± 11 x 103 cells mL-1). Syn and PicoFLR were found in high numbers 
(30 x 103 ± 11 x 103 and 2 x 103 ± 860 cells mL-1, respectively), similar to the second Alboran Outlier, 
Figure 20 – Compilation of satellite images of the sampled area from each sampling day. (A and D) Sea surface 
height above geoid from SSALTO/DUACS (B and E) Sea surface chlorophyll from SENTINEL-3 OLCI (C and 
D) Sea surface temperature (°C) from SENTINEL-3. White arrows indicate the sampled stations; black arrow 
indicates the western anticyclonic gyre of the Alboran Sea. Data was downloaded from the Copernicus Marine 
Service Information. Colour bars are different for the two parts of the sampled area (A, B, C Atlantic Ocean; 













































but NanoFLR concentration was lower than in NACWu and Balearic MAW waters (719 ± 166 cells 
mL-1). NanoFLO concentration was reduced (10 ± 16 cells mL-1) as compared to NACWu but still 
higher than in Balearic MAW. NanoFLR-HighSWS and MicroFLR were found in very similar 
concentration to that of the second Alboran Outlier, but MicroFLR-FWS abundance raised slightly (14 
± 6 cells mL-1). In the Balearic and Tyrrhenian Seas (Balearic and Tyrrhenian MAW), the distribution 
pattern found in NACWu/PCS waters was confirmed, with a high total abundance that however 
decreased from Balearic (25 x 103 ± 9 x 103 cells mL-1) to Tyrrhenian Sea (15 x 103 ± 3 x 103 cells mL-
1), of which Syn accounted for a major part (91% to 92%), while PicoFLR and NanoFLR concentrations 
were comparable (957 ± 212 and 808 ± 207 cells mL-1 for the Balearic Sea, respectively). The abundance 
of NanoFLO, NanoFLR-HighSWS, MicroFLR-FWS and MicroFLR were low, but higher than in open 
Ocean. In the Strait of Messina, total phytoplankton abundance was found to be slightly higher than in 
surroundings waters (Tyrrhenian MAW) (15 x 103± 3 x 103 cells mL-1), and all groups saw their 
concentration raise, but NanoFLR-HighSWS (27 ± 7 cells mL-1). 
The description of community composition in terms of biomass drew a different picture (figure 21b and 
21e). In NACWu, Syn (0.7 ± 0.4 %) and PicoFLR (3 ± 1 %) accounted for a minor fraction of 
autotrophic biomass, while MicroFLR (7.1 ± 6.9 %) and NanoFLR-HighSWS (3.9 ± 1.4 %) represented 
more despite their marginal abundances. NanoFLR accounted for most of the biomass (85 ± 6.9 %). In 
NACWu/PCS, Syn (1.7 ± 1.1 %), NanoFLO (1.3 ± 1.7 %), MicroFLR-FWS (0.7 ± 0.8 %), MicroFLR 
(15 ± 12%) share went up to the detriment of NanoFLR (74 ± 11 %) and PicoFLR (3.2 ± 1.7 %), while 
NanoFLR-HighSWS did not display major changes (3.6 ± 1.7 %). In general, NACWu/PCS waters had 
a higher autotrophic biomass than NACWu waters (148 ± 88 against 88 ± 21 ng C mL-1). In the Strait 
of Gibraltar and contrary to what was observed for total phytoplankton counts, total phytoplankton 
biomass went up dramatically compared to the previous water masses as it reached 277 ± 61 ng C mL-
1. Of that pool, NanoFLR share saw the biggest decrease down to 52.2 ± 4.3 %. Mirroring this, 
MicroFLR-FWS and above all MicroFLR shares raised to 2.5 ± 0.8 % and 38.2 ± 5.3 % respectively. 
NanoFLO nor NanoFLR-HighSWS showed significant differences with Atlantic waters. Within the two 
Alboran Outliers, like total abundance, total biomass was higher for the first (118 ± 16 ng C mL-1) than 
for the second (81 ± 22 ng C mL-1), as the first outlier was comparable to NACWu/PCS waters but the 
second comparable to Balearic MAW. In detail, Syn biomass share was higher in the first (5 ± 0.9 %) 
than in the second outlier (3.6 ± 0.9 %), but PicoFLR (41.6 to 43.6 %), NanoFLR-HighSWS (2.3 to 2.5 
%), MicroFLR-FWS (0.5 to 0.9 %) and MicroFLR (12.5 to 13.5 %) shares remained similar in both. 
NanoFLR and NanoFLO shares were higher in the second than in the first outlier (from 70 to 76 % to 
% for the first, and from 1.1 % to 3.6 % for the second). Through the Almeria-Oran front, Syn biomass 
share was comparable to that of the first Alboran Outlier, and PicoFLR (3.5 ± 0.8 %) and NanoFLR (79 



















Figure 21 – Concentrations (cell ml
-1
, A) and percentages (D) of the different phytoplankton clusters discriminated. Biomass per cluster (B) and relative 
contribution (E), derived from the Scatter-Biovolume equation (see Chapter 3). Red fluorescence per cluster (arbitrary units, C) and relative contribution per 
cluster (F). The dashed blue line indicates density of surface water masses crossed during the cruise (kg m
-3
). Black arrows indicate the Strait of Gibraltar and the 
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The biomass represented by NanoFLO however was divided by half (0.7 ± 1.1 %) compared to 
NACWu/PCS, and the share of MicroFLR diminished (8.6 ± 9 %), while NanoFLR-HighSWS and 
MicroFLR-FWS shares did not display major changes. For Balearic MAW and Tyrrhenian MAW, total 
autotrophic biomass was mostly comparable although an area off Sardinia contained an increased 
amount of biomass (corresponding to an increase of phytoplankton counts), resulting in a higher average 
biomass for Balearic MAW (88 ± 24 against 74 ± 21 ng C mL-1). Overall and not taking this patch into 
account, average autotrophic biomass was similar to that found in NACWu. In details, of the biomass 
pool, the share of Syn increased (3.9 to 4.1 %) compared to NACWu/PCS waters, as well as the share 
of NanoFLR (83 %) and to a lesser extent NanoFLR-HighSWS (4.8 to 7 %). On the contrary, the share 
of PicoFLR diminished compared to NACWu/PCS waters (1.7 to 2.2 %), together with the share of 
NanoFLO (0.3 %) and of MicroFLR (3.2 to 4.8 %). In the strait of Messina, an increase of total 
autotrophic biomass was measured (86 ± 6 ng C mL-1) in regard to average biomass found in Tyrrhenian 
MAW, although not comparable to the increase observed in the strait of Gibraltar. The biggest 
contributor remained NanoFLR (85 ± 2.4 %), followed by MicroFLR (44 ± 2.5 %), NanoFLO (0.5 ± 
0.4 %), Syn (3.2 ± 0.3 %), PicoFLR (1.9 ± 0.3 %) and MicroFLR-FWS (1 ± 0.7 %).  
For the Red Fluorescence Pool (RFP, figure 21c and 21f), several differences can be seen compared to 
the biomass pool, although the two are linked to a certain extent (i.e. in general, bigger cells will hold 
more pigment and emit more fluorescence). The share of PicoFLR appeared to be much stronger for 
the RFP than for the biomass pool, especially in NACWu (20 ± 6.8 %), but this held true for subsequent 
water masses as well. Syn represented only a slightly higher share (2.9 ± 2 %) of the RFP than of the 
biomass pool in NACWu waters, but that share increased significantly shortly after the strait of Gibraltar 
(12.2 to 16.5 %) and became higher than the share held by PicoFLR (8.5 to 10.2 %). Those increased 
picophytoplanktonic shares meant that the share held by NanoFLR (grand average 63%), still the first 
contributor to the RFP, decreased compared to its share of biomass (grand average 82 %). The 
contribution of NanoFLR-HighSWS (6 %) to the RFP increased weakly, and that of MicroFLR (6.2 %) 
decreased weakly, compared to their contribution to the biomass pool (4.7 % and 7.3 %, respect.). 
The “discrete” dataset depicted, for the surface samples, a situation broadly similar to that of the 
“transect” dataset but missing many and important submesoscale features encountered during the cruise 
(figure 22). Stations 1 and 2, in the open Atlantic (NACWu), had the lowest counts (2 x 103 to 2 x 103 
cells mL-1, figure 22a), followed by the next 3 stations still in the same water mass (7 x 103 to 10 x 103 
cells mL-1). However, in the first 2 stations particularly, PicoFLR are quite numerous (1.6 x 103 to 1.7 
x 103 cells mL-1) as shown by the “transect” dataset, and NanoFLO for station 1 (9 cells mL-1) and 
NanoFLR-HighSWS for station 2 (32 cells mL-1), were significantly more abundant than in other 
subsequent stations. Stations 3, 4 and 5 total phytoplankton were predominantly made of Synechococcus 
cells (76 to 83 %). Station 6, after the Gibraltar Strait, displayed the highest total phytoplankton count 




of that of all following stations, with an increased share of Synechococcus cells (95 %), to the detriment 
of PicoFLR (3 %) and NanoFLR (2 %) cells. Total phytoplankton biomass did not display any strong 
variation (74 294 ± 12 617 pg C mL-1, figure 22b) throughout the cruise, station 10 between Sardinia 
and Sicily having had the highest biomass at surface.  
The distribution pattern of biomass shares is different than that of total concentration, as station 1 still 
represented a particular case with MicroFLR having held a significant fraction of the pool (25 %). In 
all stations, NanoFLR had the highest share of the biomass pool (87 ± 6 %). Station 2 had the highest 
biomass share of NanoFLR-HighSWS (4 %), and MicroFLR-FWS were absent. Stations 3, 4 and 5 
were similar with MicroFLR being the second contributor (3 to 8 %), and NanoFLR-HighSWS the third 
(2 %). Station 6 had a low share of NanoFLR-HighSWS (< 1 %) and MicroFLR (3 %) but a higher 
share of NanoFLO (3 %) and of Synechococcus (4 %). Stations 7 and 11 were similar, with NanoFLR 
representing the highest share by far (93 %) and other groups besides Syn (4 %) and PicoFLR (3 %) 
representing only a residual share. Stations 8, 9 and 10 displayed a decreasing biomass share of 
Synechococcus (6 to 4 %), but an increasing share of NanoFLO towards station 10 (4 %), as the share 
of MicroFLR remained constant (4 %). Station 12, after the Messina Strait, had a high share of 
NanoFLR (92 %). Synechococcus share and PicoFLR share remained similar to that of previous 
stations.  
The distribution pattern of the RFP was different with station 6 (1.6 x 106 AU mL-1) after Gibraltar and 
station 8 (1 x 106 AU mL-1) near the Almeria-Oran front having displayed the highest total red 
fluorescence (figure 22c). In general, NanoFLR-HighSWS had a higher average FLR share (2.3 ± 1.5 
%) than biomass share (1.3 ± 1.1 %), as did PicoFLR (14 ± 4 %) and Synechococcus (11.1 ± 7.4 %), as 
NanoFLO share decreased (0.4 ± 0.6 %). In stations 1 and 2, Synechococcus share was lowest of all 
stations (2 %) and PicoFLR share highest (21 %). Synechococcus share increased in following stations 
to reach its highest in station 6 (26 %), and also station 7 (20 %) and 8 (21 %), before decreasing for 
stations 9 to 12 (but staying higher than in NACWu waters – 2 to 8% against 8 to 12 %). PicoFLR share 
decreased in stations 3, 4 and 5, but was minimal in station 6 (7 %) and 8 (8 %). In other stations, it 
remained relatively constant (14 ± 4 %). NanoFLR still represented the highest share of the pool (68 ± 
5%). MicroFLR participation to the RFP was highest in stations 1 (11 %) and 5 (14 %), and was also 
significant in stations 3 (7 %), 4 (6 %), 8 (9%) and 9 (4 %). NanoFLO share was significant only in 
station 6 (2 %). The share of NanoFLR-HighSWS was in general higher in the Atlantic (3.7 ± 1.1 %) 

















Figure 22 – Numerical abundance of phytoplankton at surface (A) and in the DCM (D). Biomass of each identified group at surface (B) and the DCM (E). 





The picture drawn for DCM samples differed heavily from that of surface samples. In the DCM layer, 
total phytoplankton concentration of stations 1, 2, 4, 5, 9 and 12 were similar to phytoplankton 
concentration found in surface samples (figure 22d). But stations 3, 6, 7, 8, 10 and 11 had huge 
differences between DCM and surface layers. In particular, station 3 (47 752 cells mL-1) and station 7 
(80 x 103 cells mL-1) had the highest phytoplankton concentration of any discrete sample, while station 
6 (22 x 103 cells mL-1), 7 (80 x 103 cells mL-1), 10 (7 x 103 cells mL-1) and 11 (7 x 103 cells mL-1) had a 
lower concentration than at surface (respect. 47 x 103, 27 x 103, 15 x 103 and 14 x 103 cells mL-1). In 
the first station, Synechococcus share was lowest of all stations (8 %), followed by stations 2 (19 %) 
and 4 (21 %). It was highest in station 7 (83 %). PicoFLR was generally the first component of the 
community (58 ± 11 %) in Atlantic waters, but not in Mediterranean stations (32 ± 8 %), and its share 
was lowest in station 7 (15 %). NanoFLR share of total phytoplankton counts came generally third (9 
± 5 %), having been highest in station 2 (19 %) and minimal in station 3 (4 %) and 7 (3 %).  As for the 
total autotrophic biomass pool, it was generally bigger than at surface (99 ± 66 ng C mL-1, figure 22e), 
but in stations 1, 5, 9, 10, and 11. It was highest in stations 6 (266 ng C mL-1) and 7 (190 ng C mL-1) in 
the Alboran Sea. Overall, the share of MicroFLR was much higher than at surface (19 ± 16 %), and it 
was the first contributor to the biomass pool in stations 2 (47.7 %), 6 (48 %) and 12 (39 %). NanoFLO 
contributed significantly as well in stations 3, 5, and from 6 to 11, although its highest share was found 
in station 8 (10 %). NanoFLR-HighSWS share was lowest in the first two stations (0.3 to 0.8 %), but 
remained relatively constant afterwards (1 ± 0.5%). The share of MicroFLR-FWS was always small 
(0.8 ± 0.6 %), and highest in station 12 (3 %) after the strait of Messina. In comparison, the share of 
PicoFLR was always higher (32 ± 11 %), lowest at station 6 (10 %) and equivalent to that of 
Synechococcus only in station 7 (20 %), and the share of Synechococcus was generally low (9 ± 7 %), 
almost non-existent in the first two stations (< 1 %) and station 4 (2 %). The distribution pattern of the 
RFP was similar to that of the biomass pool, with however stations 2 and 3 standing apart (figure 22f). 
The highest amount of FLR was found in stations 6 (7.7 x 106 AU mL-1) and 7 (6 x 106 AU mL-1), and 
the lowest in station 1 (2.2 x 106 AU mL-1). Observations made for surface samples held true as well 
for DCM samples, as Synechococcus (9 ± 7 %) and PicoFLR (32 ± 11 %) shares went up. Otherwise, 
shares of the RFP were like that observed for the biomass pool. 
For each size class (pico-, nano- and micro-), total cell abundance was plotted against total biomass or 
total red fluorescence (figure 23). The goal was to understand the how cell abundance was related to 
biomass or fluorescence, per size-class. Despite the difference in the number of samples processed 
between the two datasets (n = 3713 for the “transect” and n = 24 for the “discrete”), a relationship was 
visible between abundance and Red fluorescence amount or biomass content in some instances, 
regardless of the depth sampled. For Picophytoplankton, a higher abundance did translate into a higher 
total biomass at surface or DCM, but not really into an increase in red fluorescence. For 




biomass but did turn into more fluorescence. Finally, for Microphytoplankton, in every case a more 
elevated concentration meant a higher biomass or fluorescence. The fact that Nanophytoplankton did 
not express many changes of its abundance for comparatively bigger changes of its biomass suggests 
that, for this size-class, abundance stays relatively constant but the taxonomic composition or 



















iv. Mean Cellular Carbon 
Mean cellular carbon (MCC), as retrieved from the scatter-to-volume relationship (see Chapter 2) for 
each optical group identified, was averaged over the different water masses in order to explore 
phytoplankton constitution and size-distribution along the transect, compare it to discrete values from 
the DCM layer, and to possibly identify trends of variability. For the main water masses, several 
Figure 23 – Scattergram plots, showing for each sampled site (A and C) size-class Red Fluorescence against 
size-class abundance and (B and D) size-class Biomass against size-class abundance. (A) and (B) are from 
the transect dataset, while (C) and (D) from the discrete dataset. Trendlines from LOESS regression, as well 
as the calculated polynomial and its R² are shown for each size class. 
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measurements were available allowing to cover several times and thus average diel variations of size. 
Not so many measurements were available for the outlier areas and for DCM samples (limited to 12), 
and MCC retrieved in those cases should only be considered as “snapshots” during the diel cycles of 
phytoplankton species, and thus not representative of their daily-averaged size. 
Synechococcus MCC increased towards the Mediterranean Sea to reach its highest value in the 
Tyrrhenian sub-basin (table 20 and figure 24a). It was low in the Atlantic subsurface water masses, and 
the lowest in the second Alboran Outlier. The same trend was observed in the DCM (table 21 and figure 
24a, green squares). PicoFLR displayed a similar trend, with low MCC in the Atlantic and the lowest 
in the Gibraltar Strait (table 20 and figure 24b). MCC of the first Alboran Outlier and of the Almeria-
Oran front were comparable to later values found in the Western Mediterranean Sea. PicoFLR of the 
DCM followed the same trend, in general.  
NanoFLR showed the lowest MCC in areas where mixing with deep waters was observed, but did not 
exhibit any significant difference between the Atlantic and the Mediterranean Sea (figure 24c). On the 
contrary, in the DCM, nanoeukaryotic cells had a higher MCC in the Alboran Sea (stations 5, 6, and 
especially 7) than in any other DCM (table 21), but overall nanoeukaryotes had a MCC half as high as 
their subsurface equivalent. For NanoFLO cells, MCC was also lowest in the second Alboran Outlier 
but was higher in the Atlantic than in the Mediterranean Sea, yet with a higher standard deviation 
(Figure 24d). Except for stations 2, 4 and 12, NanoFLO cells appeared to have an increased MCC in 
the DCM than at surface (table 21). NanoFLR-HighSWS showed the lowest MCC values in the 
Gibraltar Strait, and in general, lower values in the Atlantic than in the Mediterranean Sea (figure 24e). 
The same was true for DCM samples, although differences were less significant (table 21 and figure 
24e, green squares).  
MicroFLR-FWS showed a different pattern, with higher MCC in the Atlantic than in the Mediterranean, 
even more at the Gibraltar Strait while the maximum was reached at the first Alboran Outlier (table 20 
and Figure 24f). In contrast, in DCM samples (table 21), MicroFLR-FWS cells tended to have a lower 
MCC with larger differences between stations 5 vs station 8 or 11. MicroFLR displayed a pattern similar 
to MicroFLR-FWS: MCC was higher in Atlantic waters than in the Mediterranean ones and was highest 
in the first Alboran Outlier. In DCM samples, MCC was highest at station 2, followed by stations 6 and 




















Figure 24 –Mean Cellular Carbon of (A) Synechococcus spp. (B) PicoFLR (C) NanoFLR (D) NanoFLO (E) NanoFLR-
HighSWS (F) MicroFLR-FWS (G) MicroFLR along the cruise track.  Green squares indicate MCC value for DCM samples. 
Black arrows indicate straits, blue arrows indicate the Alboran Sea outliers and the red arrow indicate the Almeria-Oran 
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For Synechococcus spp, Picophytoplankton and Nanophytoplankton, MCC was plotted against either 
the total biomass or the total abundance of its group (figure 25). For the ‘transect’ dataset (figure 25a 
and 25b), Synechococcus spp. was divided in two groups, one for the Atlantic and the other for the 
Mediterranean parts of the cruise. MCC did no display any significant relationship with biomass, with 
the exception of Nanophytoplankton for which a raise of biomass translated into a mild raise of MCC. 
However, MCC did vary more clearly with cell abundance variations for most groups. The best anti-
correlation was found for Picophytoplankton (both for surface ‘transect’ samples and for ‘discrete’ 
DCM values) and for Mediterranean Synechococcus cells. The anti-correlation was weak for Atlantic 
Synechococcus (for ‘transect’ samples) and for Nanophytoplankton (in both datasets), and was null for 
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Figure 25 – Loess regressions and r² of total Biomass vs MCC per each size group (A and C) and Cell 
concentration vs MCC (B and D). (A) and (B) cover the “transect” dataset, while (C) and (D) cover the 





Table 20 – MCC (fg C cell-1) for the different phytoplankton groups in the different water masses, estimated using 
the SWS to C relationship for Picophytoplankton and FWS to C relationship for larger cells (see Chapter 2). 
Water mass Synechococcus 
spp.  













± 14 340 
 
69 364 
± 67 518 
107 146 
± 14 827 
87 187 
± 122 507 
1 327 537 
±1 327 973 
1371 
NACWu/PCS 




± 12 922 
 
65 550 
± 41 677 
 
113 862 
± 11 211 
90 920 
± 84 362 
1 246 562 
± 778 346 
411 
NACWu/PCS/MOW 




± 4 296 
 
67 326 
± 8 878 
 
91 651 
± 8 450 
126 907 
± 60 140 
1 049 241 
± 178 459 
60 
Alboran Outlier 1 
(S) 




± 5 032 
 
76 393 
± 11 127 
 
119 613 
± 10 533 
189 244 
± 320 457 
1 709 921 
±2 170 208 
51 
Alboran Outlier 2 
(T) 




± 3 312 
 
46 414 
± 11 168 
 
111 514 
± 13 144 
68 775 
± 58 866 
1 098 872 
± 735 072 
57 
Almeria-Oran front 




± 16 727 
 
59 737 
± 21 169 
 
121 237 
± 15 059 
61 874 
± 54 328 
900 299 
± 969 623 
168 
Balearic MAW 




± 14 084 
 
60 244 
± 33 325 
 
134 126 
± 14 259 
57 394 
± 37 978 
744 064 
± 876 762 
634 
Tyrrhenian MAW 




± 11 194 
 
65 095 
± 38 694 
 
137 455 
± 10 356 
59 684 
± 60 400 
805 664 
±1 646 293 
944 
Tyrr. MAW/LIW 




± 2 623 
 
60 028 
± 27 611 
 
128 521 
± 11 262 
92 676 
± 42 027 
422 602 




Table 21 – MCC (fg C cell-1) for the different phytoplankton groups in the DCM at the different stations sampled, 














121,2 1077,4 40 044,4 80 660,7 78899,1 43 344,9 511 588 
2 
 
113,6 997,1 47 217,1 51 048,6 73051,7 41 464,1 1 533 746 
3 
 
104,1 922,7 44 997,8 73 634,7 63779,2 35 477 539 161,2 
4 
 
117,1 1052,4 48 791,7 57 469,5 69562,0 62 052,9 630 981,8 
5 
 
143,0 1219,4 58 040,7 83 014,6 79486,0 68 981,8 305 985,8 
6 
 
113,7 761,5 56 898,7 92 485,7 60904,2 46 902,7 1 130 975,4 
7 
 
131,3 839,7 68 402,1 83 604 74801,9 38 088,3 955 609,8 
8 
 
154,3 1054,8 46 106,3 68 402,1 78899,1 32 082,3 526 738 
9 
 






171,1 1569,7 43 272,5 103 840,5 74218,1 40 459,9 426 938,5 
11 
 
168,1 1414,0 51 783,9 96 059,3 100841,6 32 653,3 614 197,1 
12 
 
171,9 1505,6 47 177,8 51 783,9 70723,6 35 762,1 561 306,7 
 
v. Cytometric Diversity  
For both datasets (‘transect’ for sub-surface continuous recording and ‘discrete’ for discrete sub-surface 
and DCM samples), a Cytometric Diversity index was calculated according to Li (2002) for each sample 
and plotted against available parameters. In the “transect” dataset, the Cytometric Diversity index 
decreased with increasing phytoplankton abundance (figure 26a) and they were in fact significantly 
anti-correlated (r = -0.81 for p < 2.2e-16). The Cytometric Diversity index increased with upwelled 
water masses diverging, such as NACWu-PCS-MOW and Tyrr. MAW-LIW (figure 26b), as Cytometric 
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(A) 
Figure 26 – Scattergram plot, showing for each water mass its measured Cytometric Diversity Index versus (A) 
its logarithm-transformed total phytoplankton abundance (B) its water density. Sites are colour-coded to display 
the different water masses identified in this study. 





The “discrete” dataset offers some insight into the relationship between Cytometric Diversity and 
environmental factors: in fact, denser, more turbid and nutrient-richer waters harboured a higher 
cytometric diversity, although two surface samples (stations 5 and 6) ranked high in this index. A 
Pearson correlation test revealed that the most significant relationship was between Cytometric 
Diversity Index and water Density (r = 0.48 for p = 0.0183), while a correlation was also found between 
the same index and turbidity (figure 27, r = 0.47 for p = 0.0203) and between the index and total nutrients 






























Figure 27 – Cytometric Diversity Index against (A) Turbidity (B) Total nutrients & (C) Density for discrete 









vi. Diel variability  
At the Atlantic stations, the three groups investigated (Syn, PicoFLR and NanoFLR) showed a rather 
synchronous rhythmicity, with scatter lowest around 06:00, and highest around 22:00, indicating 
synchronous division (figure 28a, 28b and 28c). For PicoFLR and NanoFLR cells, red fluorescence was 
lowest around 06:00, increased up to 11:00, plateaued, and then increased again to its maximum at 
22:00. For Synechococcus spp., red and orange fluorescence diel cycles were bimodal with a maximum 
at 07:30, a decrease up to 12:00, and a second maximum at 15:00. For the first peak, red fluorescence 





















Figure 28 – Average profiles over the 24 hours of FWS (black line), SWS (blue line), red fluorescence (red line) 
and orange fluorescence (orange line) for Synechococcus spp. (A and D), PicoFLR (B and E), NanoFLR (C and 
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On the Mediterranean side (figure 28d, 28e, 28f), starting with Balearic MAW, Synechococcus spp. size 
was lowest at 08:00 and reached its maximum at 16:30, while PicoFLR and NanoFLR size was lowest 
at 04:00, and highest between 13:30 and 17:00 and at 16:30 respectively. Red fluorescence of both 
PicoFLR and NanoFLR displayed two maxima, at 07:00 and 17:30. The first maximum was higher than 
the second for PicoFLR, while the opposite was true for NanoFLR. Red and orange fluorescence of 
Synechococcus spp. cells displayed three maxima, the highest at 09:00, the lowest at 13:30, and a last 
one at 20:00. Orange was as intense as Red for the first peak, but more intense for the following two. 
For FLR, the first “morning” peak was higher while the “afternoon” peak was less intense than the FLO 
one. However, this decrease was less evident for the Mediterranean, on average. Instead, FLO increased 
shortly after mid-day and stayed constant afterward, while FLR clearly decreased during the whole 
afternoon before peaking again at the end of the day (figure 28a and 28d).   
 
vii. Phytoplankton ecological traits 
For each of the seven identified cytometric groups of both datasets, the average of each optical feature 
was retrieved, and traits were defined as detailed in Chapter 2 for each group (see table 22 of reminder). 
A Kendall correlation test was performed for each normalized trait against normalized environmental 
parameters, for both datasets, in order to identify environmental drivers of phytoplankton 
characteristics.  
 
Table 22 – List of optical features used as traits for PE442. Adapted from Fragoso et al. (2019) and Pomati et 
al. (2013). 
CytoSense descriptor Biological interpretation Trait assigned 
FWS Length  Length 
SWS Total Calibrated proxy of size Biovolume for cells < 5 µm 
FWS Total Calibrated proxy of size Biovolume for cells > 5 µm 
1 – FWS fill factor 
High values indicate a spherical 
shape 
Shape 
FWS asymmetry How asymmetric a particle is Asymmetry 
SWS Total / FWS Total 
How complex the particle is, 





(FLO total/FLR total) / Biovolume 
Ratio of the concentrations of 
pigments fluorescing in orange to 
pigments fluorescing in red, 
related to volume 
Phycoerythrin/chlorophyll-a ratio per unit of 
volume 
FLR total/Biovolume 
Ratio of pigments fluorescing in 




Within the “transect” dataset, temperature and salinity correlated positively with cell Volume of all 
groups but FLO/FLR Nanoeuk., HighFWS Microeuk. FLR, and Microeuk. FLR. This is coherent with 
the observation that the average biovolume of those groups increased towards the saltier Mediterranean 
(figure 24). Inversely, Chl/Vol and (Phyco/Chl)/Vol were negatively correlated with the same 
environmental factors (except for MicroFLR), which was again explained by the biovolume changing 
as a function of salinity and temperature (table 23). Length was weakly but positively correlated with 
both temperature and salinity, except for Synechococcus, MicroFLR-FWS and MicroFLR groups. 
Asymmetry was also positively correlated with both environmental parameters for all groups but 
NanoFLR, for whom both were strongly anti-correlated. On the contrary, Shape was generally anti-
correlated with temperature and salinity, and strongly so for Syn, PicoFLR and NanoFLR.  Shape was 
positively correlated with both parameters for NanoFLO only. Structural complexity was positively 
correlated with temperature and salinity in the case of PicoFLR, NanoFLR and MicroFLR, but weakly 
so, and was strongly anti-correlated with temperature and salinity for Synechococcus and NanoFLR-
HighSWS.  
 
Table 23 – Significant (p = 0.05) Kendall correlations between traits of each group and environmental 
parameters, for the “transect” dataset. Positive correlations are displayed in green, negative ones in red. Strong 















































































































































































Salinity -0.26 0.27 -0.36  -0.07 0.1 0.14 
 
 
For the “discrete” dataset (table 24), except for Synechococcus spp., only temperature significantly 
affected Volume (but was not significant in the case of MicroFLR-FWS). For Synechococcus, salinity 
was positively correlated with Volume, whereas nitrogen was negatively correlated with Volume. 
Length was positively correlated with salinity but negatively with silicates. Asymmetry was negatively 
correlated with temperature but positively with silicates, turbidity and MLD. Shape was negatively 
correlated with salinity, silicates and SI. Chl/Volume ratio was positively correlated with turbidity, and 
negatively with temperature. (Phyco/Chl)/Volume ratio was negatively correlated with temperature, 
salinity, and SI, but positively with nitrite. Structural complexity of Synechococcus was negatively 
correlated with salinity, silicates, ammonium and SI. For PicoFLR, Length and Asymmetry were 
positively correlated with salinity, but negatively so with turbidity. On the contrary, Shape, Chl/Volume 
and Structural Complexity were negatively correlated with temperature but positively with turbidity. 
The (Phyco/Chl)/Volume ratio was negatively correlated with both salinity and silicates. Length of 
NanoFLR was positively correlated with temperature, to the contrary of (Phyco/Chl)/Volume which 
was negatively correlated with temperature. Asymmetry was negatively correlated with salinity, but 
positively so with MLD, and Shape was positively correlated with both salinity and silicates. The 




Table 24 – Result of significant (p = 0.05) Kendall correlation tests performed between traits of each group and environmental parameters, for the discrete dataset at stations. 
Correlations are not shown for MicroFLR as none are significant.  Similarly, DCM thickness and nitrate concentration were tested but are not displayed. Positive correlations 












































T  -0.66  0.58 -0.83 -0.72   T    0.65  -0.67 -0.55 
S 0.63  -0.84 0.74  -0.65 -0.6  S 0.54  0.63     
SiO2 -0.78 0.69 -0.8    -0.82  SiO2        
PO4         PO4   -0.55     
NO2    -0.52  0.53   NO2        
NH4       -0.52  NH4        
Turbidity  0.56   0.72    Turbidity      0.7 0.68 
MLD  0.63       MLD        





         
Traits 
NanoFLO 
       
T 0.73 0.68 -0.6 0.71 -0.86  -0.76  T    0.6 -0.6   
S      -0.62   S        
SiO2      -0.61   SiO2     0.55   
PO4         PO4        
NO2         NO2        
NH4         NH4        
Turbidity -0.56 -0.73 0.65  0.74  0.83  Turbidity  0.52      
MLD         MLD        








       
T 0.59   0.69 -0.79 -0.52   T   -0.69     
S  -0.7 0.63      S        
SiO2   0.56      SiO2        
PO4         PO4 0.56       
NO2         NO2        
NH4         NH4        
Turbidity     0.56    Turbidity   0.53     
MLD  0.55       MLD        




Length of NanoFLR-HighSWS was positively correlated with salinity, and Shape was positively 
correlated with both salinity and SI but negatively with phosphates. The Chl/Volume ratio and 
Structural Complexity were negatively correlated with temperature but positively so with turbidity. 
Asymmetry of NanoFLO was positively correlated with turbidity only, while its Chl/Volume ratio was 
negatively correlated with temperature but positively with silicates. Length of MicroFLR-FWS was 
positively correlated with phosphates, and Shape was positively correlated with turbidity but negatively 
so with temperature.   
 
viii. Meso- and submesoscale patterns 
An NMDS was performed on the “transect” dataset, in order to group the samples based on multivariate 
similarity (figure 29). This was carried out after normalization both for the abundance of the different 
groups with the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity index, and for their traits with the Gower dissimilarity index. 
Samples were grouped a-priori by assigning them to each of the identified water mass, including the 
outliers. The result was supplemented with the effect of temperature and salinity on the ordination.  
In all cases, the multivariate ordination resulted in gradients of phytoplankton community 
characteristics, as a function of the different water masses sampled (figure 29) or between different 
depths (figure 30). Abundance data showed a clearer separation than traits data, which were more 
affected by diel cycles and thus showed overall a higher similarity. For the “transect” dataset outlier 
areas lied within the water mass in which they were situated.  
The “discrete” dataset was analysed with a Canonical Correspondence Analysis (CCA), with the same 
dissimilarity indexes for abundance and traits, in order to estimate to what extent did environmental 
gradients explain phytoplankton community gradients (figure 30). Due to the higher number of 
environmental variables, this test aimed to complement the analysis made on the “transect” dataset that 











































































The “discrete” dataset separated more clearly, albeit less robustly, samples between water masses due 
to the West-East gradient of the cruise, although the separation was much stronger when samples were 
grouped per depth. This reflected the large differences in Red Fluorescence due to photoacclimation 
and also to differences in community composition. The CCA model was found to be significant for both 
abundance and traits (Pr > 0.01), and in any case both Temperature and Salinity were found to be the 
only significant factors with only the first axis significantly explaining the variability. For abundance 
data, the model explained 63% of the total variance observed between all sites, while for traits data the 
model explained 61% of variance. In both cases, predictors were found not to distort the ordination. 
 
Figure 30 – CCA ordinations of the discrete dataset, (A) displaying the ordination relative to abundances of 































d. Discussion and Conclusions 
The most striking feature of the observed phytoplankton distribution was the difference in total algal 
concentration between open Atlantic and Mediterranean waters, that however did not translate into an 
increase of algal biomass nor algal expressed fluorescence. Rather, these two parameters appeared 
constant at the mesoscale throughout the cruise and were equivalent between Atlantic and 
Mediterranean waters, and no pattern was detected with DIN sampled in CTD sites with the exception 
of silicates which increased towards the Mediterranean Sea, and phosphates which were in higher 
quantities in the Alboran Sea. This highlights a uniformly depleted surface layer in the midst of summer 
in the Atlantic or the Mediterranean, as also suggested by total autotrophic biomass which tended not 
to vary and by remote sensing data.  
However, at the submesoscale covered by the ‘transect’ dataset, great variations in the 3 parameters 
(concentration, biomass, FLR) were detected in various sites and missed out by the ‘discrete’ sampling, 
the most conspicuous site having been the strait of Gibraltar where a mild raise in total algal 
concentration and a much more important increase in autotrophic biomass were detected concurrently 
with an increase of water density. This suggested that outflowing Mediterranean Deep Waters were 
actively enriching the area in nutrients through various processes (Gomez et al., 2001, Echevarria et al., 
2002, Macias et al., 2006), thus allowing cells belonging to the MicroFLR-FWS and above all 
MicroFLR groups to thrive. Interestingly, an FLR peak occurred after the first peak in Biomass and 
coincided with the second one (figure 21), suggesting a decoupling between autotrophic biomass (that 
is maintained within the water body) and its associated fluorescence (that decreases due to higher light 
at surface compared to depth), presumably after the upwelled water drifted for some time. In 
comparison, only station 6 of the ‘discrete’ dataset revealed sensible differences, both in terms of 
photosynthetic pigments and in terms of DIN, as it was not phosphate-limited. In fact, it had the highest 
phosphate concentration of all stations at surface (as well as nitrate), hinting at the influence of terrestrial 
influence occurring in the Alboran Sea, mainly owed to the Andarax, Guadalfeo and Guadiaro rivers.  
The Alboran Sea itself is a complex water body, and displayed gradients in density reflecting mixing 
of different water masses. The first Alboran Sea outlier (marked by a higher salinity) lied in and right 
after a peak in biomass and FLR, and the second lied before a decrease in those two parameters. As the 
community composition of the first outlier, in terms of biomass, was also similar to what was found in 
the Strait of Gibraltar (minus the influence of bigger-sized cells), this suggest that the first outlier was 
a tongue of upwelled MOW, while the second outlier might have been influenced by other external 
forcings (e.g. coastal runoffs). For its first half, in the Alboran Sea total autotrophic biomass was higher 
than in surface Atlantic or Mediterranean waters, which could be the result of the physical constraints 
acting in this semi-enclosed basin resulting in many areas of temporary and permanent upwellings 




documented the influence of tides on the distribution of water masses within the strait of Gibraltar and 
the Alboran Sea, and showed that patches of high chlorophyll-a concentration were mostly due to lateral 
advection and mixing of coastal waters with the entering Atlantic jet rather than intrinsic growth, and 
thus called “Suction Maxima”. Stations 6 (edge of an eddy in the Alboran Sea) and 7 (after the Almeria-
Oran front) had the highest DIN concentration at surface (and in fact equivalent to DIN concentration 
found in the DCM), supporting the hypothesis that nutrient-rich coastal waters were mixed with the 
incoming Atlantic jet. The decreasing autotrophic concentration and biomass towards the eastern part 
of the Alboran Sea corresponds to expectations set by a modelling study which showed that the frontal 
Atlantic jet was disseminating upwelled nutrients around both Alboran Sea gyres as it travelled 
eastwards (Oguz et al., 2014). 
A patch of increased algal concentration but also biomass was detected in the Balearic Sea, that 
corresponded to a decreased water density, suggesting a terrestrial influence. Stations 8 and 9, sampled 
in the Balearic Sea, had more DIN than following stations, again suggesting a DIN input, possibly 
through eddies of Atlantic water following loosely the Algerian coast after having been enriched in the 
Alboran Sea. A final increase of algal concentration, biomass and fluorescence was observed in the 
strait of Messina, where surface waters are mixed with deeper waters from the Eastern Mediterranean, 
through mechanisms similar to those observed in the strait of Gibraltar (Azzaro et al 2007). More 
globally, the observed numeric dominance of Synechococcus in surface waters in the Mediterranean 
Sea especially in summer is coherent with previous studies pointing at the same phenomenon (Mouriño-
Carballido et al., 2016), and reported concentrations for Synechococcus and PicoFLR in the Atlantic 
Ocean were similar to concentrations reported for Atlantic surface waters in summer (Baltar and 
Aristegui, 2017).  
With increasing abundance (and dominance) of Synechococcus, Cytometric Diversity was observed to 
decrease, which is coherent with previous observations (Li, 2002), and with theoretical considerations 
that diversity is highest at intermediate abundance levels, when communities are more dynamically 
adapting to highly variable environmental factors (Connel, 1978). On the contrary, a community with 
only a handful of large cells characteristic of some stages of phytoplankton blooming, will have a 
cytometric diversity as low as a community dominated by cyanobacteria such as what was observed in 
the Mediterranean part of the cruise. Furthermore, Cytometric Diversity was shown to be generally 
higher in the DCM layer than in the surface one, however two stations at surface (5 and 6) had a 
Cytometric Diversity comparable to values found in the DCM. These two stations were sampled 
respectively before and after the Gibraltar Strait, and were sites of active interplays between the two 
basins, harbouring favourable conditions for an increase of autotrophic biomass. 
On the other hand, the “discrete” dataset underlined also the higher total algal concentration of the 




variability of autotrophic concentration, biomass or fluorescence encountered at the submesoscale, most 
notably at the strait of Gibraltar but also beyond (figure 31). Differences were significant with the DCM 
layer, where the influence of MicroFLR cells was significant in terms of biomass or fluorescence in 
stations 2 (open Atlantic), 6 (after Gibraltar) and 12 (after Messina). For station 6, this high share of 
MicroFLR corresponded to a quite high abundance of fucoxanthin, suggesting a diatom bloom in the 
DCM layer after the strait of Gibraltar, but the lack of a proportionate amount of chlorophyll-a calls for 
cautiousness. Total concentration was much higher in the DCM than at the surface of stations 3 (open 
Atlantic) and 7 (mid Alboran Sea), as Synechococcus cells were much more numerous in the DCM at 
those sites, possibly indicating a preferred ecological niche. This observation corroborates those of 
Latasa et al. (2017) who found that Synechococcus cells were accumulating in the shallowest parts of 
the DCM, as opposed to Prochlorococcus (not measured in the present study) which preferred surface 
waters. It however stands in contradiction with the observations of Partensky et al. (1999) who reviewed 
concentrations of both cyanobacteria sampled in various areas and depth. Also, Olson et al. (1990) 
found that, out of 81 sites sampled, 36 only displayed subsurface maxima of Synechococcus, thus no 
general rule can be established yet with the vertical distribution of Synechococcus. The lack of data for 
Prochlorococcus, due to the detection limit of the CytoSense used that does not allow to detect such 
small, dim cells in surface waters, prevented to draw a complete picture of the whole phytoplankton 
community especially in open sea. Indeed, Prochlorococcus abundance is supposed to exceed that of 
Synechococcus in clear waters (Partensky et al., 1999), but their even smaller size means that their 
contribution to total phytoplanktonic biomass might not be significant. 
For other sites, in general, the influence of the bigger groups (MicroFLR, NanoFLO and NanoFLR-
HighSWS) was more pronounced in the DCM than in surface layers, presumably reflecting higher DIN 
concentrations. However, total autotrophic biomass was not always significantly higher to that found at 
surface, corroborating previous observations that in stratified water columns this layer holds 
photoacclimation processes that are not necessarily coupled with a biomass increase (Dubinsky and 
Stambler, 2009). On the contrary, for total Red Fluorescence, values were systematically much higher 
for DCM samples than for surface ones. For sites having comparable abundance and biomass of 
phytoplankton in the two layers (stations 5 and 9), the increase in fluorescence with depth can be 
attributed to photoacclimation. In fact, sites found in the Mediterranean part of the cruise (stations 8 to 
12) can be considered “typical” of the western Mediterranean in summer, in that the chlorophyll-a 
maximum resulted from photoacclimation and not from a biomass maximum (Barbieux et al., 2019). 

























The picophytoplankton fraction was overwhelmingly numerically dominant at surface and especially 
so in the western Mediterranean, but the biomass pool was always accounted for in major part by 
NanoFLR (82 ± 6 %), even in outlier water bodies harbouring large-sized cells such as the Gibraltar 
Strait. In the DCM as well, NanoFLR accounted for the largest share of biomass except for stations 2 
(open Atlantic) and 12 (eastern Sicilian coast). In previous studies, such a dominance of the 
nanoeukaryotic fraction has not been observed. For example, in open Atlantic surface waters, Head et 
al. (2002) found that dinoflagellates (hetero- and auto-trophic) were contributing significantly to the 
biomass pool, but the picoplankton fraction (and also small flagellates) were dominant. Picoplankton 
data were retrieved with flow cytometry, but bigger cells were counted by microscopy and thus might 
have been underestimated. Marañon et al. (2000) found also that cyanobacteria and small flagellates 
dominated the surface autotrophic biomass during cross-Atlantic samplings, although nanoplankton 
Figure 31 – “Transect” biomass per cluster (A) and “discrete” surface biomass per cluster (B), derived from the 
Scatter-Biovolume equation (see Chapter 3). Black arrows indicate the Strait of Gibraltar and the Strait of 













was counted with a microscope. In the Tyrrhenian sea in summer, Decembrini et al. (2009) found that 
nanoplankton contributed significantly to the autotrophic biomass pool, but overall picoplankton and 
the smallest flagellates accounted for a larger fraction of biomass and partook much more in primary 
production. The study of Mena et al. (2019) in the Balearic Sea, found also that picophytoplankton 
dominated the biomass pool in summer in the most offshore stations, and also used a combination of 
flow cytometry and microscopy techniques to estimate biomass. Moreover, it is to be noted that most 
studies providing estimates of phytoplankton biomass relied on published conversion factors between 
cells and carbon content, or between measured volume and carbon density, often done on fixed samples. 
In our study, estimates of cellular carbon were close to published values for Synechococcus and 
picoeukaryotes (PicoFLR, see tables 6 and 7 in Chapter 2 for a comparison), but far-off for 
nanoeukaryotes (NanoFLR). This could be due to the ataxonomical yet quantitative approach of flow 
cytometry, such that NanoFLR as a cytometric group encompasses many different species. In fact, the 
whole nanoeukaryotic size range of our study also encompasses NanoFLR-HighSWS and NanoFLO 
which would add to the biomass share of that size range. These results suggest that the nanoeukaryotic 
size-range constitutes a uniform background in terms of biomass at surface even in oligotrophic 
conditions, and in the DCM as well albeit to a smaller extent. Even with a lesser abundance than for 
picophytoplankton, individual biomass was much higher leading to a difference of total biomass shares 
even when total algal concentration was low. At the same time, underestimation of microeukaryotes in 
oligotrophic waters and in upwelled waters might modify NanoFLR share by increasing or decreasing 
it, respectively, as shown by comparison between quasi-simultaneous discrete and continuous 
measurements.  
Apart from community structure differences between the Atlantic and the Mediterranean, both at the 
meso- and the submesoscale, physiological differences were evidenced as well. The analysis of diel 
cycles of size and fluorescence for 3 groups showed that diel patterns of growth and pigmentation were 
not correlated and were unequal between the Atlantic and the Mediterranean. For example, while size 
followed a simple daily pattern for Synechococcus spp. with a peak when cells were about to divide, 
fluorescence followed a bimodal distribution over the day, possibly due to photoacclimation and/or 
photoinhibition (Vaulot and Marie, 1999).  Synechococcus spp. appeared to divide earlier in the day in 
the Mediterranean Sea than in the Atlantic, suggesting that its growth rate was faster, which is consistent 
with previous observations (Agawin et al., 1998).  For PicoFLR and NanoFLR in the Atlantic, although 
the FLR throughout the day was unimodal, with a single peak at the end of the day when the sun set 
and cells divided, photoinhibition could also be observed, as the plateau takes place after mid-day 
(figure 28b). However, their average Mediterranean diel cycle differed significantly: FLR distribution 
over the day was bimodal, and both groups divided earlier in the day, again suggesting that growth rates 
were quicker in warmer waters, even when they were nutrient-depleted, as in the case of the 




– to light diel oscillations but also to sudden changes in light intensity has been documented for many 
species (Coesel et al., 2021, for protists; Kolody et al., 2019). They do so through changes in 
transcriptional activities regulated by photoreceptors, which presumably played a role, in the case of 
this study, in the differences observed between the Atlantic and Mediterranean. In addition, also 
temperature might have played a key role in regulating phytoplankton physiology by accelerating their 
growth rate, as also observed by several authors (Agawin et al., 1998, Agawin et al., 2000, Chen et al., 
2014, Sherman et al., 2016). It is to be noted that HPLC data did not concur much with FCM data, as 
no significant correlations were found between pigment concentrations and FCM group abundances. In 
particular, zeaxanthin (minus divinyl-chlorophyll-a marking the abundance of cyanobacteria) did not 
display the same pattern revealed by semi-continuous FCM which indicated clearly a much higher 
abundance of Synechococcus cells in surface Mediterranean waters, not backed up by pigment content 
obtained by HPLC, which are however influenced by in-situ conditions such as light exposure or DIN 
concentration.  
Other morphological and physiological differences might also have mattered, some of which were 
reflected by the traits considered. One of the most important trait, Volume, was correlated positively 
with both temperature and salinity, although not for NanoFLO and MicroFLR-FWS groups. This could 
be due to the low number of cells counted throughout the cruise, together with the fact that different 
species were included in these clusters, making it impossible to distinguish even cellular diel cycles 
(figure 24f and 24g). Volume of MicroFLR did not display any significant correlation probably due to 
the even lower counts. Still, for a major part of the phytoplankton community, Volume increased 
towards the Mediterranean Sea, and markedly so for the smallest cells, suggesting that temperature and 
salinity affected critically the size distribution of the community. On the contrary, Chl/Volume ratio 
was negatively correlated to both parameters, suggesting that changes in volume were not proportionate 
to changes in expressed fluorescence through pigments. In the “discrete” dataset, overall few 
correlations were found between DIN and phytoplankton traits. Ammonium and silicon dioxide were 
negatively correlated with the Structural Complexity of Synechococcus, and nitrate negatively so with 
their Volume, potentially indicative of physiological adaptations. In particular, Synechococcus has been 
showed to incorporate silicates, although it remains unknown if this incorporation satisfies a 
physiological requirement or occurs inadvertently together with the incorporation of phosphates 
(Brzezinski et al., 2017).  
Phosphates were negatively correlated with Shape of NanoFLR-HighSWS, suggesting that they were 
significant in explaining their morphology. On the contrary, phosphate concentration was positively 
correlated with Length of MicroFLR-FWS although this might be due to the high abundance of that 
group in stations 6 and 7 in the Alboran Sea, richest in phosphate, and this abundance favoured a more 




In general, traits varied strongly with temperature and salinity, which are conservative parameters. On 
the contrary, DIN concentrations are quickly used up by phytoplankton species. In that regard, the 
ordination of the ‘transect’ abundance data highlighted small overlaps between successive water masses 
showing that phytoplankton communities were partitioned at the mesoscale per large hydrological 
reservoirs which evolved with time. “Outlier” water bodies of different origins harboured 
phytoplankton communities adapted to their own environmental factors and showed that, at the 
submesoscale, significant differences can arise and be missed by traditional discrete sampling strategies, 
such as the much increased total concentration of the western Alboran Sea, of the Almeria-Oran front, 
or in the Balearic Sea. As shown by the CCA, temperature and salinity were strong drivers of 
phytoplankton communities’ changes as has been observed previously, for example in estuarine 
environments presenting intense gradients (Quinlan and Philips 2007, Costa et al. 2009). In the Baltic 
Sea, salinity differences have been found to significantly drive cyanophytes and diatom community 
structure in the study of Gasiunaite et al. (2005) when all sites were considered together, which was not 
the case for DIN concentrations (although they explained variability patterns at a more local level). In 
the present study, few DIN were found significantly correlated to phytoplankton traits and none were 
found significant in explaining constrained variability in both CCA models. It suggests that in summer, 
phytoplankton community was less influenced by nutrient concentrations than other non-sampled 
parameters, but one cannot exclude that the low number of samples (n = 24) did not allow to catch the 
effect of DIN on phytoplankton.  
Overall, these results provide a snapshot of phytoplankton cytometric group distribution at surface and 
highlight two contrasting patterns: similar communities in water masses at the mesoscale but a 
significant variability at the submesoscale both in offshore waters and in more specific areas such as 
the strait of Gibraltar where many physical constraints shape dynamically and differently local 
phytoplankton communities. A clear gradient of temperature and salinity was sampled which was found 
to have influenced phytoplankton variability and traits, as well as growth rates, leading to qualitative 
differences between the eastern Atlantic basin and the western Mediterranean basin, supporting 














The Adriatic Sea, with a shallow average depth of 35 m, is a key area of the Mediterranean Sea, with 
high productivity and important dynamical features, influencing the whole basin. The relatively warmer 
and saltier Eastern Mediterranean waters enter the Strait of Otranto, flowing along the Eastern coast 
towards the North before reaching the North Adriatic Sea (NA). Afterwards, the general circulation 
follows the eastern coast of Italy towards the South to exit the Otranto Strait at the “heel” of the 
peninsula (figure 32). Major freshwater inputs take place in the NA: Russo and Artegiani (1996) 
estimated that about 20% of Mediterranean freshwater inputs occur in the NA. Wind stress, heat and 
water fluxes all contribute to the generation of dense water which deepens in the mid and south Adriatic 
Sea flowing as a dense current that represent one main source of dense deep water in the Eastern 















Figure 32 – Map of the northern Adriatic. Black arrows indicate the main surface currents, blue arrows indicate 
freshwater discharges, and the black line indicate the front formed between freshwater from the Po and saline 











Strait of Otranto 




Several rivers discharge into the Adriatic Sea, such as the Adige, the Brenta, the Piave and the Po. The 
main one, the Po river, crossing North Italy from the western Alps through the Padania Plain is the 
second freshwater contributor to the Mediterranean Sea (1500 m3/s; Raicich 1994). It also brings 
particulate matter and sediments into the coastal system, apart from organic and inorganic nutrients and 
pollutants produced by the extensive agricultural areas of northern Italy it crosses. In general, water 
circulation is significantly affected by weather events, and by winds, such as the so-called Maestrale, 
Bora and Scirocco, which strongly influence the hydrodynamical features of the area.  
From a biological perspective, rivers and the Po river in particular, are the main factor controlling 
phytoplankton blooms in the NA as their freshwater load induces haline stratification and brings high 
loads of nutrients. The NA is considered a eutrophic area of the Mediterranean Sea, as its primary 
productivity is significantly high (32 µg C h-1 L-1 in DeGobbis et al. 1979) as compared to other 
localities (0.24 µg C h−1 L−1 in Psarra et al., 2010, in the Cretan Sea; < 1.2 µmol C h-1 L-1 in Mercado et 
al., 2019, in the Alboran Sea). This is true mostly for the western side of the NA, as it is influenced by 
the Po and other rivers and freshwater inputs from the Italian coast, which control phytoplankton 
blooms.  In particular, phytoplankton tend to accumulate in the frontal zone of the Po river especially 
in summer, when freshwater is maintained in the surface layer (Mangoni et al., 2008). However, in that 
part of the northern Adriatic, phytoplankton abundance has been shown to have decreased between 
1990 and 2007 (Djakovac et al., 2010), possibly as a result of decreased Po freshwater discharge during 
the period, but Kraus et al. (2016) found that in winter the quantity of freshwater input does not 
influence phytoplankton abundance which is rather controlled by circulation patterns.  
In their study Degobbis et al. (2000) found that the N/P ratio in this area can be highly variable in time 
and space (going from 31 in the 1980s to 60 in the 1990s), depending on freshwater inputs and rapid 
exploitation by bacteria and phytoplankton, highlighting a quite dynamic trophic network. Its dynamics 
in the NA follows a well-known pattern common to other coastal areas, with a spring bloom dominated 
by diatoms, a switch during summer towards smaller species, more adapted to nutrient-poorer waters, 
where recycling is a key mechanism, and a more reduced phytoplankton bloom in the fall, triggered by 
rainfalls and resuspension of nutrients in presence of light (Socal et al., 2002, Bernardi Aubry et al., 
2006, Bernardi Aubry et al. 2012, Cabrini et al., 2012, Cerino et al., 2017, Cerino et al., 2019). 
Generally, phytoplankton biomass decreases from West to East, and from North to South, as a result of 
water circulation and localized freshwater discharges. 
During late winter of 2019, a sampling cruise in the framework of the INTERNOS project was 
conducted on board RV DallaPorta from 21/02/2019 to 27/02/2019, dedicated to the study of trophic 
networks in and out of major primary production areas in late winter, when autotrophic biomass levels 
are sometimes high due to diatom blooms triggered by elevated nutrients from the Po river together 




the sampling was to investigate the phytoplankton community at high spatial resolution, so to identify 
and characterize in terms of phytoplankton, some key areas influenced by the riverine inputs. During 
the cruise a storm occurred, which forced the ship to interrupt sampling. After the storm, several stations 
were resampled, in order to compare phytoplankton before and after the storm and to infer water 
movements and possible resumption or depression of phytoplankton growth. A focus was made on the 
discrimination between “river-influenced” waters influenced by freshwater discharges and “fully-
marine” waters, and their respective phytoplankton communities. Although the phytoplankton fraction 
> 3 µm is well-studied in the NA (e.g. Cabrini et al., 2012, Bernardi Aubry et al., 2012), this is not so 
much the case for picophytoplankton (Balestra et al., 2010), allowing us to provide a unique insight into 
its distribution in late winter and into its response to a storm event. 
 
b. Materials & Methods 
i. Sampling, hydrology, photosynthetic pigments and DIN 
Subsurface seawater (4 m) was pumped continuously from a nontoxic dedicated pipeline into the wet 
lab and connected to the CytoSense sampling system (figure 33). The ship stopped to perform CTD 
casts (SeaBird SBE 9, together with a WET Labs ECO-AFL/FL for measurement of in-situ 
fluorescence; SeaBird Scientific, USA) at 95 stations in total during the cruise, along coast-to-offshore 
transects (figure 34). During the cruise, a storm occurred, and sampling was interrupted between 





























Dissolved Inorganic Nutrient samples were prefiltered and stored immediately in 20 ml high-density 
polyethylene vials at -20°C until the analyses, which were carried out using the colorimetric method of 
Hansen and Grasshoff (1983). Chlorophyll-a samples were filtered on-board, then stored at -20°C until 
the analysis. Chlorophyll-a and phaeopigment concentrations were determined fluorometrically in 90% 
acetone extracts using a Trilogy Laboratory Fluorometer (Turner Designs, USA) following the method 
of Holm-Hansen et al., (1965). Analytical quality was assessed via participation in the Quality 
Assurance of Information for Marine Environmental Monitoring in Europe QUASIMEME; 
http://www.quasimeme.org) international laboratory proficiency-testing programme. Both DIN and 
chlorophyll-a analyses were carried out by Dr. F. Acri at CNR-ISMAR of Venice. 
 
ii. On-board Flow Cytometry 
The core and laser alignment were checked manually at the beginning of the cruise, and laser alignment 
was assessed for each measurement using fluorescent beads (0.97 µm, Polysciences Inc., USA). Data 
acquisition was triggered on the SWS parameter. Measurements were scheduled to occur every 3 
minutes (table 25), representing on average 0.7 km (depending upon the ship’s speed), after a flush 
procedure that rinsed the inner tubing.  






Table 25 – CytoSense measurement settings used during the Internos 19 cruise. 












SWS FLY FLO FLR 
60 90 95 110 SWS = 7 FLR Max > 2 0.6 mL 4 minutes 5 µL s-1 
 
 
All CytoSense files were manually analysed, with the same protocol. Five different groups were 
distinguished, based on scatter and fluorescence. Synechococcus spp. (Syn) and NanoFLO (cryptophyte-
like cells, based on pictures taken and on high FLO/FLR ratios) were gated primarily on Maximum 
FLR vs Maximum FLO, PicoFLR and NanoFLR on Total FWS vs Total FLR, and MicroFLR on Length 
SWS vs Total FLR. Concentrations and mean optical characteristics of each group were retrieved for 
further analysis as a “.csv” file. 
Samples were split into two groups, named as “river-influenced” or “fully-marine”, based on the surface 
salinity distribution as retrieved from CTD casts, as river discharges in the Northern Adriatic are known 
to influence greatly the hydrology of the area in winter and to favour phytoplankton blooms as they are 
confined to coastal areas and going southwards (Socal et al., 2002, Kraus and Supic, 2011). The salinity 
value of 36.5 was used as the boundary between the two systems. Samples from before the storm were 
considered separately from samples from after the storm (table 26). For the transect dataset, since 
continuous salinity measurements coupled with each CytoSense sample were lacking, sample grouping 
was inferred based on interpolation from the CTD values. 
 
iii. Biomass and Mean Cellular Carbon 
Biomass contribution by each cytometric group was calculated for each sample using the Scatter-to-
Carbon conversion factors obtained in Chapter 2. Mean Cellular Carbon content of each group was 
retrieved per group of samples, before and after the storm. 
 
iv. Cytometric Diversity Index 
A Cytometric Diversity index was calculated for each sample of the CytoSense dataset, as defined in 
Li (2002). This index is the exponential of the Shannon-Wiener diversity index obtained with the 






v. Phytoplankton Traits 
Traits were calculated as described in Chapter 2 (table 12). A subset of the semi-continuous dataset, 
hereafter named “CTD”, was defined so to be able to couple flow cytometry measurements with 
environmental factors measured during CTD casts (temperature, salinity, density, oxygen 
concentration, turbidity, and fluorescence). Kendall correlation tests were applied to both datasets to 
check correlations between normalized traits per group and normalized physico-chemical parameters.  
 
vi. Multivariate analyses 
Non-Metric Dimensional Scaling for the whole dataset, and Canonical Correspondence Analysis for 
the CTD subset (NMDS and CCA respectively, see Chapter 2) were performed using R and the package 
vegan (see table 13 in Chapter 2; Oksanen et al., 2012).  
 
c. Results  
i. Subsurface hydrology of the North Adriatic 
The salinity value of 36.5 showed the extension of the area influenced by the Po River (“river-
influenced” water mode) and the one more offshore (“fully marine” water mode), and that extension 
varied before and after the storm. 
Temperature, salinity and density were significantly affected by the storm (p = 0.05)  as all three factors 
decreased in the frontal area of the Po and the front was situated farther away from the coast than before 
the storm (table 26 and figure 35a, b and 35c). As a significant anti-correlation was found between 
salinity and total dissolved inorganic nutrients, it can be considered that river discharges were mostly 
responsible for this larger extension of colder, fresher waters although the influence of rainfalls cannot 
be ruled out entirely. Turbidity did not show the same pattern, as pre-storm medium turbidity values in 
front of the Po were higher in the southern part of the area, and this could be attributed to water mass 
displacement or to a local increase due to resuspension (figure 35d). In-vivo fluorescence showed higher 
relative values in the vicinity of the Po delta (> 5 mg m-3) as well as close to the Venice lagoon (> 2 mg 
m-3) before the storm event, and similarly, high levels after the storm in front of the Po delta (> 5 mg 
m-3) (figure 35e). Fluorescence levels along the coast south of the Po delta were high as well (> 5 mg 































Figure 35 – Maps of subsurface distribution of physico-chemical parameters during the CTD survey: (A) 
Temperature in C° (B) Salinity (C) Density in kg m-3 (D) Turbidity in arbitrary units (A.U.) and (E) in-vivo 
fluorescence in mg m-3. Left panels show data before the storm, right panels show data after the storm. Black dots 



















































Table 26 – Values of temperature, salinity, density, oxygen, relative fluorescence and turbidity for each water 
mode at 4 m depth, before and after the storm, from the CTD casts. 
Water mode Temperature  
(°C) 

























10.1 ± 1.0 37.99 ± 0.83 29.26 ± 0.52 6.08 ± 0.19 1.03 ± 0.44 0.69 ± 1.02 43 
 
ii. DIN and photosynthetic pigments 
DIN (table 27, figure 36 and figure 37) highest values were found at station N6 close to the river mouth 
with 1.05 µM of NH3and 1.33 µM of NO2, whereas Silicates, nitrates and nitrates were more 
concentrated south of the estuary (station S1, 1.42 µM of NO2, 45.8 µM of, of NO3, and 53.6 µM of 
Silicates). Phosphates were most concentrated in the most offshore station N1, although a relatively 
higher concentration was also observed in front of the Po delta (0.11 µM). Chlorophyll-a and 
phaeopigments had a similar distribution than Silicates and Nitrates and were most concentrated also in 
station S1 but showed intermediate concentrations in front of the Po River, whereas phaeopigments 
were also present at the offshore station N1 (0.84 µg L-1). Overall and given both the significant 
correlation between salinity and total DIN on one hand, and the surface circulation of the Adriatic Sea, 
it could be asserted here that the Po River was the main provider of total nutrients in the area for 
phytoplankton to consume, and fresher water influenced by the river was driven south as confirmed by 
previous studies of the area (Mangoni et al, 2008; Penna et al., 2004). 
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Figure 36 – Maps of surface concentration of dissolved inorganic nutrients before the storm. (A) Ammonia (B) 
































































iii. Phytoplankton distribution 
During the first leg, Synechococcus spp. concentrations were low in the vicinity of the coast, ranging 
from 778 to 3 423 cells mL-1, and higher at offshore stations south of the Po (figure 39a). Inversely, 
PicoFLR were found in high numbers only in the coastal area right below the Po delta, and in lower 
abundance in front of the Po delta or outside the Venice lagoon (figure 39b). NanoFLR formed a patch 
of high relative abundance in front of the Po delta only and showed relatively lower concentration 
between the Po delta and the Venice lagoon ranging from 4 602 to 7 008 cells mL-1 (figure 39c). 
NanoFLO were found in low numbers everywhere except than in three small patches (with around 500 
cells mL-1) situated after the Po front, off Venice, and south of the Po delta, while MicroFLR distribution 
was centred around the Po delta similarly to NanoFLR (figure 39e). After the storm Synechococcus 
abundances were still low in coastal areas and the increase corresponding to more oligotrophic 
conditions was observed further away from the Po delta compared to pre-storm conditions. PicoFLR 




distribution did not change much between the two legs of the cruise, although their concentration 
decreased south of the Po delta after the storm, and they formed a patch that reached the northern area 
of the Po delta (figure 39b). Both NanoFLR and NanoFLO formed a patch of high abundance (circa 10 
000 cells mL-1 and 1 500 cell mL-1, respectively) north of the Po delta as well, and in the coastal area 
off Rimini, concurrent with a high abundance of PicoFLR (figure 39b). MicroFLR were found in high 
relative abundance only in that same coastal area off Rimini, as the patch observed before the storm 






















Figure 39 – Map of cell concentrations of: (A) Synechococcus spp. (B) PicoFLR (C) NanoFLR (D) NanoFLO and 
(E) MicroFLR. (F) Total phytoplanktonic biomass. Left panels show data before the storm, right panels show data 
after the storm. Black dots indicate the sampled stations, and the straight black line indicates the 36.5 isohaline 
obtained with discrete CTD casts. 
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When comparing the phytoplankton distribution before and after the storm, no major differences 
appeared in terms of abundance of the different groups except for a slight decrease of the total 
phytoplankton abundance in coastal waters, and a slight increase offshore. MicroFLR biomass 
contribution dropped significantly in coastal waters after the storm (from 48% to 25%, table 1 in 
Annex), due to the striking increase of NanoFLO (2% to 12%) and NanoFLR to a lesser extent (50% to 
61%). In offshore waters, only PicoFLR increased their biomass contribution significantly (1% to 3%). 
The distribution of Red Fluorescence between the groups hints at major distribution changes in offshore 
waters, as Syn and PicoFLR saw their share increase (4% to 12% and 11% to 20% respectively) while 
NanoFLR contributed much less to FLR after the storm (61% to 55%). MicroFLR decreased their 
contribution to Total FLR significantly both in offshore (18% to 7%) and in coastal (32% to 19%) 
waters after the storm. Similarly to total biomass, the average total Red Fluorescence decreased both in 
coastal and offshore waters while standard deviation also decreased (table 1 in Annex).  
 
iv. Mean Cellular Carbon  
MCC of Syn ranged between 100 and 438 fg C cell-1 and it did show some variability between coastal 
and offshore stations. After the storm, the average cellular biomass increased, but more so at coastal 
stations. PicoFLR from “river-influenced” or “fully-marine” waters appeared to be affected similarly 
by the storm, with average biomasses increasing after the storm, although cells from offshore stations 
showed lower values on average. On the contrary, NanoFLR cells decreased their average cellular 
biomass after the storm, while “fully-marine” cells showed lower values on average than their “river-
influenced” counterpart. NanoFLO followed the same trend as NanoFLR. For MicroFLR, while the 
average cellular biomass was quite similar for both coastal and fully-marine samples before the storm, 
afterwards the “river-influenced” samples were smaller. 
As picophytoplanktonic cells appeared to contain more Carbon after the storm (table 28), and 
nanophytoplanktonic cells to contain less, it was observed that the storm induced a decrease in 
phytoplankton biomass in surface waters (figure 39c and table 28). In discrete stations (table 29), 
cellular biomass of each group for common stations of the CTD subset, before and after the storm, 
displayed sensibly similar patterns than for the whole transect dataset considered, with the exception of 
MicroFLR which showed a similar average cellular biomass for “river-influenced” and “fully-marine” 



























Table 28 – Mean Cellular Carbon (fg C cell-1) comparison between river-influenced and fully-marine waters, 
before and after the storm event, for the semi-continuous dataset, using SWS to C relationship for 
picophytoplankton and FWS to C for larger cells. 
Water type 
 












164 ± 67 2 035 ± 1 334 7 .9 x 104 ± 1 .1 x 104 38 .7 x 104 ± 72 x 104 28 x 104  ± 6 .2 x 104 195 
(A) 
(B) 
Figure 40 – Logarithm-transformed MCC against (A) logarithm-transformed Total Biomass content per group 
and (B) logarithm-transformed mean Structural Complexity trait of each group. Significant LOESS regressions 







y = 3.06 – 0.606 x    
R² = 0.61 
y = 1.27 – 0.247 x    
R² = 0.76 
y = 1.74 + 0.828 x    
R² = 0.61 
y = -3.4 + 0.412 x    







137 ± 22 1 242 ± 479 6.2 x 104 ± 0.8 x 104 15.1 x 104 ± 16 .5 x 104 29.7 x 104 ± 12 .3 x 104 232 
 
 
Table 29 – Mean Cellular Carbon (fg C cell-1) comparison between river-influenced and fully-marine waters, 
before and after the storm event for common stations of the CTD data subset, using SWS to C relationship for 
picophytoplankton and FWS to C for larger cells. 
Water type 
 
















142 ± 23 1 396 ± 719 6.3 ± 0.9 12.9 ± 4.3 29.7 ± 10.6 43 
 
For some groups, a linear relationship was evidenced between MCC and total biomass (figure 40a). 
Both PicoFLR and NanoFLR showed an increase of their MCC with total biomass.  PicoFLR cells 
showed a positive correlation between their average Structural Complexity trait (calculated as 
SWStotal/FWS total, table 12 in Chapter 2) and their MCC, while NanoFLR showed the opposite (figure 
40b).  
 
v. Cytometric Diversity  
Cytometric Diversity was negatively linked to total phytoplankton abundance, and positively to total 
phytoplankton biomass (figure 41a and 41b). Cytometric Diversity was negatively linked to water 
density (figure 41c), which was lower at river-influenced stations due to the lower salinity, but no 
relationship was observed with turbidity (figure 41d). On average, Cytometric Diversity was 3.31 ± 
0.25 in river-influenced samples and 2.37 ± 0.7 in fully-marine samples. In river-influenced samples, it 
was 3.3 ± 0.21 before the storm and 3.32 ± 0.31 after the storm, and in fully-marine samples it was 2.45 


























vi. Phytoplankton ecological traits  
Traits investigated for this cruise are shown in table 30. Both temperature and salinity were strongly 
and negatively correlated to the Length trait of every group, and positively correlated to the Chl/Volume 
(FLR/Volume) ratio trait except for NanoFLO (table 31). Both parameters were negatively correlated 
with the Shape of PicoFLR (only temperature in the case of Syn) and of MicroFLR, but they were 
positively correlated with the Shape and (Phyco/Chl)/Volume ((FLO/FLR)/Volume) of NanoFLR. 
Temperature and salinity were also negatively correlated to the Asymmetry of NanoFLR. In the case of 
NanoFLR, the Volume trait was strongly and negatively correlated with both factors, reflecting their 
increased presence in river-influenced zones close to the Po (figure 39c). For PicoFLR, only salinity 
was weakly and negatively correlated with Volume. Chl/Volume and (Phyco/Chl)/Volume 
((FLO/FLR)/Volume) traits of both NanoFLR and MicroFLR were negatively correlated with O2 
saturation, although the Volume trait of MicroFLR cells was negatively correlated with O2 saturation, 
y = 17.8 – 0.53x  
 
R² = 0.56 
(C) (D) 
y = -3.91 + 0.511x
  
R² = 0.49 
y = 6.24 – 1.13x  
 
R² = 0.54 
(A) (B) 
Figure 41– Scattergram plots of Cytometric Diversity versus: (A) log-transformed total cell abundance (B) 
log-transformed total Biomass (C) Density and (D) Turbidity. (C) and (D) display only the “CTD” data subset. 

















and positively for NanoFLR. O2 saturation was negatively correlated with Structural Complexity of 
Synechococcus, NanoFLR and MicroFLR, but correlated positively with Length of NanoFLR and 
MicroFLR, and with Asymmetry of NanoFLR and Shape of MicroFLR. It was also negatively 
correlated with Shape of NanoFLR and Asymmetry of MicroFLR. At the same time, turbidity was 
positively correlated with Asymmetry, Structural Complexity and Volume traits of Syn and of PicoFLR, 
and negatively so with their (Phyco/Chl)/Volume ratio. It also correlated positively with Asymmetry of 
MicroFLR and NanoFLO, but negatively with their Shape and with the Shape of NanoFLR. It was 
positively correlated with the (Chl/Volume) trait of NanoFLR. The Structural Complexity trait of 
Picoeuk FLR was negatively correlated to both temperature and salinity, but the opposite was true for 
NanoFLR and MicroFLR. 
 
Table 30 – List of optical features used as traits for Internos 19. Adapted from Fragoso et al. (2019) and Pomati 
et al. (2013). 
CytoSense descriptor Biological interpretation  Trait assigned 
FWS Length  Length 
SWS Total Calibrated proxy of size Biovolume for cells < 5 µm 
FWS Total Calibrated proxy of size Biovolume for cells > 5 µm 
1 – FWS fill factor High values indicate a spherical 
shape 
Shape 
FWS asymmetry How asymmetric a particle is Asymmetry 
SWS Total / FWS Total How complex the particle is, 
related to its size 
Structural complexity 
(FLO total/FLR total) / Biovolume Ratio of the concentrations of 
pigments fluorescing in orange to 
pigments fluorescing in red, 
related to volume 
Phycoerythrin/chlorophyll-a ratio per unit of 
volume 
FLR total/Biovolume Ratio of pigments fluorescing in 





Table 31 – Significant Kendall correlation coefficients (p = 0.01) between traits of each group and environmental parameters, for the “CTD sites” data subset. Positive 



















































T -0.55  -0.43  0.69    T     -0.27  0.37 
S -0.64    0.45    S -0.35 -0.31      
Turbidity 0.31 0.42  0.46  -0.4 0.41  Turbidity  0.44 -0.42     





         
Traits 
MicroFLR 
       
T -0.46  -0.43  0.46  -0.42  T -0.27  -0.42  0.48  0.69 
S -0.54  -0.29 -0.29   -0.42  S -0.44  -0.44  0.59 0.35 0.69 
Turbidity  0.55 -0.3 0.4 -0.3 -0.29 0.47  Turbidity  0.34 -0.32     





                
T -0.71 -0.72 0.54 -0.52 0.28 0.62 0.46          
S -0.79 -0.68 0.58 -0.67 0.33 0.7 0.58          
Turbidity   -0.34  0.36            




vii. Meso- and submesoscale patterns  
The NMDS ordination of abundances showed a clear separation between “fully-marine” and “river-
influenced” sites (figure 42a). A few “fully-marine” and “river-influenced” sites shared similarity after 
the storm event as showed by the overlap. Overlaps were present as well when looking at the traits of 
each group, either before or after the storm (figure 42b), and apparently induced little differentiation 
between communities.  
 
To get a more accurate picture of this phytoplankton community differentiation between sample types 
and what drove it, a CCA was applied to the “CTD” data subset. The CCA was significant for 
abundances and for traits (Pr > 0.001).  
For abundance data, salinity but not turbidity was found to be a significant factor with the first axis 
significantly explaining 98% of the variability (p = 0.001). As for traits data, both environmental factors 
resulted to be significant, and both axes were ranked as significant (p = 0.001).  
For abundance data, the model explained 56% of the total variance observed between all sites, and, 
contrary to the NMDS performed on the whole semi-continuous dataset, overlaps occurred for sites 
sampled after the storm (figure 43a). For traits data the model explained only 26% of the total variance 
observed, and overlaps occurred between all four groups (figure 43b). Predictors were found not to 
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d. Discussion and Conclusions 
During both legs, the distribution of phytoplankton groups in the area reflected the dichotomy between 
river-influenced and fully-marine samples, down to the submesoscale. As was observed in previous 
studies (Mangoni et al., 2008, Mangoni et al., 2013), the Po river exerted a great influence on its frontal 
area and southward, where it provided higher nutrient loads. Indeed, the highest autotrophic biomass 
levels were seen around the Po estuary. Generally, in “river-influenced” waters, Syn contributed much 
less to the autotrophic biomass pool than in “fully-marine” waters which harboured a lower total 
autotrophic biomass. Phytoplankton biomass drove Cytometric Diversity, as it was low in fully-marine 
samples dominated by Synechococcus (2.37 ± 0.7) and higher in river-influenced samples (3.31 ± 0.25). 
This higher biomass was due both to the higher occurrence of MicroFLR cells and to the higher MCC 
of other groups. At the same time, Cytometric Diversity was also driven by water density as results 
from the CTD dataset, stressing the role of freshwater discharge on the local phytoplankton community. 
In fact, biomass had a positive relationship with the MCC of both PicoFLR and NanoFLR, but not with 
that of other groups, suggesting differences in species composition related to a more optimal resource 
availability for those two groups. This was also suggested by the relationship of total biomass with the 
Structural Complexity trait (calculated as SWStotal/FWStotal), showing a different response for PicoFLR 
and NanoFLR, and by the same Structural Complexity trait for Syn and PicoFLR that was positively 
correlated with turbidity. For Syn, this suggests a change of serogroup (Scanlan and West, 2002). 
Similarly, correlations with the Chl-a/Vol and the ((PE/Chl-A)/Vol) traits of NanoFLR and MicroFLR 
suggested a different species composition as well, as cells with less chlorophyll-a or phycoerythrin per 
unit of volume might not have relied purely on photosynthesis, although this could be a consequence 
of stress or senescence. These results overall suggested that the cytometric groups identified were 
reflecting functional diversity adaptations to different environmental conditions induced by the Po river, 
as also seen in Mangoni et al. (2008). In particular, the surge of NanoFLO cells after the storm north of 
the Po delta together with an increase of PicoFLR and NanoFLR but not MicroFLR suggest a change 
of the trophic network. Overall, the storm event induced a significant decrease in autotrophic biomass 
mostly due to the decrease of MicroFLR abundance, not fully counterbalanced by an increase in 
NanoFLR and NanoFLO north of the Po delta. The remaining part of the community mostly in “fully-
marine” sites did not change significantly.  
The storm had a significant impact on the phytoplankton community in the area common to both legs, 
in front of the Po estuary. As Synechococcus and PicoFLR concentrations were not affected (although 
they decreased), NanoFLR was found in similarly high numbers in the area after the storm, but the patch 
moved north of the Po delta. This same area contained the highest concentration of NanoFLO, whereas 
before the storm it was lower, suggesting a change in the trophic network of that area compared to pre-
storm conditions. In fact, this patch of NanoFLO and NanoFLR cells was responsible for the biomass 




responsible for the accumulation before the storm. Its average MCC was quite similar for both coastal 
and fully-marine samples before the storm, afterwards the “river-influenced” samples were smaller, 
suggesting that the storm either induced a stress and/or broke down chain-forming species.  This 
decrease in MCC was also true for NanoFLR but not for PicoFLR nor Synechococcus, suggesting a 
size-dependent response to turbulence induced by the storm. However, and besides Volume, the storm 
did not drive major changes in traits as seen in the ordination of groups traits (figure 42b and 43b), and 
their variability per group was more linked to environmental gradients induced by freshwater loads. 
Although, diel cycles might have resulted in greater temporal similarity for traits of samples evenly 
spaced apart. The storm brought significant changes to the total abundance of each group, and as seen 
per the ordination (figure 42a and 43a), it decreased the differentiation between fully-marine and river-
influenced communities. This higher similarity could be due to water masses being mixed in the area 
as a result of the storm. The CCA analysis showed that, even though half of the variability was due to 
salinity gradient (and confirming the role of the Po in shaping phytoplankton), another half of the 
variability in phytoplankton abundance remained unexplained, thus, many environmental parameters 
not measured were likely influencing the community as well. The biomass peak detected off Ancona 
might have resulted from water advection (likely favoured by the storm), supporting similar 
observations in the area (Penna et al. 2004), but the lack of samples in that area for the first leg does not 
allow to conclude that this biomass peak would also be due to local growth. 
The results presented here represent a step forward for the understanding of subsurface phytoplankton 
distribution in the NA in wintertime, especially focusing on the contribution of picophytoplankton, at 
the same time as bigger cells by providing a snapshot of cytometric group distribution before and after 













3. Phytoplankton communities in the Gulf of Naples and the Bagnoli 
area 
 
a. Introduction  
The Gulf of Naples (GoN) is a peculiar site (Cianelli et al., 2014), representative of Mediterranean 
coastal areas, as it is subject to direct and indirect offshore inputs (Moretti et al., 1981), where a subtle 
interplay between local and remote physical forcings is observed, occurring at different spatial and 
temporal scales (Gravili et al., 2001). Two subsystems have been described by Carrada et al. (1980), 
one typical of Tyrrhenian oligotrophic conditions, mainly present in the outer part of the GoN, and one 
closer to shore, with mesotrophic to eutrophic conditions, and influenced by many terrestrial runoffs. 
Exchanges between the two systems are highly dynamic (Casotti et al., 2000; Menna et al., 2007b; 
Cianelli et al., 2012; see figure 44) and driven by meso- to sub-mesoscale features, such as eddies and 
filaments. The average depth of the GoN is about 170 m, and deep waters (Tyrrhenian Intermediate 
Waters – TIW or Levantine Intermediate Waters – LIW) are entering through 4 main sills, sometimes 
interfering with surface waters. Main represented water masses are the Modified Atlantic Water 
(MAW), Coastal Surface Water (CSW), or Tyrrhenian Surface Water (TSW) in summer, or a mix of 
them (De Maio et al., 1978-1979a, De Maio et al., 1978-1979b, Carrada et al., 1980, Hopkins et al., 
1994). Water circulation at surface is mainly driven by the wind regime prevailing in the Gulf at any 
given time (Moretti et al., 1976-1977, De Maio et al., 1985). In winter, a NNE-NE wind pushes surface 
water towards offshore and into the north-westward Tyrrhenian current as a result of the sheltering 
effect of the Vesuvius and of the hills bordering the coastline. This advects also phytoplankton and 
thoroughly mixes, renew and homogenize the coastal subsystem (figure 44a). Starting from late spring 
to late fall, except for exceptional meteorological events, the wind regime is dominated by land or sea 
breezes (Perusini et al., 1992), advecting water coastward of towards offshore on a diel basis, promoting 
a cyclonic or anticyclonic circulation in the Gulf. In the case of SW wind, water residence time has been 
showed to be high (figure 44b), promoting biomass retention and accumulation at the coast (Grieco et 
al., 2005, Menna et al., 2007b). Freshwater discharges, especially from the Sarno river, play a significant 
role in injecting nutrients in the surface layer (Montuori and Triassi, 2012).  
Planktonic biomass dynamics in the GoN is thus to be understood within the frame of local physical 
forcings mainly ruled by the wind regime (and more generally, meteorological conditions) and 
bathygraphy, and the remote physical forcing represented by the exchanges with the Tyrrhenian Sea. 
Several studies (Ragosta et al., 1995, Zingone et al., 1995a) have outlined the peculiar environmental 
conditions set in the GoN in comparison with the Tyrrhenian Sea, whose influence on 




plankton variability, temporally and spatially, is directly linked to the complexity of the multiple 























The establishment of a Long Term Ecological Research station (MareChiara, MC) since 1984 (see 
Chapter 3.1), and its pluriannual extensive dataset, represents a very valuable basis for understanding 
plankton evolution within the GoN. Several studies have focused on blooms occurring at different times 
(A) 
(B) 
Figure 44 – Map of surface water circulation in the Gulf of Naples (A) in the case of a north-westward Tyrrhenian 
current, when water inside the inner part of the Gulf is transported offshore and (B) in the case of a south-eastern 




of the year in spring, fall, summer and winter at the MC station (Ribera d’Alcalà et al., 2004, Zingone 
et al., 2010), while Modigh et al. (1996) showed that picophytoplankton represents a stable background 
component of the community, as the abundance did not vary over more than an order of magnitude. 
Recurring patterns have been shown for some species (Zingone and Sarno, 2001), while total diversity 
of species remains relatively high year-round, and so does depth-integrated phytoplankton abundance. 
The site is most often under the influence of CSW and is thus most representative of the coastal 
subsystem of the GoN (Carrada et al., 1981, Iermano et al., 2012), but seems little influenced by the 
Sarno river discharges which stay local (Cianelli et al., 2017). The LTER-MC is also an incentive to 
launch cruises dedicated to the characterization of other areas of the GoN, as put forth by Zingone et 
al., (2019), and recent efforts have been made to improve observations by including omics and other 
technological advancements to the classical sampling (Fanelli et al., 2019), including a fixed deep 
observatory close to Capri.  
Considering the heterogeneity and the dynamical circulation of the GoN and its variability, the LTER-
MC station alone cannot be considered as representative of an area covering 900 km² (Carrada et al., 
1980). Moreover, the identification of phytoplankton accumulation zones could be useful to locate point 
sources of organic pollution causing eutrophication, and although it is unclear if environmental status 
could be assessed from only plankton (see Margiotta et al., 2020 for an investigation in the nearby Bay 
of Pozzuoli), identifying sites within the GoN would be useful in assessing environmental pressures 
and their effects. In particular, areas sustaining a higher pollution are susceptible to harbour potentially 
harmful algae, although Harmful Algal Blooms are not a recurrent issue in the Gulf of Naples. The use 
of land-based HF Radar measurements already helped greatly in better defining surface water 
circulation patterns inside the Gulf of Naples (see Saviano et al., 2020 for a comparison between surface 
currents evaluated by HF Radar measurements and simulated by a numerical model; see Cianelli et al., 
2015 for an investigation of water mass exchanges evaluated with HF Radar) and should be greatly 
useful for the understanding of its effect on phytoplankton distribution (Cianelli et al., 2017).  
The aim of this chapter is to follow phytoplankton variability in several sampling cruises at different 
times of the year and covering several sectors of the GoN, using the CytoSense connected to the water 
inlet of the sampling vessel for performing continuous recording of sub-surface phytoplankton 
communities, in order so have a complete mapping of phytoplankton distribution as related to 








b. Materials and Methods 
i. Sampling 
Sampling was performed on board the R/V Vettoria, on several occasions (see table 32) and covering 
different areas of the GoN (figure 45). Surface water was directly pumped from 0.5 m depth to a 
thermosalinograph (SBE42, SeaBird Electronics, USA) sometimes coupled to an online fluorometer 
(Cyclops7, Turner Design, USA), and then directly fed into the CytoSense (figure 46) equipped with a 
sampler device (Cytobuoy b.v., the Netherlands).  
In order to group samples together, water properties for each cruise were addressed from data retrieved 
from the thermosalinograph, supplemented by fluorometry data when available, remotely sensed data 
(http://marine.copernicus.eu/) and weather data (https://www.ilmeteo.it/). All salinity and temperature 
values registered by the thermosalinograph were plotted in order to define areas within the Gulf and 
group water masses, even though table 32 shows average and standard deviation of measurements co-
occurrent with semi-continuous measurements only. From TS diagrams of each cruise, salinity was 
considered for setting limits between water masses identified. These were: “Fresher Coastal Waters” 
(FCW) for relatively lower salinity samples influenced by terrestrial discharges occurring in the  bay of 
Naples; “Saltier Coastal Waters” (SCW) for relatively saltier water in the vicinity of the coast or patches 
presenting the same characteristics; “Offshore” for relatively saltier water found beyond “SCW” (and 
more representative of Tyrrhenian surface waters), and “Sarno” for brackish waters found in front of 











 Figure 45 – Map of the Gulf of Naples, with the main locations of interest mentioned. Pozz.: Bay of Pozzuoli MC: 




























Each cruise (or couple of cruises when two samplings occurred a day apart) was considered separately 
due to the time gap, and salinity thresholds were defined differently for each sampling (see TS diagrams 
for each cruise in figure 1 in Annex). This was necessary because of the seasonality significantly 
affecting salinity and temperature in the surface layer and the complex interactions between water 
masses occurring in this coastal embayment (Cianelli et al., 2012; Di Maio et al., 1983), combined to 
uneven sampling locations (leading to greatly uneven number of samples for some water masses). 
Mazzocchi et al. (2011) for example showed that, for a time-series of depth-integrated temperature and 
salinity at LTER-MC (figure 2b in Mazzocchi et al., 2011), significant seasonal and interannual changes 
are to be expected. Similarly, Ribera d’Alcala et al. (2004) showed also a mean annual cycle of 
temperature and salinity at LTER-MC, for 0 to 10 and 10 to 70 meters’ depth (figure 2 in Ribera 
d’Alcala et al., 2004) that highlighted significant changes for both parameters at this site over a period 
of 16 years. 
 




Table 32 – Date, location of sampling, water masses definition with related salinity threshold chosen, and mean 
(±SD) salinity and temperature values of each identified water mass for each sampling, considering measurements 
coupled to semi-continuous flow cytometry samples only. 




Salinity Temperature n 
23/01/2018 LTER-MC, and 








37.16 ± 0.5 
37.61 ± 0.06 
38.12 ± 0.02 
15.11 ± 0.3 
15.1 ± 0.06 











37.26 ± 0.28 
37.81 ± 0.09 
38.16 ± 0.02 
15.1 ± 0.44 
15.15 ± 0.23 




06/06/2018 LTER-MC SCW 
 
> 37 37.45 ± 0.08 23.56 ± 0.32 34 







36.72 ± 0.15 
37.42 ± 0.13 
37.54 ± 0.02 
24.44 ± 0.84 
24.07 ± 0.26 













36.66 ± 0.3 
26.69 ± NA 
37.32 ± 0.14 
37.65 ± 0.02 
15.62 ± 0.23 
15.92 ± NA 
16.08 ± 0.5 










37.55 ± 0.04 
37.68 ± 0.04 
16.64 ± 0.36 
16.35 ± 0.28 
52 
36 







37.23 ± 0.2 
37.53 ± 0.02 
37.62 ± 0 
16.43 ± 0.2 
16.67 ± 0.32 









37.39 ± 0.18 
37.76 ± 0.01 
16.58 ± 0.28 
16.86 ± 0.06 
5 
12 
08/05/2019 Sarno estuary, 











36.31 ± NA 
35.92 ± 0.73 
37.38 ± 0.22 
37.7 ± 0.06 
16.33 ± NA 
18.2 ± 0.37 
17.82 ± 0.46 

















36.96 ± 0.15 
37.65 ± 0.09 
37.83 ± 0.01 
27.92 ± 0.05 
27.46 ± 0.18 









37.56 ± 0.02 
37.64 ± 0.02 
25 ± 0.14 
25.14 ± 0.04 
12 
10 





37.3 ± NA 
37.9 ± 0.03 
22.88 ± NA 
23.86 ± 0.27 
1 
51 
10/10/2019 Bay of Pozzuoli Offshore 
 
> 37.8 37.88 ± 0.02 23.8 ± 0.14 23 





37.83 ± 0 
37.86 ± NA 
15.45 ± 0.01 
15.62 ± NA 
13 
1 
* the flow cytometer used differed from that of other cruises 
 
 
CytoSense core and laser alignment were checked manually before each sampling. Beads (0.97 mm, 
Polysciences Inc., USA) were used to assess the stability of the optics. Data acquisition was triggered 
using SWS as parameter. Measurements were scheduled to occur every few minutes, based on volume 
analysed (500 mL) and sample pump speed, after a flush procedure that rinsed the tubing. 




























ii. Biomass and Mean Cellular Carbon 
Mean Cellular Carbon (MCC) content and total biomass contribution by each cytometric group were 
derived using the Scatter-to-Carbon conversion factors described in Chapter 2. MCC content of each 
group was retrieved per water mode and per season so to compare across spatial and seasonal changes. 
MCC values of the 28th of January 2020 should not be compared directly to that of other cruises, as the 
instrument used differed in laser power (125 mV, to be compared to 44 mV for the machine used for 
the calibration experiment and most samplings), yielding a higher FWS signal for the same event, thus 
a higher Volume through the Scatter-Volume relationship and in the end a higher MCC through the 
Volume-Carbon relationship of Menden-Deuer and Lessard (2000). 
 
iii. Multivariate analyses 
Canonical Correspondence Analysis (CCA, see Chapter 2) and Analysis of Similarities (ANOSIM) test 
were performed using R and the package vegan (see table 13 in Chapter 2; Oksanen et al., 2012). For 
this analysis, the sampling of the 28-01-2020 was taken out as the data were not directly comparable to 
Figure 47 - Cytograms used for the characterization of the different phytoplankton groups. (A)Total FWS vs 
Total FLR (B) Max FLR vs Max FLO (C) Max SWS vs Max FLY (D) Length SWS vs Total Red Fluorescence (E) 





















other samplings. The ANOSIM test was performed on the same matrices than for CCA, separately, so 
to understand the degree of difference and its significance between either water masses identified or 
seasons. For each water mass identified, characteristic groups (that statistically defined water masses in 
terms of abundance, biomass or Red Fluorescence) were reported using R and the package indicspecies 
(De Caceres and Legendre, 2009; table 13). This process characterizes species-site group associations 
by permutation tests between the two matrices, and uses the bootstrap methods for obtaining confidence 
intervals for these associations. 
 
c. Results 
i. Hydrology  
A seasonal pattern was evident for temperature, with lowest surface temperatures in winter 
(circa 15°C) that progressively increased to reach a maximum in summer (circa 27°C) (table 
32). Temperature also exhibited a diel cycle particularly noticeable during summer and autumn 
samplings, as the surface layer warmed up during the day. Salinity did not show such a strong 
seasonal pattern, but instead exhibited spatial gradients reflecting estuarine water discharges 
both in the inner bay, along the shores and at the Sarno river mouth (figure 48).  
On the 23rd of January 2018, SCW extended further away from the shores than on the 30th of 
January (figure 48a and 48b), suggesting that rainfalls of the first half of January (data not 
shown) had a role in freshening the surface layer through direct dilution and increased 
terrestrial runoffs. Relatively low salinity waters (35.91) were observed close to Portici on the 
23rd of January, showing that many terrestrial inputs are located all along the coast.  
A similar water mass distribution pattern could be observed on the 8th of March 2019 (figure 
48c), with relatively low salinity waters found near the shore (circa 37.2), spots of even lower 
salinity along the shore corresponding to terrestrial influence (circa 36.4 near Torre 
Annunziata), and saltier than SCW (circa 37.6), presumably offshore waters, found south of 
the Sarno estuary. The Sarno estuarine waters showed the lowest salinities (27.87 on the 8th of 
March 2019 and 34.32 on the 8th of May 2019) during all samplings considered, but was 
sampled only on 2 occasions. On the 17th of April 2019, a patch of saltier offshore waters (> 
37.7) was sampled in the outer part of the Gulf, possibly marking offshore waters entering the 
Gulf (figure 48e) in comparison to relatively less saline waters found in the inner part and 
closer to the coast. On the 18th of April, only coastal waters, close to the shore, were sampled 




For the 7th of May 2019, due to a higher surface salinity (> 37.7), it was found that offshore 
waters (defined with the same salinity threshold than for the 18th of April) came closer to shore 
(figure 48g), which was supported by the subsequent sampling of the 8th (figure 48h) showing 
saltier waters spread within the Gulf. The influence of the Sarno river discharges could again 
be identified clearly by coastal brackish waters (34.32) in the vicinity of the estuarine mouth.  
On the 6th of June 2018, SCW waters (37.45) were found close to shore (figure 48i). Although 
the salinity gradient between coastal and offshore was not as large as in other samplings, this 
could be due to a seasonal effect favouring evaporation of stratified surface waters, increasing 
salinity both along shore and further away. For the sampling of the 11th of June (figure 48j), 
surface salinity was found to have decreased in coastal waters (37 or less) but not in offshore 
waters (> 37.5), probably as a result of rainfalls that occurred on the 10th of June.  
Both coastal and offshore waters were sampled on the 1st of August 2019 (figure 48k). Coastal 
waters extended far into the Gulf, hypothetically as a result of a mesoscale eddy forming in 
front of the Gulf and moving westward as seen with remotely sensed data, promoting coastal 
waters to move south- and westward in the Gulf.  
Samplings of the 30th of September, 9th and 10th of October 2019 (figure 48l, 48m and 48n 
respectively) and the 28th of January 2020 (figure 48c) showed homogeneous surface waters 
































































































ii. Phytoplankton distribution 
Similar to what was observed for salinity, strong spatial gradients of phytoplankton abundance and/or 
biomass were detected, coupled to significant changes in community composition. Furthermore, strong 
seasonal differences were found both in terms of absolute abundance or biomass and in terms of 


























The samplings of the 23rd and 30th of January 2018 showed low total abundances overall (figure 49a 
and 49b), with relatively higher abundance in Offshore waters. On the 28th of January 2020, total 
abundance was low and very similar to the two previous January samplings (figure 49c).  
On the 8th of March 2019, total abundance was found to be higher than in January samplings (figure 
49d), with a peak of abundance in FCW. On the 17th of April 2019, a clear difference was observed 
between SCW and Offshore waters (figure 49e), as Synechococcus spp. were much more abundant in 
the Offshore water mass (up to 63 x 103 cells mL-1). The following day (figure 49f), a higher abundance 
was recorded in SCW compared to the previous day. For the sampling of the 7th of May 2019 (figure 
49g), abundance decreased compared the previous month (table 33). The subsequent sampling of the 
8th showed that the low abundance was widespread in the Gulf, with Offshore and SCW waters 
containing a higher concentration of phytoplankton (figure 49h).  
On the 6th of June 2018, total phytoplankton abundance stood around 60 000 cells mL-1, and was 
uniform across all samples (figure 49g). The following sampling on the 11th of June on the contrary 
displayed a high heterogeneity of phytoplankton abundance (figure 49j), together with a more complex 
water mass distribution (figure 48j), and FCW had a much higher total phytoplankton abundance 
compared to SCW and Offshore waters (table 33). A high heterogeneity was also observed during the 
sampling of the 1st of August 2019 (figure 49k), with higher total abundances found in samples farthest 
from shore (in the middle of the transect) due to the concentration of Synechococcus spp. (up to 70 x 
103 cells mL-1).  
During the sampling of the 30th of September 2019, total abundance was high and rather homogeneous 
(figure 49l), and always due to the high concentration of Synechococcus spp. (up to 107 x 103 cells mL-
1). A few days later, on the 9th and 10th of October 2019 (figure 49m and 49n), total phytoplankton 





















































































































































Total phytoplankton biomass did not exhibit the same distribution pattern than total abundance. 
Biomass was overall low on the 23rd of January 2018, but slightly higher in SCW than in Offshore 
waters (figure 50a). On the 30th of January 2018, total biomass increased and was found to be highest 
around the LTER-MC site (figure 50b). On the 28th of January 2020, total biomass was uniform and 















































































































































































































On the 8th of March 2019, total biomass was very high in FCW and in SCW in front of Torre 
Annunziata (figure 50). On the 17th of April 2019, total biomass showed a decreasing gradient towards 
Offshore waters (figure 50e). On the 7th of May 2019 (figure 50g), total biomass was found to be low, 
comparable to biomass observed in January 2018. This was confirmed by the sampling of the 8th of 
May 2019 (figure 50h), which showed that total biomass was low in the inner part of the Gulf but in 
front of the Sarno estuary and close to Torre del Greco where it was relatively higher. 
On the 6th of June 2018, SCW did not harbour a high biomass, apart for the sample taken closest to the 
harbour (figure 50i). During the sampling of the 11th of June, total biomass increased considerably in 
SCW, but Offshore waters sampled harboured a low biomass (figure 50j). On the 1st of August 2019 
(figure 50k), much like for total abundance, total biomass was heterogeneously spread along the 










































































For the sampling of the 30th of September 2019, similarly to total abundance, total biomass was high 
and uniformly distributed across SCW and Offshore waters (figure 50l). However, during the samplings 
of the 9th and 10th of September 2019 (figure 50m and 50n), total biomass was low in Offshore waters, 
and even in the sample belonging to FCW.  A slight biomass increase was detected off MareChiaro. 
 
When analysing, per cruise, phytoplankton composition between the different water masses identified, 
significant differences were evidenced for the shares of abundance, biomass and FLR. 
For the 23rd of January 2018, the phytoplankton community within SCW was like that of the FCW 
(figure 51), while the community found in Offshore was more dominated by Syn in terms of abundance 
(70.8%), by NanoFLR more than NanoFLY in terms of biomass (52.5% and 24.8% respectively), and 
by NanoFLR and PicoFLR in terms of red fluorescence (52.6% and 18.1% respectively).  
On the 30th of January 2018, differences were more marked between communities of different water 
masses, and the smallest groups were more dominant in abundance (Syn, PicoFLO, PicoFLR and 
PicoHighFLR) in SCW and especially in Offshore compared to the 23rd (Syn accounting for 85.8% of 
counts). Major contributors to FCW and SCW biomass pools appeared to have changed as well since 
the 23rd, with MicroFLR-FWS1 (18.4% and 27.6% respectively) and Chain-like Microeuk FLR (9.2% 
and 11.4%) holding a significant fraction of the total biomass to the detriment of NanoFLR (29.7% and 
33.4%) and NanoFLY (25.5% and 12.1%). Offshore waters did not exhibit such changes, with 
MicroFLR-FWS1 and FLR3 gaining a relatively bigger share of biomass and FLR.  
The sampling of the 28th of January 2020 showed a much more important contribution of PicoFLR and 
PicoHighFLR in terms of stock (respectively 30.9% and 7.2% of total abundance in Offshore waters), 
compared to previous winter samplings (figure 52). MicroFLR-FWS1 and NanoFLR were also more 
dominant in terms of biomass and red fluorescence, and NanoFLY contribution to the biomass pool 
drastically decreased (7.1% to 7.4%) while NanoFLO1’s share was similar, and NanoFLO2 contributed 







































Figure 51 – Percentage contribution of each group to (A) cell numbers (cell ml-1) (B) Biomass (fg C mL-1) (C) 
FLR (AU mL-1) per water mass for the winter cruises of January 2018 and January 2020. Groups are colour-



















During the sampling of the 8th of March 2019, phytoplankton communities were equivalent between 
SCW and FCW, as abundance, biomass and red fluorescence pools were dominated by NanoFLR 
(figure 52). The second contributor to phytoplankton abundance in SCW was PicoFLR (15.2%), while 
NanoFLO1 was second contributor for biomass and red fluorescence (7.7% and 8% respectively). 
Offshore was characterized by an equivalent contribution of NanoFLR (58%), and slightly higher 
contributions of Syn and PicoFLR, although biomass and red fluorescence pools were still heavily 
dominated by NanoFLR. The area in front of the Sarno displayed marked differences, as NanoFLR 
accounted for 31.9% of the stock, and PicoFLR and PicoHighFLR were contributing more than in 
Offshore (27.7% and 10.8% respectively). 
 Phytoplankton abundance was dominated by Syn during the sampling of the 17th of April, but more so 
for SCW than Offshore waters (82.3% against 75.5% respectively, figure 52). Biomass and red 
fluorescence pools displayed little differences, with NanoFLR contribution decreasing weakly in 
Offshore while MicroFLR-FWS1 and MicroFLR weakly increased. On the 18th of April, an increase 
of NanoFLR abundance share was observed in Offshore, and of PicoFLO, PicoFLR and NanoFLR share 
in SCW (figure 52). In both water masses, significant changes occurred in both biomass and red 
fluorescence pools, as NanoFLR share diminished, and MicroFLR-FWS1 share increased.  
During the samplings of the 7th and 8th of May 2019, Offshore waters were characterized by a 
community numerically more dominated by Syn than in SCW (87.8% and 79.1% respectively, figure 
52). The biomass and red fluorescence pools showed stronger differences between SCW and Offshore, 
as NanoFLR contribution to biomass went from 40.9% in SCW to 67.4% in Offshore on the 7th and 
from 40.9% to 64.5% on the 8th. In SCW MicroFLR-FWS1 and MicroFLR held more biomass than in 
Offshore as well. For the 8th of May, shares of biomass and red fluorescence did not show major 
changes in Offshore waters compared to the 7th, but in SCW NanoFLO1 gained importance to the 
detriment of NanoFLY, while MicroFLR-FWS1 share diminished and NanoFLR share augmented. The 
area in front of the Sarno held a community like that of SCW in terms of abundance, but not in terms 
of biomass or red fluorescence. The biomass share of NanoFLR was still predominant but decreased 
(30.4%) as the share held by NanoFLY (17.9%), Nano SWS 1 (8.6%) and MicroFLR (14.3%) increased. 
The red fluorescence pool showed stronger differences, with NanoFLR contribution becoming 





































Figure 52 – Percentage contribution of each group (A) cell numbers (cell ml-1) (B) Biomass (pg C mL-1) and (C) 
FLR (AU mL-1) per water mass for the spring cruises of March, April and May 2019. Groups are colour-coded 



















For the 6th of June, community composition was marked by Syn (84.2%) and NanoFLR (8.4%) (figure 
53). For the biomass pool, NanoFLR was by far the first contributor (64.8%) followed by NanoFLY 
(12.1%).  
As for the 11th of June, in terms of abundance, communities were similar between SCW and Offshore, 
but FCW showed significant differences, with Syn holding 50.1% of the counts while almost all other 
groups had a higher share than in SCW or Offshore (figure 53). More differences could be seen for 
contribution to the biomass pool between SCW and Offshore, as NanoFLR contributed more in 
Offshore (68.6% against 59.2% in SCW), as did NanoFLY to a lesser extent. In SCW MicroFLR-FWS1 
and NanoFLO1 were more influential. FCW showed stronger differences, with NanoFLR holding 
46.8% of the biomass share and SWS Nano 2 and NanoFLO1 holding more than in SCW. The red 
fluorescence pools were similarly composed between SCW, Offshore and FCW as only NanoFLO1 
share dropped in Offshore to the benefit of PicoHighFLR (figure 53).  
During the sampling of the 1st of August, Syn was numerically dominant in both cases, but more so in 
Offshore (85.8% against 78.6%, figure 53b). NanoFLO1 held more biomass in SCW than in Offshore 
(4.7% against 1.5%), contrary to NanoFLR (23.9% against 27.2%). The greatest variations were seen 
in red fluorescence shares, as MicroFLR-FWS1 and NanoFLO1 to a lesser extent had a higher share in 
SCW than in Offshore (28.7% against 21.9% for the former), while Syn, PicoFLR and PicoHighFLR 
held more red fluorescence in Offshore waters. In comparison, phytoplankton stock in FCW was less 
marked by Syn (68.4%) while NanoFLR (9.1%) and MicroFLR-FWS1 (6.7%) were contributing more 
than in other water masses. Biomass and red fluorescence contributions of MicroFLR-FWS1 was higher 
than in other water masses (38.6% and 39% respectively) to the detriment of MicroFLR-FWS2 (22.1% 











































Figure 53 – Percentage contribution of each group of (A) cell numbers (cell ml-1) (B) Biomass (pg C mL-1) and 
(C) FLR (AU mL-1) per water mass for the summer cruises of June 2018 and August 2019. Groups are colour-



















For the 30th of September 2019, phytoplankton abundance in SCW was characterized by a dominance 
of Syn (80.4%, figure 54). MicroFLR-FWS1 was by far the biggest contributor to both biomass and red 
fluorescence pools (66.5% and 55.7% respectively, figure 54) before NanoFLR (22.4% and 30.8% 
respectively), suggesting that the species composing this group were responsible for the bloom 
occurring. In Offshore waters, community composition was quite similar in terms of abundance, 
biomass and fluorescence. For the sampling of the 9th and 10th of October 2019, Syn was by far 
dominant numerically, as the share held by NanoFLR and MicroFLR-FWS1 decreased from last 
sampling. Biomass shares however remained similar, with MicroFLR-FWS1 being the first contributor 
(between 68.8% and 74%) and NanoFLR being second (between 11.7% and 14.9. The community 
found in FCW on the 9th of October was significantly different, with Syn being slightly less dominant 
numerically, but also MicroFLR-FWS1 contributing less to total biomass (49.8%) in favour of 







































Figure 54 – Percentage contribution of each group of (A) cell numbers (cell ml-1) (B) Biomass (pg C mL-1) and 
(C) FLR (AU mL-1) per water mass for the autumn cruises of September and October 2019. Groups are colour-



















Table 33 – Mean (± standard deviation) Total concentration, biomass and FLR per water mass sampled.   
Date 
 
Water mode n Total Concentration (x 103) Total Biomass (x 105) Total FLR (x 107) 
23/01/2018 FCW 12 8 ± 2 2.9 ± 0.6  2.6 ± 0.7  
 SCW 17 9 ± 1 3 ± 0.5  2.7 ± 0.5  
 Offshore 
 
23 9 ± 2 1.2 ± 0.2  2 ± 0.2  
30/01/2018 FCW 3 9 ± 0.6 8.2 ± 1.9  6.1 ± 2.5  
 SCW 40 15 ± 3  9.4 ± 2.3  14 ± 5.1  
 Offshore 
 
6 16 ± 3  1.9 ± 0.7  3.5  ± 1.9  
06/06/2018 SCW 
 
34 55 ± 2  5.7 ± 4.4  5.3 ± 9.8  
11/06/2018 FCW 10 109 ± 18  37 ± 15 49 ± 29 
 SCW 24 53 ± 25  13 ± 6.3  11 ± 6.2  
 Offshore 
 
7 30 ± 7  6.6 ± 2.7  4.3 ± 2.4  
08/03/2019 FCW 7 37  ± 5  25 ± 9 18 ± 7.3  
 Sarno 1 14 ± NA 6.8 ± NA 5.8  ± NA 
 SCW 15 34 ± 8  25 ± 11 19 ± 9.3  
 Offshore 
 
3 22 ± 2  12 ± 2 7.8  ± 0.5  
17/04/2019 SCW 52 69 ± 6 6.8 ± 5  3.6 ± 4.6  
 Offshore 
 
36 48 ± 14 7.3 ± 7.1  4.4  ± 5  
18/04/2019 FCW 2 71 ± 0.4 28 ± 4.6  23 ± 1.3  
 SCW 47 94 ± 5  25 ± 2.7  17 ± 2  
 Offshore 
 
8 68 ± 4  23 ± 1.8  14 ± 2.1  
07/05/2019 SCW 5 42 ± 11  5.6 ± 1.7  5 ± 1.8  
 Offshore 
 
12 35 ± 3  2.9 ± 0.2  1.8 ± 0.1  
08/05/2019 FCW 1 25 ± NA 7.1 ± NA 7 ± NA 
 Sarno 9 69 ± 7  13 ± 3.6  17 ± 6.1  
 SCW 13 74 ± 11  11 ± 1.1  10 ± 1.9  
 Offshore 
 
24 42 ± 8  6.4 ± 2.1  4.5 ± 1.9  
01/08/2019 FCW 6 81 ± 7  32 ± 5.6  20 ± 2.4  
 SCW 31 67 ± 13  19 ± 6  9.7  ± 3.3  
 Offshore 
 
14 37 ± 6  4.7 ± 1.6  20 ± 0.8  
30/09/2019 SCW 12 123 ± 5  28 ± 2.6  20 ± 1.8  





09/10/2019 FCW 1 60 ± NA 7.2 ± NA 8.2 ± NA 
 Offshore 
 
51 72 ± 4 7.2 ± 1.5  5.9 ± 1.6  
10/10/2019 Offshore 
 
23 77 ± 3 6.9 ± 1.5  4.6 ± 1.2  
28/01/2020* SCW 13 12 ± 0.9 8.5 ± 0.7  22 ± 1.8  
 Offshore 1 13 ± NA 7.9 ± NA 15 ± NA 
* the flow cytometer used differed from that of other cruises 
 
iii. Mean Cellular Carbon 
Overall significant differences were observed for MCC of every group, due both to seasonal and spatial 
variability (table 34 and 35, respectively). Seasonality showed that bigger cells such as MicroFLR-
FWS1 (316 ± 162 ng C cell-1), NanoFLO2 (151 ± 52 ng C cell-1) and PicoFLO (15 ± 5 ng C cell-1) 
prevailed in winter. In Spring, NanoFLR-HighSWS1 (254 ± 122 ng C cell-1) and NanoFLO1 (179 ± 23 
ng C cell-1) had on average their highest MCC, but Syn (0.161 ± 0.025 ng C cell-1), PicoFLR (0.968 ± 
0.170 ng C cell-1), PicoHighFLR (1 ± 0.612 ng C cell-1), MicroFLR (783 ± 333 ng C cell-1) and Nano 
ORG 2 (122 ± 23 ng C cell-1) had the lowest. On the contrary, Syn (0.277 ± 0.072 ng C cell-1), PicoFLR 
(3 ± 1 ng C cell-1) and PicoHighFLR (2 ± 0.454 ng C cell-1) had their biggest MCC in Summer, together 
with NanoFLR (88 ± 10 ng C cell-1) and NanoFLY (141 ± 36 ng C cell-1). During Summer only PicoFLO 
(5 ± 1.5 ng C cell-1) was found to have the smallest MCC of all seasons. During Fall, PicoHighFLR 
MCC (1 ± 0.193 ng C cell-1) was as low as during Spring, and NanoFLR-HighSWS1 (143 ± 17 ng C 
cell-1), NanoFLO 1 (113 ± 13 ng C cell-1) and NanoFLY MCC (108 ± 12 ng C cell-1) were also smallest 
compared to other seasons. MicroFLR (1 x 103 ± 661 ng C cell-1) and Chain-like MCC (1 x 103 ± 1 x 
103 ng C cell-1) were higher in spring than during any other season.  
In the FCW, most groups displayed their highest MCC. NanoFLR-SWS1 MCC was slightly lower to 
that found in Sarno waters (278 ± 184 vs 300 ± 91 ng C cell-1), whereas MicroFLR-FWS2, NanoFLO1, 
MicroFLR and Chain-like displayed intermediate values. On the contrary, Offshore waters contained 
generally cells with lower MCC, although MicroFLR displayed their largest MCC (923 ± 758 ng C cell-
1), together with Chain-like cells (1 x 103 ± 2.6 x 103 ng C cell-1), while NanoFLO2 had a comparable 
MCC to that of cells found in FCW (144 ± 51 versus 147 ± 34 ng C cell-1). FLY/FLO Nano and PicoFLR 
displayed there an intermediate MCC value. In SCW, MicroFLR-FWS2 had its highest MCC (245 ± 73 
ng C cell-1) while MicroFLR, NanoFLO1, and NanoFLR-HighSWS2 respective MCC were comparable 
to maximum values found in other waters. In Sarno waters, NanoFLR-SWS1 (300 ± 91 ng C cell-1) and 
NanoFLO1 (165 ± 15 ng C cell-1) had their highest MCC, whereas PicoFLR (1 ± 85 ng C cell-1), 




and Chain-like MCC (927 ± NA ng C cell-1) were found to be smallest. These values should be 
considered with caution and should be considered as snapshots of MCC.  
Table 2 in Annex shows the same statistics per water mode for each individual cruises. For the smallest 
size classes, Syn, PicoFLR and PicoHighFLR but not PicoFLO, Offshore waters seemed to favour a 
higher MCC presumably due to more nutrient limiting conditions than in coastal waters, or in Summer, 
when stratification segregates nutrients in the deeper layer. For samplings of Spring 2019, around the 
Sarno estuary, significant differences in MCC were detected, fuelling important differences for that 
season compared to others. The area around the Sarno estuary is strongly but variably influenced by 
freshwater discharges from the river and accompanying dissolved nutrients. The MCC of the biggest 
groups were on average relatively smaller there, but this could also reflect a seasonal effect, and only 
further samplings in this area in other times of the year could elucidate the difference. The very high 
standard deviation suggests that this group was possibly undersampled, therefore the data cannot be 
considered conclusive. Samples of FCW were collected in different seasons and offer a more reliable 
glimpse of how MCC was influenced relatively to SCW or Offshore waters, but the unevenly spread 




Table 34 - Mean Cellular Carbon (± standard deviation) (ng C cell-1) of each group, per season. 













PicoFLO NanoFLO1 NanoFLY NanoFLO2 MicroFLR Chain-like  
Winter* 0.249 
± 0.18 
3   
± 0.360 
1   
± 0.348 
76  
± 8  
2 x 102 
± 83 
3 x 102 
± 2 x 102 
3 x 102  
± 2 x 102 
NA 15  
± 5  
1 x 102  
± 31  
1 x 102  
± 22  
2 x 102  
± 52  
9 x 102  
± 1 x 103 
1 x 103 










± 1 x 102 
NA 2 x 102 
± 9  
NA 7  
± 1 
2 x 102  
±  23  
1 x 102  
± 19  
1 x 102  
± 23  
8 x 102  
±  3 x 102 
1 x 103 
± 2 x 102 
Summer 0.277 
± 0.72 
3   




± 10  
2  
± 34  
4 x 102  
± 9  
2 x 102  
± 7  
2 x 102  
± 7  
5  
± 2  
2 x 102  
± 32  
1 x 105  
± 36  
1 x 102  
± 63  
10 x 103  
± 9 x 102 
1 x 103  










± 17  
NA 2 x 102  
± 3  
NA 7  
± 1 
1 x 102  
± 13  
1 x 105  
± 12  
1 x 102  
± 29  
1 x 103  
± 7 x 102 
2 x 103 
± 1 x 103 
* 28/01/2020 was taken out of the analysis as the machine used differed 
 

























± 13  
3 x 102  
± 2 x 102 
3 x 102  
± 1 x 102 
2 x 102  
± 1 x 102 
2 x 102 
± 49  
12  
± 8 
2 x 102  
± 38  
1 x 102  
± 42  
2 x 102  
± 34  
7 x 102  
± 7 x 102 
1 x 103 









2 x 102  
± 95  
3 x 102  
± 1 x 102 
2 x 102  
± 1 x 102 
2 x 102 
± 73  
8  
± 5 
2 x 102  
± 31  
1 x 102  
± 27  
1 x 102  
± 38  
9 x 102  
± 7 x 102 
1 x 103 








± 12  
1 x 102  
± 75  
2 x 102  
± 2 x 102 
2 x 102 
± 71  
2 x 102  
± 48  
7  
± 2 
1 x 102  
± 38  
1 x 102  
± 20  
1 x 102  
± 51  
9 x 102  
± 8 x 102 
1 x 103 
± 3 x 103 








3 x 102  
± 91  
NA 2 x 102  
± 1 x 102 
NA 9  
± 0.28 




1 x 102   
± 15  
4 x 102 
± 1 x 102 
9 x 102  
± NA 




iv. Spatial and seasonal patterns 
The CCA models applied on all three phytoplankton variables (concentration, biomass and total Red 
Fluorescence of groups) resulted in a similar ordination in all cases, as seasonality appeared to be a 
stronger driver of community differences than space (figure 55). All three CCAs explained a small 
portion of observed changes (27%, 28% and 23% respectively for abundances, biomass and FLR), and 
in all cases temperature was found to be a stronger driver of changes than salinity, although both 
parameters were significant in explaining the small constrained variance observed. For the ordination 
of abundances of groups, the spacing shows that both winter and spring samples were relatively similar 
in composition, with the exception of samples of the 8th of March 2019 which stands far outside the 
cluster, due to a quite different community composition than all other samples (figure 55a). Summer 
and Autumn samples are well separated into the ordination from other seasons, due mainly to the 
numerical dominance of Syn. The two seasons do not cluster together due to the number of MicroFLR-
FWS1 cells found in samples from the Autumn, which indicates a bloom event. In terms of differences 
between water phases, FCW samples appeared more different than SCW or Offshore samples in 
Summer and Autumn, rather than in Winter. Likewise, SCW samples appeared more different than 
Offshore in Summer or Autumn rather than in Winter or Spring.  
The constrained ordination of biomass per group revealed an ordination similar to that of abundances, 
but with minor differences (figure 55b). Samples from the 8th of March 2019 do not stand outside of 
their cluster anymore, and appeared similar to all other Spring samples in terms of community 
composition of biomass. Indeed, Spring samples appeared to contain more biomass in general compared 
to winter samples. Samples from Autumn (30th of September, or 9th and 10th of October 2019) were 
quite different from Summer samples in terms of biomass, due to the blooming event dominated by 
MicroFLR-FWS1 and accounting for one of the biggest increase of biomass observed in the dataset.  
On total Red Fluorescence (FLR), the ordination separated (but not as strongly as with abundances), 
samples from March 8th, 2019 due to their community composition, dominated by NanoFLR which 
yielded a higher average total FLR (figure 55c). Samples from other Spring cruises were more tightly 
clustered together than with biomass or abundance, as were the two Winter cruises, denoting the 
influence of bloom events observed in both cases (30th of January or 17th and 18th of April). Summer 
and Autumn samples were again well separated from other seasons, due to oligotrophy favoring Syn 
Summer and Autumn samples were clustered away from each other as with biomass, due to the bloom 
































Figure 55 – CCA ordinations of samples for: (A) Abundances (B) Biomass and (C) total FLR. Sites are sized-, 
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As shown by the ANOSIM, although significant differences were found both between water masses 
and seasons, similarity was higher between water masses than between seasons (table 36). As with the 
constrained ordinations, seasonality appeared to be a bigger driver of changes in community 
composition than the water masses, although the unevenly spread sampling locations across time does 
not allow for a systematic assessment of changes occurring in all water masses described, thus this 
result should be considered with caution. Of all three parameters, biomass varied the most between 
seasons and the least between water masses, while abundance varied the most between water masses 
and the less between seasons. As per the indicator functional group analysis of relationships between 
groups and sites, all water masses but FCW were significantly associated to Syn total abundance (table 
37), while Syn total biomass and FLR was significantly associated with Offshore waters only (tables 38 
and 39). Syn total abundance and biomass also was significantly associated with Summer and Autumn, 
and their total FLR was significantly associated with Autumn only. This confirmed previous 
observations pointing at a dominance of Syn in more oligotrophic waters (Partensky et al., 1999). For 
PicoFLR, only their total abundance was significantly associated with Sarno waters, and also Spring 
and Winter in terms of seasons. Their total FLR was significantly associated with Winter. Indeed, they 
were observed in relatively lower numbers than Syn in most areas sampled but around the Sarno estuary. 
The low number of samples taken in Sarno waters, during Spring only, might have introduced a bias 
and should not be considered conclusive. 
PicoHighFLR total abundance and total FLR were significantly associated with both FCW and SCW, 
and their total biomass was significantly associated with FCW. Their total abundance and biomass were 
strongly and significantly associated with Summer and Winter, but weakly so, while their FLR was 
significantly associated with Summer only. The total abundance, biomass and FLR of NanoFLR were 
all three significantly associated with FCW and SCW. These were significantly associated with all 
seasons but Autumn, which was probably due to the bloom observed in Autumn. The three parameters 
of NanoFLR-SWS1 were strongly and significantly associated with Sarno waters and Spring, as a result 
of both Sarno samplings occurring in Spring. Likewise, all three parameters of NanoFLR-SWS2 were 
significantly associated with FCW, but weakly so (R = 0.466), and were also significantly associated 
with both Summer and Winter as they were sampled during only few cruises during those seasons. 
MicroFLR-FWS1 total biomass and FLR were strongly and significantly associated with Offshore 
waters, and their total abundance were significantly associated with both FCW, SCW and Offshore 
water masses, again probably as a result of the dominant share they had during the Autumnal bloom: 
all three parameters of MicroFLR-FWS1 were strongly and significantly associated with Autumn.  
In comparison, all three parameters of MicroFLR-FWS2 were significantly associated with both FCW 
and SCW, however weakly so (R < 4), and Summer strongly so. Total abundance, biomass and FLR of 
PicoFLO were significantly associated with all water masses except than Offshore, and their total 




with Winter only but strongly so. NanoFLO1 total abundance, biomass and FLR were strongly and 
significantly associated with both FCW and Sarno waters. Their total abundance was significantly 
associated with Winter, and their biomass and FLR were significantly associated with both Spring and 
Winter. NanoFLY total abundance was significantly associated with (although weakly) both FCW and 
Sarno waters, and Winter. Their total FLR was significantly associated with Spring and Winter. 
NanoFLO2 abundance was significantly associated with FCW and SCW water masses, and their total 
FLR was significantly associated with SCW and Offshore. NanoFLO2 total abundance and biomass 
were significantly associated with both Summer and Winter, but their total FLR was weakly and 
significantly associated with Fall, Spring and Summer (R = 0.225). MicroFLR was strongly and 
significantly associated with Sarno waters and Spring for all three parameters (but was only sampled in 
that area during Spring). Chain-like total abundance was significantly associated with FCW and SCW, 
while its total biomass and FLR were significantly associated with all water masses but Sarno and their 
total abundance was significantly associated with FCW only. All three parameters were strongly and 
significantly associated with Winter.  
 
Table 36 – ANOSIM results for samples compared per water mass or season. 
 Per Water Mode 
 Concentration Biomass FLR 
p-value 0.001 0.001 0.001 
R 0.1971 0.1353 0.1767 
 Per Season 
 Concentration Biomass FLR 
p-value 0.001 0.001 0.001 
R 0.4658 0.7479 0.6673 
 
 
Table 37 – Indicator groups per water mass or season considering counts of each group. R represents the 
strength of the association, and is maximum at 1. 
 Water Mass 
 Typical group R p-value 


































FCW, SCW & Offshore MicroFLR-FWS1 0.406 0.0029 
FCW, SCW & Sarno PicoFLO 0.381 0.0034 
SCW, Sarno & Offshore Syn 0.486 0.0004 
 Season 















Summer MicroFLR-FWS2 0.815 0.0001 
Fall MicroFLR-FWS1 0.53 0.0001 
Fall & Summer Syn 0.491 0.0001 
Spring & Winter PicoFLR 0.855 0.0001 
















Table 38 – Indicator groups per water mass or season considering biomass of each group. R represents the 
strength of the association, and is maximum at 1. 
 Water Mass 




























FCW, SCW & Offshore Chain-like 0.351 0.0058 























Summer MicroFLR-FWS2 0.831 0.0001 
Fall MicroFLR-FWS1 0.848 0.0001 
Fall & Summer Syn 0.351 0.0001 
Spring & Winter NanoFLO1 0.362 0.0001 









Spring, Summer & Winter NanoFLR 0.754 0.0001 
 
 
Table 39 – Indicator groups per water mass or season considering FLR of each group. R represents the strength 
of the association and is maximum at 1. 
 Water Mass 
 Typical group R p-value 













FCW & Sarno NanoFLO1 0.617 0.0001 









SCW & Offshore NanoFLO2 0.362 0.0061 


























Spring & Winter NanoFLO1 0.347 0.0001 









Fall, Spring & Summer NanoFLO2 0.225 0.0001 





  d. Discussion & Conclusions 
The present study underlines and confirms the high variability of phytoplankton distribution and 
community composition described in previous studies in the area, both from the LTER-MC sampling 
site and from several other cruises conducted (Zingone et al., 1990; Zingone et al., 1985; Ribera 
d’Alcala et al., 2004; Casotti et al., 2000; Zingone et al., 2010). Meteorological forcings (and especially 
wind strength and direction) play a key role in surface water circulation within the Gulf, favoring either 
its renewal or its stagnation (Cianelli et al., 2012). The phytoplankton community is influenced by of 
the complex water mass interplay occurring between offshore water of Tyrrhenian origin, and coastal 
waters are influenced by freshwater inputs to varying degrees.  
For the winter period, both total abundance and biomass of phytoplankton were low, with 
Synechococcus spp. dominating counts and NanoFLR dominating biomass. The study of Zingone et al. 
(2010) pointed at the importance of dinoflagellates, phytoflagellates and coccolithophore species during 
periods of low biomass, which is consistent with the importance of NanoFLR especially in SCW, and 
with the presence of NanoFLR-HighSWS1 but not with the almost equivalent importance of NanoFLY 
that should presumably be composed of cryptophyte-like cells. A biomass increase was observed for 
the 30th of January 2018 compared to the 23rd of January of the same year, confined to SCW, and was 
attributable to MicroFLR-FWS1 (figures 49 and 50) which from the pulse-shapes recorded, can be 
described as in major part composed of pennate-like cells (e.g. Pseudo-Nitzschia spp.), and to a lesser 
extent to Chain-like (chain forming diatoms). Again, this agrees with the observations of Zingone et al. 
(2010) that described colonial diatoms as responsible for winter blooms, although small flagellates were 
observed to gain increasingly importance over the years. During this sampling, NanoFLR still retained 
a major share of the biomass pool (figure 51). Remotely-sensed data disagreed with in-situ data (figure 
2 in annex), as a higher biomass was estimated for the 23rd of January than for the 30th of January 
2018. This could be attributable to the higher optical complexity of coastal waters, as terrestrial inputs 
bring sediments and other particles that may introduce biases in the calculation of chlorophyll-a 
concentrations at surface waters (Magnuson et al., 2004; Tzortziou et al., 2007; Werdell et al., 2009). 
The two samplings of Winter 2018 were differentiated also on the constrained ordination of total 
biomasses and FLR, showing the effect of the winter bloom event that occurred and that was not 
discernible on the ordination of abundances (figures 55a). Furthermore, Winter and Spring clusters 
stood apart in the ordination of total sample biomass, hinting at significant differences in community 
biomass between the two seasons, despite being numerically similar in terms of share (but not in 
absolute value), as Synechococcus accounted for a major part of the counts, but not as overwhelming 
as during Summer or Autumn samplings (figure 53a and 54a). During the samplings of early Spring 
(March 2019), remotely sensed data showed a biomass increase along the inner coast of the Gulf, which 
agreed with in-situ data, and NanoFLR had a dominant share in all three water masses (figure 52b), 




occurring, as expected from the average annual cycle of phytoplankton biomass described by Ribera 
d’Alcala et al. (2004). Samplings of April showed a spring bloom (also estimated by remote sensing) 
with high abundance and biomass attributable to NanoFLR and MicroFLR-FWS1. Interestingly, 
patches of SCW detected close to Capri (lower salinity, figure 48) did not harbour a high biomass and 
neither a high number of NanoFLR nor MicroFLR-FWS1, suggesting that the bloom started after those 
patches of SCW were advected outwards. In any case, those observations agree with the general 
description provided by Ribera d’Alcala et al. (2004), which however describe chain-forming diatoms 
as responsible for biomass increases. In the case of this study, chain-like cells were undersampled due 
to the low total volume measured for each sample (0.3 mL on average), but pennate-like cells 
(MicroFLR-FWS1) might be able to form chains as well (e.g. Pseudonitzschia spp.). The bloom 
observed in April had decayed by the time of the cruises of early May, which evidenced a relatively 
low biomass in the Gulf as opposite to, again, remotely-sensed estimations. The area influenced by the 
Sarno river harboured, both in April and May, a community significantly different from the one of 
surrounding waters (figure 52), suggesting that the nutrient load brought by the river plume fueled a 
completely different assemblage of species. However, additional and more complete samplings in 
different seasons must be considered in order to evaluate if such peculiarities subsist through time. 
Samplings in summer showed that, as described in Zingone et al. (1990) or Ribera d’Alcala et al. (2004), 
phytoplankton biomass levels can be fairly high if coastal freshwater inputs come into play when they 
stay in the upper layer due to water column stratification. On the 6th of June 2018, apart from one 
sample close to the harbour’s entrance (although not classified as FCW) which held a high biomass, 
other samples did not. Only 5 days later, a major biomass increase was measured, and agreed with 
remote sensing estimations that showed it confined to the shoreline, on the contrary to the April bloom. 
This confirms the role of freshwater inputs in fueling biomass increases, the samples closer to the coast 
having displayed the lowest salinity values. Similarly to previous blooms, both NanoFLR and 
MicroFLR-FWS1 contributed most to the biomass increase, which is consistent with the observation of 
Zingone et a. (1990) who observed solitary, smaller diatoms, and flagellates rather than chain-forming 
species. Samples from early June 2018 were similar to Spring samples in the constrained ordination, 
suggesting that the community composition still reflected a prolonged spring, rather than a switch to 
the summer nutrient-depleted conditions.  On the 1st of August 2019, remote sensing agreed with in-
situ data that showed a highest biomass in the central part of the Gulf, as well as close to Portici. This 
biomass peak is comparable to that of April and June and, again, could be attributed to both NanoFLR 
and MicroFLR-FWS1 but also to MicroFLR-FWS2, suggesting that the bloom was due to a different 
assemblage of species compared to other biomass peaks. Indeed, on the constrained ordination, samples 
of that date stood farther apart, here marking the transition to a more oligotrophic state. In autumn, 
another bloom event was observed, which was caused largely by MicroFLR-FWS1 cells. Total biomass 
values were similar to those of previous blooms (table 33), although remote sensing did not estimate 




water masses combined to a deepening of the mixed layer inside the Gulf promote the dilution of 
freshwater loads into a larger part of the water column, thus allow for widespread blooms within the 
Gulf. However, the usual autumn bloom occurring later in the year (October-November), suggested that 
meteorological forcings played a role in triggering the event. The bloom decayed completely a dozen 
days later, although MicroFLR-FWS1 maintained a background presence and cause a biomass raise in 
front of the Marechiaro site, but it was difficult to determine the underlying reason for this patch. As 
highlighted by Zingone et al. (1995) or Casotti et al. (2000), water advection is a frequent feature 
displacing phytoplankton communities. Casotti et al. (2000) showed that mesoscale structures are 
crucial features that can control nutrient and biomass distribution in coastal areas, having the potential 
to reshape phytoplankton communities at surface but also at depth.  
Overall, the present dataset shows that phytoplankton accumulates year-round along the shoreline 
(SCW), inside or close to harbours and in particular Naples’ harbour (FCW), and this accumulation is 
indeed dependent on water circulation, itself depending on the wind regime, that can promote 
eutrophication by not renewing coastal waters or depressing dispersal of phytoplankton. Several 
cytometric groups of larger cells were statistically found to be indicators of SCW, but also and 
especially FCW and Sarno waters (tables 37, 38 and 39), suggesting a link with their nutrient optima 
for growth. Although, the characterization of Sarno waters should be taken with caution, given the low 
samples taken in the area. The MCC of several groups were also found to be higher in FCW (table 34), 
further hinting that nutrient limitation was not as harsh as in SCW or Offshore waters. The three 
constrained ordinations showed that, in order to understand variability of the phytoplankton community 
in the Gulf of Naples, abundance should not be the only parameter considered, as significant differences 
can arise in biomass or FLR that would not be covered by changes in the respective abundance alone.  
 
Within the highly dynamical context of the Gulf of Naples, the phytoplankton community showed a 
high spatial heterogeneity across water masses, and pronounced temporal differences as well, with 
blooms sampled in SCW in the Spring and in Offshore waters in the Autumn. Offshore waters generally 
held the lowest autotrophic biomass but the highest autotroph abundance, mainly due to Syn. The Sarno 
River exerted a great influence on phytoplankton by favouring a significantly different community than 
elsewhere, suggesting that the year-round discharge of fresh water fosters a community adapted to high 
salinity gradients and particulate matter content. Similarly, FCW (representing harbour-influenced 
waters) promoted a different phytoplankton community than SCW or Offshore, containing less 
numerous but bigger cells and a generally higher autotrophic biomass for all sampling considered, 
covering the four different seasons. These results suggest that those two water masses (the Sarno-




considered accumulation sites for phytoplankton within the Gulf of Naples because are possibly 
nutrient-enriched compared to SCW or Offshore, although no DIN data was available for this study.  
In the case of a wind regime promoting water stagnation within the Gulf of Naples, FCW (harbour-
influenced) and Sarno-influenced waters could become eutrophic and see a rise in phytoplankton 
abundance and biomass. In fact, besides being a source for various marine pollutants of terrestrial origin, 
these areas represent favourable staging grounds for potentially harmful organisms that could then 
spread outside the ports during storms or changes in wind regime. Although HABs are not usually 
recorded in the Gulf of Naples, more than 50 potentially harmful species are reported (Zingone et al., 
2006b) and available time series datasets may help with the interpretation of their occurrence (Zingone 
et al., 2019). For the same purpose, regular monitoring of surface waters during various cruises with 
high-frequency FCM may contribute significantly to the understanding of the spreading of patches of 
high biomass that could cause adverse effects.  
 
This Chapter explored the spatio-temporal distribution of phytoplankton optical groups, and their traits, 
in relation to environmental factors. In different areas and time of the year (Eastern Central Atlantic 
and Western Mediterranean Sea in summer in subchapter 3.1, Northern Adriatic Sea in winter in 
subchapter 3.2, or the Gulf of Naples throughout the year in subchapter 3.3), phytoplankton 
communities were tied to water masses down to the submesoscale. Their Mean Cellular Carbon and 
their traits varied significantly and differently for each group in relation to water mass properties, 
highlighting differential adaptations between groups to cope with environmental gradients.   Although 
the spatial variability of phytoplankton was explored, the analyses also took into account temporal 
variability, due to the length of samplings cruises, especially in subchapters 3.1 and 3.2. These two 
cruises lasted days, far exceeding phytoplanktonic cells lifespan, underlining the importance of the 






























This chapter aims to investigate the temporal variability of phytoplankton optical groups as 
related to the variability of environmental parameters. It seeks to explore phytoplankton composition 
and traits in two different settings, in two contrasted areas. The first subchapter focuses on a sampling 
that lasted 111 days in a coastal site of the Gulf of Naples, with a frequency of 2 to 4 hours, and describes 
the transition from Spring to Summer and the phenology of phytoplankton blooms that occurred. The 
second subchapter relates to a shorter sampling however conducted at a much higher frequency, every 
10 minutes, off the lagoon of Venice in the Northern Adriatic, and concentrate on the influence of tides 
on phytoplankton.  
 
1. High-frequency sampling at a fixed site in the Gulf of Naples 
 
a. Introduction 
The LTER-MareChiara (LTER-MC) site (40°48.5’N, 14°15’E), sampled fortnightly from 1984 to 1991, 
and weekly since 1995, has contributed substantially to the understanding of coastal marine ecology 
within the context of Mediterranean coastal embayments (Zingone et al., 2019). The ecological dataset 
gathered over the years includes physical (temperature, salinity), chemical (dissolved oxygen and 
nutrients) and biological (chlorophyll-a, microphytoplankton and zooplankton) measurements across 
the water column (up to 70 meters except for phytoplankton samples) and has been enhanced with other 
variables with time, including bacteria and picophytoplankton by benchtop flow cytometry since 2007. 
As pointed out by the review of Zingone et al. (2019), the LTER-MC sampling is not only a routine 
procedure from which one can witness ecological trends but also and foremost a basis for 
complementary studies (see Chapter 3.3) offering deeper insights into the functioning of the ecosystem, 
leading in-fine to sounder knowledge applicable to other areas. The study of D’Alelio et al. (2014) 
applied an ecological network approach to 7 years-long time-series of weekly species abundance data 
to characterize the community as a function of the water “phase”: “green” when influenced by coastal 
waters or “blue” when influenced by offshore waters. It intended to draw a picture of the planktonic 
community structure and of its variability as a function of environmental factors.   
Such time-series are indeed extremely valuable but suffer from inherent high costs, preventing any 
significant increase of the sampling frequency or additional parameters. Moreover, several 
measurements are carried out back in the lab, decreasing their accuracy as transport occurs. To 
complement this, the establishment of an array of automatized sensors is a serious option that leads to 
a very high sampling frequency, up to several times a day. This is especially important for the 




and biological factors all occurring at different spatial and temporal scales (Thyssen et al., 2008a, 2008b 
and references therein).  
In order to address this need, several measuring instruments were installed on an oceanographic elastic 
beacon, located in the same area of the LTER-MC site, but closer to shore (40° 49.674'N   14° 13.993'E). 
The array consisted of a multisensory probe measuring oxygen, temperature, salinity and Chl 
fluorescence coupled to a CytoSub pulse-shape-recording flow cytometer providing information on the 
phytoplankton community, from the cyanobacteria Synechococcus spp. up to microphytoplankton 
filaments. The system was also complemented by a weather station that recorded wind speed and solar 
irradiance. The aim of this section is to classify phytoplankton into optically defined functional groups 
and to investigate occurrence and variability of the different groups and community structure as a 
function of water phases definition as in D’Alelio et al. (2014) at the elastic beacon site. 
 
b. Materials & Methods 
i. Technical setup, Hydrology and weather 
The MEDA-B, situated at (40° 49.674'N, 14° 13.993'E), is an elastic beacon designed for carrying 
scientific equipment and is powered by solar panels and accumulating batteries. Data are transferred 
through GSM or Wi-Fi directly to the SZN laboratories. An SBE 37 SMP ODO MicroCAT probe (Sea-
Bird Scientific, USA) was mounted on a frame fixed 6 meters below sea-level and set to sample every 
10 minutes for temperature, salinity and in-vivo fluorescence. A weather station located on top of the 
beacon provided hourly measurements of wind speed, SPAR (Surface Photosynthetically Active 
Radiations) and air temperature. Due to technical issues, meteorological data were lacking at times and 
were integrated from another site located in the same geographical area. Daily rainfall data were taken 
from the MERRA-2 model (Gelaro et al., 2017) for the location of LTER-MC. Finally, CTD casts 
performed at the LTER-MC site during current monitoring operations were used to calculate a 
Stratification Index (SI, in kg m-4) according to the method of Li (2002) and inferred for the MEDA-B 
site.  
 
ii. Flow Cytometry 
A frame containing the CytoSub flow cytometer (Cytobuoy b.v., the Netherlands) mounted in a sealed 
hull was fixed to the beacon at the depth of the multisensory probe (5 m) and set to sample every 2 
hours. The sampling included three different protocols, optimized for pico-, nano- and micro- 
phytoplankton (see table 40), so to be sure to quantify accurately all size ranges. Before every 
measurement, the system was flushed with seawater to avoid mixing of two consecutive samples. In 




HighSWS, MicroFLR-FWS1, MicroFLR-FWS2, NanoFLO, NanoFLY, Chain-like1 and Chain-like2. 
It is to be noted that “MicroFLR-FWS” refers to a relative the relatively highMaximum value of the 
FWS pulse, compared to the Total (Integrated) area of the FWS pulse, which allows to cluster separately 
consistent pulse-shapes such as those shown in figure 59. The main cytograms used to cluster each 
group are presented in figure 56, figure 57 and figure 58. The camera was used to take pictures of the 
biggest cells during “Nano” and “Micro” protocols. Those pictures, together with pictures from past 
samplings, allowed to infer that the Chain-like group could be mostly contributed to by Chaetoceros 
spp. cells (which however also harbor single-celled species) and the Chain-like2 group by pennate-like 
diatoms, at least during the first part of the sampling (April and May). Instead, in July, this cluster was 
contributed to by other mixed genera. MicroFLR-FWS1 and MicroFLR-FLR2 could be attributed also 
to single, pennate-like cells, with two distinct FWS signature. Those two groups included cells 
belonging to elongated centric diatoms (e.g., Cerataulina spp.), also observed in the ‘Chain-like’ group 
in July. The NanoFLR-HighSWS group could be attributed to coccolithophore-like cells due to their 
high SWS signature (von Dassow et al., 2012). Concentrations and mean optical characteristics of each 


















Figure 56 – Cytograms used for the characterization of groups of the “Pico” protocol. (A) Length SWS vs 
Total Red Fluorescence (B) Total FWS vs Total Red Fluorescence (C) Max Red Fluorescence vs Max Orange 



































Figure 57 – Cytograms used for the characterization of groups of the “Nano” protocol. (A) Length SWS vs 
Total Red Fluorescence (B) Total FWS vs Total Red Fluorescence (C) Max Red Fluorescence vs Max Orange 
Fluorescence (D) Max SWS vs Max Yellow Fluorescence (E) Total Red Fluorescence/Total Yellow 




































Figure 58 – Cytograms used for the characterization of groups of the “Micro” protocol. (A) Length SWS vs 
Total Red Fluorescence (B) Total FWS vs Total Red Fluorescence (C) Max Red Fluorescence vs Max Orange 









Figure 59 – Example of pictures and their associated pulse-shape for (A) MicroFLR-FWS1 in April-May and July 
(B) MicroFLR-FWS2 in April-May and July (C) Chain-like1 in April-May and July and (D) Chain-like2 in April-






































Figure 59 continued – Example of pictures and their associated pulse-shape for (A) MicroFLR-FWS1 in April-
May and July (B) MicroFLR-FWS2 in April-May and July (C) Chain-like1 in April-May and July and (D) Chain-




Table 40 – Measurement protocol settings during the MEDA-B 2019 sampling. 




















Pico 55 100 100 100 SWS, 10 mV FLR Max > 9 0.5 mL 2 or 4 
hours 
2  
Nano 55 90 90 80 SWS, 30 mV FLR Max > 8 1 mL 2 or 4 
hours 
5  
Micro 55 80 80 70 SWS, 30 mV FLR Max > 20 
 & SWS Max > 80 





iii. Biomass and Mean Cellular Carbon 
The biomass contribution by each cytometric group, as well as the Mean Cellular Carbon content of 
each group was estimated using the Scatter-to-Carbon conversion factors reported in Chapter 2. 
 
iv. Phytoplankton Traits 
Traits were calculated as described in Chapter 2. Kendall correlation tests were applied to check 
correlations between normalized traits and normalized physico-chemical parameters.  
 
v. Data treatment and Multivariate Analysis 
Regular hourly timestamps were created so to cover the whole deployment period for subsequent 
statistical analysis. To identify four main water phases corresponding to the four “Green-Blue” water 
modes (Dark Green, Light Green, Light Blue and Dark Blue) proposed by d’Alelio et al. (2014), a 
hierarchical k-means clustering was applied to normalized (on a 0:1 scale) salinity and chlorophyll-a 
data with 4 centers. The resulting sample assignment to the 4 water phases was further refined by 
separating them manually, to account for seasonal differences in other environmental parameters: 
“Spring” for samples in April or May, “June” for samples taken during the biomass peak, and “Summer” 
for samples in July. Average salinity and chlorophyll-a values, as well as average total FCM values, are 
shown in table 41. Average abundance, biomass or FLR shares of each size-class or each group for each 
water mode are shown in figure 63 and 64 respectively. 
Separately, for the investigation of the biological time-series generated, FCM-derived data were divided 
into two parts, one containing measurement up to the 30th of May (“April-May”), and the other from 
the 5th up to the 30th of July (“July”), so to accommodate gaps in sampling due to technical failure. 
Periodicities of each group abundance and total biomass, as well as total abundance, biomass and FLR 
of samples were investigated using Lomb-Scargle periodograms. This method is useful for the analysis 




were applied both to the whole time-series, and to the 2 parts separately, including NAs. A cross-
correlation function (CCF) was applied on the 2 parts of the dataset. In signal processing, cross-
correlation measures the degree of similarity between two time-series as a function of lag. A linear 
Stineman interpolation (window k = 96) algorithm (Stineman, 1980) was applied to Hellinger-
transformed FCM-derived data before a Locally Estimated Scatterplot Smoothing (LOESS) smoothing 
procedure was used (f = 0.05) to remove diel oscillations, following the procedure of Thyssen et al. 
(2008b). Negative values were replaced with zeros. Lags at which maximum cross-correlation occurs 
between each group’s abundance and environmental factors and their correlation value, if significant, 
are listed in table 44.  
A Canonical Correspondence Analysis (CCA) was performed on a dissimilarity matrix containing 
transformed FCM-derived biomass per group and normalized environmental parameters, using R and 
the package vegan (see table 13 in Chapter 2; Oksanen et al., 2012).  
A Kendall correlation test (‘corr.test’ function in ‘stats’ package in R software) was used between 
normalized environmental parameters to identify and remove tightly coupled factors, in order not to 
bias the ordination. 
 
c. Results  
The array was deployed on the 10th of April 2019 at 10:00 and stopped on the 29th of July at 08:00. 
Acquisition was interrupted on several occasions due to external power loss but, fortunately, sampling 











Figure 60 – CytoSub after 111 days of underwater deployment. Several kilograms of mussels were dutifully 




i. Hydrology and weather of the site, and phytoplankton biomass 
dynamics 
A constant increase of air temperature was observed (from 10.7 to 30.6 °C, figure 61d), coupled with 
an increase of water temperature (14.7 to 27.5 °C, figure 61c and table 41), salinity (36.92 to 37.97), 
and stratification (0.002 to 0.05). At the same time, the average SPAR increased slightly although it 
dropped on three occasions in the first period of April/May (data not shown), which also experienced 
significant rainfalls and wind compared to June and July (figure 61d). Chlorophyll-a fluorescence was 
well correlated to both total sample FLR and total sample biomass when available (tau = 0.65 and 0.57 
respectively, p-value < 0.05), and showed 5 peaks: one in April, two in May, one in June and one in the 
end of July, before an overall decreasing trend in July (figure 61b).  
Total phytoplankton concentrations followed a different dynamic than the biomass indicators, 
especially during spring: they dropped (from 73 x 103 to 39 x 103 cells mL-1) during the first biomass 
increase but peaked twice afterwards (up to 137 x 103 and 127 x 103 cell mL-1) when biomass was low, 
indicating the importance of smaller phytoplankters in such conditions (figure 61a). From mid-June to 
the end of July, concentrations followed more closely biomass. Dissolved O2 followed a pattern similar 
to that of chlorophyll-a, with one remarkable exception: at the beginning of June the decrease of 
chlorophyll-a (circa 5 to 1.5 mg L-1) was not matched by a decrease in dissolved O2 (around 5.5 mg L-
1). Most notably, while minimum chlorophyll-a levels were similar between April and July (0.3 Relative 
Fluorescence Unit and 0.33 RFU, respectively), dissolved O2 minimum levels were higher in April-
May (5.22 mg L-1) than in July (4.01 mg L-1). This was at least partly due to water temperature increase 
which adversely affects O2 solubility, but the hypothesis that low biomass communities of April and 
May were comparatively more productive than those of July cannot be ruled out. Salinity decreased 
from April to mid-June (37.67 on average compared to 37.19; see table 41 for averages per water 
phases), either as a result of rainfalls or fresher coastal waters circulation, after which it increased until 
the end of the sampling (up to 37.81). The SI well correlated to water temperature, and peaked in the 
first half of July (0.053), although a clear decrease (following that of temperature) was observed on the 
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Figure 61 – Biological and chemico-physical parameters at MEDA-B site. (A) Total phytoplankton Biomass 
and total phytoplankton abundance. (B) Chlorophyll-a concentration, total FLR and dissolved O2 (C) Water 
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The initial grouping defined based on salinity and in-vivo fluorescence separated samples in 4 groups 
(“Dark Blue”, “Light Blue”, “Light Green” and “Dark Green”) reflecting the “Blue-Green” water mode 
classification of d’Alelio et al. (2014). “Dark Blue” corresponds to clear waters not containing a high 
phytoplankton biomass, while “Dark Green” instead corresponds to waters with a high autotrophic 
biomass load, typically during blooms. “Light Blue” and “Light Green” correspond to intermediate 
levels of biomass load. A further refinement separated the 4 water phases based on a temporal basis, 
setting apart Spring Dark Blue (SpDB), Spring Light Blue (SpLB), Spring Light Green (SpLG), Spring 
Dark Green (SpDG), June Light Green (JLG), June Dark Green (JDG), Summer Light Blue (SumLB) 
and Summer Dark Blue (SumDB). Table 41 indicate the main period represented by each water phases 
(although samples were not linearly distributed), as well as their characteristics. 
 
Table 41 – Average (± SD) salinity, chlorophyll-a and FCM data per water phase. 




Total biomass  
(pg C mL-1) 













60 x 103 
± 14 x 103 
1.2 x 106 
± 0.5 x 106 
29.2 x 106 









77 x 103 
± 25 x 103 
1.9 x 106 
± 0.5 x 106 
40 x 106 





19/04 to 23/04 






75 x 103 
± 17 x 103 
3 x 106 
± 0.9 x 106 
90 x 106 









58 x 103 
± 8 x 103 
3.4 x 106 
± 1 x 106 
89.1 x 106 









108 x 103 
± 14 x 103 
8 x 106 
± 2.4 x 106 
217.7 x 106 









123 x 103 
± 26 x 103 
8 x 106 
± 4.7 x 106 
289.2 x 106 





11/07 to 16/07 






76 x 103 
± 17 x 103 
3.2 x 106 
± 1.5 x 106 
53 x 106 




17/07 to 24/07 






69 x 103 
± 9 x 103 
1 x 106 
± 0.4 x 106 
16 x 106 






ii. Phytoplankton dynamics and variability  
Many phytoplankton groups showed their maximum concentrations during the biomass peak of mid-
June, except for PicoFLR, MicroFLR-FWS1 and Chain-like1 (figure 62a). The total abundance 
matched with maximum total biomass and total Red Fluorescence. Synechococcus spp. dynamics 
experienced an overall increase in abundance during the transition from spring to summer, matched by 
a slight increase in total biomass (figure 62b), and in total Red Fluorescence (figure 62c). 
Comparatively, PicoFLR showed a decreasing trend for each parameter through the same timeframe, 
although with a notable abundance maximum during the end of April. NanoFLR showed no visible 
trend through the transition from Spring to June, although their abundance peaked in June. NanoFLR-
HighSWS showed a rise in abundance, total biomass and total Red Fluorescence in mid-May, June, 
early July and at the end of July, although general levels were always low. MicroFLR-FWS1 showed 
low abundance, biomass and Red Fluorescence throughout the sampling, with a localized increase at 
the beginning of July. MicroFLR-FWS2 also showed low total values with no significant increase. No 
trend could be seen for either NanoFLO. NanoFLY, Chain-like1 and Chain-like2 abundance showed 
an increase during the fiest part of the sampling, that then collapsed, and the three groups showed 
sporadic rises in abundance in July. 
When considering the whole sampling, total phytoplankton abundance exhibited strong 24h and 72h 
periodicities as results from the Lomb-Scargle periodogram analysis (figures 3 to 11 in the Annex), 
while Total Red Fluorescence and total biomass exhibited only a 72h periodicity. In details, 
Synechococcus spp., NanoFLO and MicroFLR-FWS2 abundances all showed a diel periodicity, while 
other groups had a 72h periodicity, except for Synechococcus spp. and Chain-like2 and PicoFLR which 
did not show any periodicity. Only MicroFLR-FWS2 total biomass or FLR retained a 24h periodicity, 
while Synechococcus spp., PicoFLR and Chain-like2 biomass or FLR did not exhibit any periodicity. 
When analyzing the two periods separately, during the first period (11th of April to 15th of May), only 
NanoFLO and MicroFLR-FWS2 abundances showed a 24h periodicity, while NanoFLR total Red 
Fluorescence had a 72h periodicity (driving total sample 72h periodicity). During the second period, 
many more parameters exhibited a periodicity, similarly to the results of the whole analysis considered: 
only total sample biomass did not have any periodicity, but Chain-like2 abundance, biomass and FLR 
had a 72h periodicity. Synechococcus spp. and PicoFLR exhibited a diel periodicity for their respective 























Figure 62 – Cytometric data per group between the 11th of April and the 29th of July 2019: (A) Total 






















Figure 62 continued – Cytometric data per group between the 11th of April and the 29th of July 2019: (A) Total 






Figure 62 continued – Cytometric data per group between the 11th of April and the 29th of July 2019: (A) Total 





When considering the different water phases defined on a Blue-Green spectrum, strong differences were 
observed. Total phytoplankton abundance was mainly represented by pico-sized cells (73% to 95.4%), 
no matter the water phase, while total Red Fluorescence was always dominated by nano-sized cells 
(figure 63a and 63c). Shares of biomass were dominated by nano-sized cells, but less so as micro-sized 
organisms could account for up to 40% during the Spring Dark Blue (SpDB) phase, or during the 
Summer Light Blue (SumLB) phase (figure 63b). The highest picophytoplankton biomass share (11%) 
was observed during Summer Dark Blue (SumDB) phase and was > 5% during the Spring Light Blue 
(SpLB) and SpDB phases. Their contribution to the Red Fluorescence pool was always negligible. 
Generally, Synechococcus spp. represented the major share of picophytoplankton over PicoFLR., and 
this increased with time: Summer Blue phases were comparatively more dominated by Synechococcus 
than the Spring blue phases for biomass, and especially counts. In fact, Synechococcus accounted for 
8% of the biomass pool during the SumDB phase, due to its numerical prevalence and its relatively 
higher MCC content (see table 6 in Annex and figure 63).  
When considering cytometric group composition (figure 64), NanoFLR made up the biggest biomass 
share of all groups except for the SpLB phase, where NanoFLO contributed for the biggest share of the 
biomass pool (37,9%), up to 4 times its contribution in other phases (figure 64b). NanoFLO also 
contributed 27% of the Red Fluorescence during the same period (figure 64c). For the same phase, 
NanoFLY also represented a significant share of biomass (11,3%), and otherwise had a smaller but 
comparable share of biomass than that of NanoFLO.NanoFLR-HighSWS never represented more than 
5% of the biomass pool but contributed to a significant Red Fluorescence of around 10% for several 
phases: SpLG and SpLB phases, June Light Green (JLG) and Summer Blue phases (figure 64c). 
Microeukaryotes notably accounted for more than 40% of phytoplankton biomass during two phases: 
SpDG corresponding to the maximum biomass periods of April and May, and SumLB phase. They also 
accounted for around 20% of the biomass in SumDB phase, similarly to their contribution during JLG 
and June Dark Green (JDG) phases, underlining their persistent importance through the month of July 
and presumably through summer, as noted already by Zingone et al (1990).  In details, Chain-like2 were 





(A) (B) (C) 
Figure 63 –Shares of (A) Abundance (B) biomass and (C) FLR, per cytometrically-defined size-classes for every water phase. 
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The total biomass represented by a cytometric group is dependent both upon concentration of that group, 
and upon its Mean Cellular Carbon (MCC). In the case of Synechococcus spp., a clear increasing trend 
of its MCC was observed between April and July (from more than 0.6 to more than 1.2 ng C cell-1), 
matched for by several groups: PicoFLR (from more than 4.5 to more than 12 ng C cell-1), MicroFLR-
FWS1 (more than 400 to more than 1 x 103 ng C cell-1) and MicroFLR-FLR2 (more than 150 to more 
than 240 ng C cell-1, figure 62a). The remaining groups did not exhibit a particular trend over the 
sampling period. NanoFLR had a significatively higher MCC mid-July, while NanoFLO and NanoFLY 
were characterized by their maximum during the first half of May, after a bloom decay. NanoFLR-
HighSWS MCC peaked at the end of April and beginning of May. Chain-like1 had a significantly higher 
MCC also during the end of April and the first half of May, although this could be attributed to the low 
counts during this period, giving more weight to extreme events recorded. This was true also for the 
MCC of Chain-like2 which was highest mid-April and also early May, but did not exhibit a trend.  
When considering water phases, Synechococcus had a smallest MCC during the SpLG water phase (0.8 
± 0.1 ng C cell-1), and had a highest MCC during JLG (1.6 ± 0.4 ng C cell-1), when PicoFLR (17 ± 3 ng 
C cell-1) and MicroFLR-FWS1 (1 x 103 ± 0.2 x 103 ng C cell-1) also had their highest MCC. PicoFLR 
had a lowest MCC during SpDG (4 ± 1 ng C cell-1), as well as NanoFLR (181 ± 25 ng C cell-1), 
MicroFLR-FWS1 (390 ± 93 ng C cell-1) and MicroFLR-FWS2 (141 ± 25 ng C cell-1). NanoFLR had 
their highest MCC during SumLB water phase (269 ± 58 ng C cell-1), similarly to MicroFLR-FWS1 (1 
x 103 ± 0.2 x 103 ng C cell-1), MicroFLR-FWS2 (241 ± 31 ng C cell-1) and Chain-like2 (4 x 103 ± 0.7 x 
103 ng C cell-1). NanoFLR-HighSWS had their smallest MCC in SpDB (670 ± 106 ng C cell-1), and their 
biggest MCC in SpDB water phase (452 ± 62 ng C cell-1). NanoFLO also had their highest MCC during 
SpLB (5 x 103 ± 1 x 103 ng C cell-1), similarly to NanoFLY (283 ± 57 ng C cell-1) and Chain-like1 (5 x 
103 ± 1 x 103 ng C cell-1), and its smallest MCC during SumDB. NanoFLY had its smallest MCC during 
JDG water phase (127 ± 32 ng C cell-1), and Chain-like1 (0.5 x 103 ± 0.1 x 103 ng C cell-1) during both 






















iii. Relationships between phytoplankton abundance, traits and 
environmental factors 
Phytoplankton traits were obtained using the approach of Pomati et al. (2013) refined by Fragoso et al. 
(2019), with slight modifications (table 42). Water temperature appeared to be the main factor driving 
changes in phytoplankton traits, due to its clearly increasing trend from April to July (figure 61c) and 
its positive correlation with the size of almost every group, with the exceptions of NanoFLO and 
LongFWS Chain-like Microeuk (table 43). Temperature was, instead, negatively correlated with all 3 
types of fluorescence per cell for Synechococcus, HighSWS Nanoeuk., MicroFLR-FWS1, Chain-like2 
and for NanoFLO, and positively correlated for other groups. It was always negatively correlated with 
all 2 types of fluorescence per Volume, and negatively correlated with Length of every group except 
for MicroFLR-FWS1, and positively correlated with Structural Complexity of every group except for 
MicroFLR-FWS1. Salinity was the second environmental factor having the greatest effect, with a 
decreasing trend up to mid-June as it was affected by occasional rainfalls, before rising with increasing 
temperatures. It was positively correlated with all 3 types of fluorescence per cell, and generally 
negatively correlated with all 2 types of fluorescence per Volume. It was negatively correlated with the 
Volume of NanoFLR, NanoFLR-HighSWS and strongly with the Volume of NanoFLO.  
 
Table 42 – List of optical features used as traits for this study. Adapted from Fragoso et al. (2019) and Pomati 
et al. (2013). 
CytoSense descriptor Biological interpretation  Trait assigned 
FWS Length  Length 
SWS Total Calibrated proxy of size Biovolume for cells < 5 µm 
FWS Total Calibrated proxy of size Biovolume for cells > 5 µm 
1 – FWS fill factor High values indicate a spherical shape Shape 
FWS asymmetry How asymmetric a particle is Asymmetry 
SWS Total / FWS 
Total 
How complex the particle is, related to its size Structural complexity 
(FLO total/FLR total) / 
Biovolume 
Ratio of the concentrations of pigments fluorescing in 
orange to pigments fluorescing in red, related to 
volume 
Phycoerythrin/chlorophyll-a ratio per 
unit of volume 
FLR total/Biovolume Ratio of pigments fluorescing in red to volume Chl-a/Biovolume ratio 
FLO total/Biovolume Ratio of pigments fluorescing in orange to volume PE/Biovolume ratio 
FLR total/cell number Ratio of pigments fluorescing in red to volume Chl-a per cell 
FLO total/cell number Ratio of pigments fluorescing in red to volume PE per cell 





The direct effect of environmental factors on the abundance of each cytometric group during the two 
parts of the sampling was investigated in order to identify the lag at which a group respond (table 44). 
Phytoplankton organisms are expected to adapt quickly (in a matter of hours to days) to changing 
environmental conditions, thus significant cross-correlations with lags superior to around 3 days (lag = 
72) should be taken with caution. Cross-correlations at lag 0 were strongest under 1 hour.  
Water temperature was positively (but not strongly) correlated with the abundance of NanoFLY (ccf = 
0.48 at lag = 19), NanoFLO and Chain-like2 (ccf = 0.44 at lag =74 and ccf = 0.35 at lag = 76 resp.) 
during July (table 44). Only Nanoeuk FLR. profited from the increase quickly, within a day. It was 
strongly anti-correlated with the abundance of MicroFLR-FWS2 and Chain-like1 in July (ccf = -0.68 
lag = 38 and ccf = -0.72 lag = 0 resp.), thus had a direct and fast impact on the abundance of these 
groups.  
Salinity was strongly anti-correlated with the abundance of most groups during both periods (ccf from 
-0.96 to -0.55 with a lag from 0 to 82).  
Dissolved O2 was positively correlated with the abundance of Syn in July (ccf = 0.2 at lag = 3), 
HighSWS Nanoeuk. (ccf = 0.29 at lag = 6), MicroFLR-FWS2 (ccf = 0.82 at lag = 3), NanoFLY (ccf = 
0.53 at lag = 25) and Chain-like1 (ccf = 0.87 at lag = 0) in April-May. This may indicate that Syn was 
the main element of the autotrophic community sustaining production during summer. Inversely, in 
April and June other groups showed rises in abundance hypothetically sustaining a relatively higher 
proportion of primary production.  
The SI was well correlated with water temperature (figure 61c), and with cytometric groups abundances. 
It was positively cross-correlated with Syn abundance in both periods (ccf = 0.81 at lag = 17 in April-
May, 0.73 at lag = 99 in July), NanoFLR-HighSWS (ccf = 0.61 at lag = 80), MicroFLR-FWS1 (ccf = 
0.48 at lag = 80), NanoFLO, NanoFLY (ccf = 0.78 and 0.67 at lag = 83 and 82, resp.) and Chain-like2 
in July (ccf = 0.85 at lag = 88). However, the lags associated with the cross-correlations were high: only 
Syn in April and May quickly profited from the SI increase. On the contrary it was strongly anti-
correlated with the abundance of MicroFLR-FWS2 and Chain-like1 (ccf = -0.57 and -0.56 at lag = 41 
and 0, resp.) on a shorter timeframe.  
Wind was always significantly cross-correlated with groups abundances, positively with the abundance 
of Syn (ccf = 0.4 at lag = 28), NanoFLR-HighSWS (ccf = 0.23 at lag = 46), HighFWS FLR1 (ccf = 0.26 
at lag = 41), NanoFLO (ccf = 0.34 at lag = 46), NanoFLY (ccf = 0.38 at lag = 0.34) and Chain-like2 
(ccf = 0.27 at lag = 48) in July. In April and May, it was negatively affecting the abundance of PicoFLR 
(ccf = -0.28 at lag = 35), NanoFLR (ccf = -0.32 at lag = 39), MicroFLR-FWS1 (ccf = -0.43 at lag = 34), 
MicroFLR-FWS2 (ccf = -0.4 at lag = 45), Chain-like1 (ccf = -0.41 at lag = 45) and Chain-like2 (ccf = 





Rain was negatively cross-correlated with the abundance of 2 groups: PicoFLR in April and May (ccf 
= -0.12 at lag = 58) and MicroFLR-FWS2 in July (ccf = -0.42 at lag = 40). All other cross-correlations 
were positive, and several strongly so in July: Syn (ccf = 0.54 at lag = 81), NanoFLO (ccf = 0.62 at lag 
= 70), NanoFLY (ccf = 0.53 at lag 66), Chain-like1 (ccf = 0.65 at lag = 70) and Chain-like2 (ccf = 0.53 
at lag = 73).  
Light was found to be mostly negatively cross-correlated with cytometric groups in July: PicoFLR (ccf 
= -0.21 at lag = 76), NanoFLR-HighSWS (ccf = -0.23 at lag = 72), MicroFLR-FWS1 (ccf = -0.23 at lag 
= 67), NanoFLO (ccf = -0.27 at lag = 72), NanoFLY (ccf = -0.28 at lag = 68), Chain-like1 (ccf = -0.57 
at lag = 74) and Chain-like2 (ccf = -0.26 at lag = 74). It was positively cross correlated with only Syn 
(ccf = 0.4 at lag = 86) and NanoFLO (ccf = 0.35 at lag = 85) in April-May, and Nanoeuk FLR (ccf = 
0.15 at lag = 23) in July. Apart from that last group, effects were taking place with a lag of around 3 




Table 43 - Kendall correlation tests between traits of each group and environmental parameters, for the semi-continuous dataset. Are displayed significant correlations for 
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Salinity -0.19 -0.23   -0.15 -0.13     0.18 
SPAR -0.14 0.23 -0.19 0.15        
Wind    0.13       -0.16 
Rainfall 
 
0.17  0.13 -0.14 0.16 0.15 0.14     

























Salinity -0.23 -0.51 -0.13  -0.13 -0.17  0.2 0.17 0.18 -0.25 
SPAR     -0.18      -0.15 
Wind           -0.26 
Rainfall 
 
  0.19 -0.18 0.22 0.19  -0.15 -0.15 -0.15  

























Salinity -0.41 -0.48 0.4 -0.17 -0.39 -0.41 0.34 0.34 0.42 0.43 -0.49 
SPAR    0.19 -0.15 -0.2 -0.15    -0.19 
Wind    0.2   -0.22     
Rainfall 
 
0.14    0.23 0.16 -0.13   -0.13 0.15 
Traits NanoFLR-
HighSWS 

























Salinity -0.44  -0.33 -0.43 -0.39 -0.2 0.43 0.29 0.29 0.19 0.32 
SPAR   -0.15  -0.19 -0.13  -0.2 -0.14  0.13 
Wind 0.15   0.17        
Rainfall 
 
0.31  0.27 0.25 0.27 0.15 -0.22    0.16 
Traits MicroFLR-
FWS1 

























Salinity -0.21 -0.29   -0.24    0.17 0.18  
SPAR    0.13 -0.15 -0.17      
Wind           -0.13 

























Chl per cell 
 
PE per cell 
 



























Salinity 0.27 -0.76 0.4   0.25 0.2 0.2 0.26 0.23  
SPAR 0.13   0.19 -0.39 -0.21      
Wind 0.19  0.15 0.17 -0.19 -0.2 -0.13     
Rainfall 
 
 0.3          

























Salinity -0.51 -0.25  -0.61    0.55 0.34 0.37  
SPAR -0.13    -0.24  0.29 -0.2   0.18 
Wind            
Rainfall 
 
0.24  0.25 0.26        























Salinity -0.3 -0.28  -0.17 -0.13 -0.14  0.57 0.5 0.46  
SPAR 0.15 0.17  0.14        
Wind 0.17 0.14  0.16 -0.14      0.21 
Rainfall 
 
0.2   0.16        

























Salinity  0.26   -0.31  0.16 0.16   -0.35 
SPAR  -0.13   -0.13 -0.13     -0.15 
Wind      -0.14      
Rainfall 
 
  0.15  0.16      0.17 

























Salinity -0.21 -0.19  -0.16 -0.21  0.16 0.15 0.2 0.22  
SPAR            
Wind      -0.13      







Table 44 – Significant cross-correlation values (and their associated lags in hours) between cytometric group abundance and environmental factors for both periods of the 
sampling. Strong cross-correlations (>0.5 or <-0.5) are displayed in bold, underlined and coloured. Positive cross-correlations appear in green, negative ones in red. 
  Water Temperature Salinity O2 SI Wind Rain Light 
 Period Max Corr. Lag Max Corr. Lag Max Corr. Lag Max Corr. Lag Max Corr. Lag Max Corr. Lag Max Corr. Lag 
Syn April-May   -0.66 0 -0,39 152 0,81 17 0,37 186 0,44 22 0,4 86 
July 0,45 82 -0.55 82 0,2 3 0,73 99 0,4 28 0,54 81 -0,21 76 
PicoFLR April-May -0,12 66 0.08 81 0,29 209 0,22 277 -0,28 35 -0,12 58 -0,32 161 
July 0,48 159 -0.37 150 -0,52 37 0,54 234 0,35 140 0,29 50 -0,29 136 
NanoFLR April-May 0,5 315 -0.55 0     -0,32 39 0,29 105 -0,26 145 
July -0,11 127 -0.66 0 0,3 205 0,48 306 0,36 202 -0,37 209 0,15 23 
NanoFLR-
HighSWS 
April-May   -0.92 0 0,29 6   0,26 254   0,28 79 
July   -0.96 0 0,14 209 0,61 80 0,23 46 0,48 65 -0,23 72 
MicroFLR-
FWS1 
April-May 0,34 326 -0.18 99     -0,43 34 0,25 147 -0,21 142 
July 0,36 67 -0.91 0   0,48 80 0,26 41 0,4 63 -0,23 67 
MicroFLR-
FWS2 
April-May -0,68 38 -0.2 171 0,82 23 0,24 326 -0,4 45 0,27 206 -0,28 210 
July -0,35 130 0.57 33 -0,23 144 -0,57 41 0,24 203 -0,42 40 0,27 169 
NanoFLO April-May 0,32 209 0.18 100 -0,45 177 0,18 312 0,36 272 -0,28 347 0,35 85 
July 0,44 74 -0.89 0 0,21 206 0,78 83 0,34 46 0,62 70 -0,27 72 
NanoFLY April-May 0,38 338 -0.56 0 0,53 25   -0,32 142 0,3 251 0,42 346 
July 0,48 19 -0.95 0 0,13 202 0,67 82 0,38 34 0,53 66 -0,28 68 
Chain-
like1 
April-May 0,32 325 -0,18 269 0,87 0 0,24 337 -0,41 45 0,25 109 -0,22 93 
July -0,72 0 -0,45 44 -0,26 141 -0,56 0 -0,14 134 0,65 70 -0,57 74 
Chain-
like2 
April-May 0,37 316 -0.21 58   0,27 347 -0,41 38 0,27 97   




iv. Phytoplankton community variations 
In order to (i) characterize the effect of the gradient of environmental factors on the variability exhibited 
by the phytoplankton community, and (ii) to analyze the similarity of phytoplankton communities of the 
different water phases identified throughout the sampling, a CCA analysis was performed on a data 
matrix containing either Hellinger-transformed FCM concentrations of each group, or FCM-derived 
phytoplankton biomass of each group, supplemented with uncorrelated normalized environmental 
parameters.  
The CCA model was significant for both total abundance and total biomass of the different groups. In 
both cases, temperature, salinity and rainfalls were significant factors (p = 0.001), and the first two axes 
were found significant in explaining constrained variability (p = 0.001). For total abundance of each 
group, 46% of the variability was explained by the model. For total biomass of each group, only 28% 
of the variability was explained. No predictors were found to distort the ordination per evaluation of 
variance inflation factor. Resulting ordinations of samples are shown in figure 66.  
When total phytoplankton abundance was considered (figure 66a), SpLG and SpDG phases were 
clustered together tightly and close to SpLB and SpDB phases and were characterized by the heavy 
rainfalls. JLG and JDG, with the highest phytoplankton concentrations and the highest chlorophyll-a 
peak, stood clearly apart. SumLB and SumDB phases were partly clustered together and away from 
Spring or June samples, and were characterized by both high water temperature and salinity. The same 
observations can be made for the ordination of samples per total biomass (figure 66b), although both 
summer phases are more clearly separated from each other and from the others, as well as SpDB phase 


































d. Discussion and Conclusions 
This time-series of high-frequency measurements at a fixed site in the Gulf of Naples, close to the LTER-
MC site investigated for decades on a weekly or monthly frequency, shed light into the dynamics of 
phytoplankton composition during a transition from spring to summer. Abundance shares were coherent 
with what would be expected of this coastal environment (Modigh et al., 1996; Zingone et al., 2019), as 
nanoeukaryotes were always significantly present (> 5% on average) and picophytoplankton always 
numerically dominant, which is similar to what was observed in a similar High-Frequency study in the 
bay of Villefranche-sur-Mer (Thyssen et al., 2014) although for an earlier period (January to April). The 
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study of Dugenne et al. (2014) in the Berre lagoon, a brackish environment, showed also a numerical 
dominance of picophytoplankton. The fact that most groups’ abundance did not exhibit a significant diel 
periodicity (although discernible on periodograms) could be due to the fact that many of the groups 
considered (including Synechococcus, notably composed of different serogroups; see Scanlan and West, 
2002) comprise different species with different life cycles and strategies, including the ability of 
migrating vertically along the water column. Circulation of coastal currents in the Gulf of Naples can 
also be intense depending on weather conditions (Menna et al., 2007, Cianelli et al., 2015), potentially 
advecting new water masses with relatively higher loads of autotrophic biomass (see also Chapter 3.3). 
Presumably, these “greener” waters could originate from other parts of the Bay of Naples (e.g., from the 
Sarno estuary), or from localized land run-off, the Naples’ area being densely populated (Carrada et al., 
1980). These would have been marked by a lower salinity, but unfortunately the amount and frequency 
of rainfalls during the deployment prevents to draw this conclusion. The 72h periodicity exhibited by 
many parameters could be at least partly a signal of tidal oscillations occurring in the GoN, as, although 
very limited in amplitude, they were reported to exhibit periodicity of 3 to 5 days (Cianelli et al., 2017). 
Nanoeukaryotes represented almost always more than 50% (and often more) of any sample for both 
biomass and Red Fluorescence, indicating their importance as the main component of phytoplankton. 
They represented more than 75% of the biomass pool during the peak of June (June Light and Dark 
Green), the highest biomass peak in absolute terms both for in-situ data and remotely sensed data 
(satellite).  This dominant share of biomass and chlorophyll-a for nanoeukaryotic cells was similar to 
what observed by Haraguchi et al. (2019), conducted in a mesohaline estuary where Teleaulax spp., and 
Dinoflagellate species, were found to be major biomass contributors. In another context, Marrec et al. 
(2018) found that nanoeukaryotes contributed to the major part of the biomass pool in oligtrophic waters 
of the northwestern Mediterranean Sea. Microeukaryotic cells held significant biomass shares at times, 
but chain-like biomass might be overestimated as a result of coiled or entangled chains, leading to higher 
FWS values as noted already by Haraguchi et al. (2017). Still, trends can be compared for those groups. 
Microeukaryotic cells remained with a significant biomass share during the last part of the sampling, 
underlining their persistent importance through the month of July and presumably through whole 
summer, as noted already by Zingone et al (1990). Although, the latter study did not cover the full size 
range of phytoplankton by including only phytoplankton > 5 µm counted on fixed samples (thus greatly 
underestimating their abundance), nor estimated the biomass represented. It was noted in this study that 
the highest concentration of the bigger phytoplankton was found near the western coast of the Gulf of 
Naples, or near the harbor entrance, and that water circulation affected the overall distribution of 
phytoplankton. As noted by Zingone et al. (1990) or by d’Alelio et al. (2014), diatoms were present and 
represented a significant share of concentration (and biomass) in stratified waters despite the prediction 
of Margalef’s Mandala (Wyatt et al., 2012). In contrast, microeukaryotes represented the smallest 




when nutrients are depleted but stratification is still weak (figure 61c). This weak stratification allows 
for nutrient inputs coming with freshwater discharges to be homogenized through the water column, 
while in summer the higher stratification segregates enriched waters at surface where phytoplankton can 
then thrive. The share of biomass of Chain-like1 was proportionally more important than their share of 
Red Fluorescence compared to the other chain-like group, suggesting a difference of productivity 
between a community seemingly dominated (in terms of biomass or Red Fluorecence) by Chaetoceros-
like cells and one seemingly dominated by pennate-like cells. MicroFLR-FWS1 biomass share was 
highest in Summer Light Blue phase. Overall, in terms of composition, the Spring Dark Green (SpDG, 
indicating a high phytoplankton biomass) communities were remarkably close to Summer Light Blue 
(SumLB, indicating a low phytoplankton biomass) ones, despite changes that occurred between the end 
of April and early July and despite total phytoplankton biomass or salinity differences. Both phases of 
June were also similar, although this could be due to the limited number of measurements in each phase 
and to the fact that they were discriminated based on chlorophyll-a difference (as salinity was unchanged 
in the same time period). There were substantial differences between the 2 Dark Blue phases (Spring 
and July, with a low phytoplankton biomass), as NanoFLR were much less dominant in summer for both 
biomass and Red Fluorescence pools, and Synechococcus spp. more abundant and relatively larger, 
showing a clear change in the community between clear waters of different seasons. In fact, the two 
Dark Blue phases might reflect different trophic states, as the one of Spring would be more 
representative of bloom decays in weakly stratified waters, while the one of Summer would be 
representative of a more stable oligotrophic system in strongly stratified waters. These observations shed 
a new light on the transition from spring to summer occurring in the Gulf of Naples, by showing that 
the phytoplankton community can change drastically over time even if belonging to the same water 
phase, which is a phenomenon that is not resolved by bulk or low-frequency measurements.  
The Spring Light Blue phase stood out by the importance of NanoFLO (putative cryptophyte-like cells) 
for the biomass pool, occurring a week after the biomass peak of April, when picophytoplankton became 
more significant. From the ordinations performed, Spring Light Blue and Light Green phases are 
overlapping each other, suggesting similar community composition despite differences in chlorophyll-
a and salinity. The ordinations suggest that, in terms of phytoplankton community composition, the 
transition from spring to summer occurred during the last half of June, after the most important biomass 
peak which may have exhausted most resources of the surface layer, setting the stage for a summer 
trophic network. However, based solely on flow cytometry data, the ordination does not yield an 
accurate enough separation of ‘Light’ water phases, especially, in spring.  
Mean Cellular Carbon (MCC) followed a different dynamic according to groups, although gaps in the 
time-series preempt any conclusion. For the smallest cells (as well as MicroFLR-FWS1 and MicroFLR-
FWS2), the increase in MCC seemed regular throughout the period, while after an initial increase the 




occurred mid-July which might have been the signature of a significantly different NanoFLR 
composition in terms of species. Since not all diel cycles were covered during the sampling, especially 
during June, MCC values might be biased and represent snapshots rather than true averages. It is to be 
noted that the MCC of chain-like groups was probably overestimated due to the higher FWS signal for 
coiled and entangled chains.  
Phytoplankton traits were mainly driven by two environmental factors, temperature and salinity. 
Although phytoplankton cells should be able to adapt within hours to changing abiotic factors and 
especially so pico-sized cells, here only NanoFLR abundance was determined to respond within a day 
to changes in temperature., suggesting that this nano size range was more efficient in taking advantage 
of a warmer environment.  
Temperature increased constantly during the sampling period, while salinity decreased up to mid-June 
before raising again up to the end of the sampling. The minimum of salinity observed in May 
corresponded well with previous data and can be explained by the heavy rainfalls usually occurring in 
mid spring (as seen in the time-series of Mazzocchi et al., 2011). SPAR, wind and rainfalls did 
sometimes have a significant effect, but were seldom strong driving factors for phytoplankton traits 
comparatively to water temperature and salinity. Rather, their effect could be deemed indirect, as they 
act on water characteristics such as temperature or salinity. Cross-correlations between phytoplankton 
and environmental factors were investigated to evaluate their direct effect on phytoplankton abundance, 
either in the first part of the sampling (April-May) or in the second part (July). They were generally 
negative, quite strong and quick (lag = 0 for most groups) between abundance and salinity, which in that 
respect was more influential than temperature. Chain-like1 (mainly made of Chaetoceros spp. cells as 
seen from the photos acquired) were strongly and immediately cross-correlated with dissolved O2, 
denoting its possible influence on primary productivity. On the contrary, dissolved O2 was negatively 
correlated with PicoFLR abundance in July (ccf = -0.52 at lag = 37), hinting that they might not have 
been responsible for any increase of productivity in summer, contrary to Syn, within 2 days. Wind speed 
was found to be cross-correlated but not strongly and with a high lag with all groups for both periods 
investigated. Supposedly, as wind promoted Ekman pumping of rich, deeper waters in an otherwise 
stratified coastal area, those groups directly profited from this input within days. Associated lags were 
high for positive effects of rainfalls in July (around 3 days): the low amount of rain in that period seemed 
to have influenced nano- and micro- sized phytoplankton on a relatively long timeframe. On the 
contrary, negative effects in April and May might have been occurring more rapidly. The groups that 
were impacted late by environmental changes (e.g. a lag of more than 3 days) might in fact have been 
influenced rather by the changes occurring more rapidly in other groups, reshaping potentially the types 




It is difficult to disentangle biological interactions from purely direct effect of environmental factors on 
phytoplankton, as these interactions change as fast as the whole community does. Future in-situ 
sampling should try to gather biological data concerning other compartments of the planktonic 
community, such as bacteria and viruses by means of conventional FCM, and micro-zooplankton with 
semi-automated instruments such as the Imaging FlowCytoBot (for plankton < 150 µm, 
https://mclanelabs.com/imaging-flowcytobot), or with more classical techniques based on discrete 
samplings 
The aim of the study was to evaluate phytoplankton optical group characteristics, and successions at a 
fixed site with a fine resolution to understand better the drivers of changes in phytoplankton. Between 
early April and late July, the biomass of several groups increased during bloom events, and their 
aftermath could be characterized, the last major one appearing to set the stage for the more stable 
summer phytoplankton community. All samples were classified according to the ‘Blue-Green’ gradient 
proposed by d’Alelio et al. (2014), and biomass peaks as well as other phases were shown to harbour 
different community composition, although the Spring phase with highest biomass observed, Dark 
Green, looked like the Summer Light Blue phase (with second lowest biomass) in terms of community 
composition, suggesting a similar trophic structure between 2 temporally different periods. In total, 4 
blooming events were recorded during this sampling, although only the first one was long enough to see 
a succession of phytoplankton groups. Blooming events were the result of a biomass increase of Chain-
like groups (which represented different species assemblages following the period considered), and to a 
lesser extent of other microeukaryotic cells and NanoFLO cells.  
This 4-month long dataset allowed to distinguish water phases similarly to the study of d’Alelio et al. 
(2014) done on several years of taxonomic and genetic data, and to witness the more long-term changes 
in community composition promoted by a seasonal increase of water temperature and stratification in 
comparison with intermittent rainfall events which had a quicker, more temporally constrained effect. 
Summer communities were numerically dominated by Syn, but in terms of biomass or fluorescence other 
groups had a greater importance, notably micro-sized cells which were insignificant in Spring outside 
of blooming periods but came to account for a greater portion of biomass in the midst of summer. In 
summary, the in-situ deployment of a flow cytometer enabled to sample regularly, together with other 
sensors, providing insights into the dynamics of coastal subsurface phytoplankton through the spring-
summer transition next to a LTER sampling site (LTER-MareChiara), sampled weekly. This study 
demonstrates the relevance and the feasibility of sampling at high-frequency and remotely, as it brings 
a fine resolution to the dynamics of phytoplankton communities that cannot be detected nor interpreted 
the same way with complementary, discrete sampling techniques, although these still provide a level of 
detail unmatched by flow cytometry. Further studies aiming at providing a high-frequency in-situ dataset 
would profit from the addition of taxonomic as well as genetic information from phytoplankton and 








The northernmost part of the Adriatic Sea is strongly influenced by the general circulation of the whole 
Adriatic Sea (Chapter 3.2), which follows a counterclockwise direction, ascending from the South along 
the Croatian coast and descending along the Italian side. This flow is strongly influenced, in its italian 
part, by the many freshwater inputs from rivers, of which the Po is the largest, also crossing densely 
populated, agricultural and industrialized areas. Due to these inputs, and depending upon the season, 
phytoplankton biomass follows a decreasing trend from North to South, and from West to East 
(Bernardi-Aubry et al., 2006, Solidoro et al., 2009). In particular, phytoplankton tend to accumulate in 
frontal zones in front of the Po river, especially in summer when the water column is stratified and 
freshwater is segregated in the surface layer (Mangoni et al., 2008) and along the coast, collecting water 
advected from the Venice lagoon. In late winter, blooms can be observed in the coastal area influenced 
by the Po river, mainly consisting of diatoms (Bernardi Aubry et al., 2004; Bernardi Aubry et al., 2006; 
Bernardi et al., 2012; Cabrini et al., 2012; see also Chapter 3.2). Along the Italian side, the tide 
rhythmicity strongly influences water movements and advection, and during flood tide, circulation 
brings water mainly from the North East and the East (Boicourt et al., 1999), while during ebb tide, 
water comes from the West or the North-West, that is, mainly from the Venice lagoon.  
The Venice lagoon is large, shallow and nutrient-enriched, particularly in N and P supplied by river 
inflows (Zirino et al., 2016). Freshwater discharge is mainly due to 12 tributaries, regulated so that the 
discharge is stable year-round (Zuliani et al., 2005). It can thus contain high amounts of microalgae that 
are then released in the Adriatic by tidal currents. Water residence time is variable, from a few days to 
a whole month depending on the location inside the lagoon itself (Guerzoni and Talapietra 2006, Ghezzo 
et al., 2015). The northern part is made of swamps, whereas there is a gradient from freshwater to marine 
environment, from close-to-land to the lagoon’s entries. Lagoon waters are flushed thanks to three inlets: 
Lido, Malamocco, and Chioggia. 
The Piattaforma Acqua Alta (PAA, location 45° 18.83’ N - 12° 30.53’ E, figure 67), run by the CNR-
ISMAR of Venice and part of the LTER (Long Term Ecological Research) network (see also Chapter 
4.1), is an oceanographic platform installed in 1970 following the exceptional high tide of 1966 with the 
aim of providing real time data on sea level, meteorological and oceanographic parameters as an alert 
system to the city of Venice. It lies 8 miles off the Venice lagoon, at 16 m depth, and it hosts a laboratory 
with lodgments and a sophisticated system of data acquisition, distribution and transfer from several 




In this study, in order to investigate the short-term dynamics of phytoplankton at the fixed site of the 
PAA, phytoplankton was monitored in vivo at high-frequency using a CytoSense flow cytometer 
















b. Materials and Methods 
i. Hydrology 
An SBE 16 Seacat probe (Sea Bird Electronic Inc., USA) was used to perform vertical casts every 6 
hours, measuring chlorophyll-a (from in vivo fluorescence) and turbidity (Turner Cyclops fluorimeter), 
conductivity, oxygen saturation, salinity and temperature. Another SBE16 probe was used to measure 
temperature and salinity every 10 minutes from the same pipeline used for the CytoSense sampling. 
Tidal data were retrieved from the CPSM/ISPRA/ISMAR-CNR consortium website 
(https://www.venezia.isprambiente.it/la-marea), with the basin of San Marco in Venice as a reference 
point. Tidal phases occurred on average 47 minutes before this reference point, at the PAA (Ferla et al., 
2007, figure 72). A Spearman correlation was performed in order to test if changes in density were due 







Piattaforma Acqua Alta 
Figure 67 – Location of Piattaforma Acqua Alta in the Northern Adriatic Sea. The blue arrow indicates the 
general surface circulation of the Northern Adriatic Sea in the area, and green arrows indicate water 




   ii. FCM sampling and parameters 
Two sampling protocols, optimized for Synechococcus and picoeukaryotes (Pico) and microeukaryotes 
(Micro), respectively, were set in succession, based on the analysis of an average volume of 0.3 and 1.5 
mL, respectively. This ensured a maximal accuracy for both the smallest cells, which need a high 
sensitivity to be detected, and for the larger cells, which require a lower sensitivity (so not to saturate 
optical sensors) and a higher volume sampled to be counted precisely. Before any measurement, the 
system was flushed with seawater in order to avoid contamination between two successive samples. 
Settings were optimized to count Synechococcus spp. and picoeukaryotes in one case and nano- to 
microeukaryotes in the other, also collecting optical parameters from the largest cells (table 45). 
 
Table 45 – Measurement protocol settings during the PTAA sampling. Pico is the setup for picoeukaryotes, while 
micro is for microeukaryotes. 



















Pico 60 90 90 110 SWS, 8mV FLR Max > 2 &  
FLO Max > 4 
0.3 mL 10 minutes 2 µL s-1 
Micro 50 90 70 70 SWS, 8 mV FLR Max > 2 1.3 mL 10 minutes 10 µL s-1 
  
 
Five phytoplankton groups were distinguished (figure 68): Synechococcus spp. (Syn), PicoFLR, 
NanoFLR, MicroFLR, and NanoFLO (cryptophyte-like cells, as identified from orange fluorescence of 
phycoerythrin, and some photos from the built-in camera). Syn and PicoFLR concentrations were 
compared with conventional flow cytometry measurements (FACS Verse, BD BioSciences, USA) on 
fixed samples taken every 6 hours, performed by Dr. Balestra of the Flow Cytometry Facility of RIMAR 
Department of SZN. Concentrations and mean optical characteristics of each group were retrieved for 
























iii. Diel variability 
For Syn, PicoFLR and NanoFLR, mean Forward-Scatter, mean Side-Scatter, Red Fluorescence and 
Orange Fluorescence (for Syn only) values recorded over time were first rounded to the closest 10-
minute timestamp, then averaged for each timestamp over a complete diel cycle, in order to identify 
periodicity to be related to division cycles. 
  
iv. Biomass and Mean Cellular Carbon 
Total biomass and Mean Cellular Carbon for each cytometric group were estimated using the Scatter-
to-Carbon conversion factors described in Chapter 2. This allowed calculating total autotrophic biomass.  
 
v. Phytoplankton Traits 
For the two datasets obtained using the two CytoSense protocols, traits were calculated as described in 
Chapter 2 (see table 49 for a reminder). 
 
vi. Multivariate analyses 
Non-Metric Dimensional Scaling and Canonical Correspondence Analysis (NMDS and CCA 
respectively, see Chapter 2) were performed using R and the package vegan (see table 13 in Chapter 2; 
Oksanen et al., 2012).  
 
Figure 68 – Cytograms used for the characterization of the different phytoplankton groups. (A) Length SWS vs 
Total Red Fluorescence (B) Total FWS vs Total Red Fluorescence (C) Maximum SWS and (D) Maximum Red 











c. Results  
i. Hydrology and phytoplankton dynamics 
The CytoSense started acquisition on June 19th at 18:50 and stopped acquisition on the 21st at 08:50. The 
instrument stopped acquisition on three occasions due to software failure. Comparison of Synechococcus 
spp. counts with 10 discrete fixed samples analyzed with a BD FACSVerse flow cytometer revealed 
that the CytoSense counts were overestimated consistently by a factor 1.5 (figure 69), and were thus 
corrected accordingly. The discrepancy was due to the Synechococcus cluster which mixed with the 
noise of the instrument. On the other hand, the CytoSense estimated better the concentrations of 












During the sampling period, two high tides and one low tide occurred, causing the repeated East to West 
flow around the PAA (figure 71a). A Spearman correlation test revealed a very high correlation between 
salinity and water density (p-value < 2.2e-16, ρ = 0.98) for the whole sampling. Overall, few differences 
were observed in phytoplankton dynamics and composition in terms of abundance (figure 71b), biomass 
(figure 71c) or Red Fluorescence (figure 71d), and those seemed to be driven by tidal phases (figure 
71a).  
Initially and up to the following tidal minimum, a decreasing tide at low speed (0.158 to 0.283 m s-1) 
brought low density (23.606 to 23.410 kg m-3) water from the North-West (i.e., from the Venice lagoon), 
containing higher amounts of Synechococcus spp.  (between 205 800 and 188 900 cells mL-1, figure 
71b), slightly higher concentration of NanoFLR than PicoFLR (from 6.6 x 103 to 5.3 x 103 cells mL-1 
against 5 x 103 to 3 x 103 cells mL-1, respectively), and relatively lower concentrations of NanoFLO and 
Figure 69 – Scatterplot of Synechococcus concentration for the CytoSense (x-axis) and 
for the FACSVerse (y-axis). 






























MicroFLR (from 353 to 271 cells mL-1 and from 179 to 108 cells mL-1, respectively (figure 71). This 
water showed low chlorophyll-a (0.02 RFU, figure 70), low oxygen saturation (around 60%) 35 of 
















After low tide was reached at 22:38, water speed increased (from 0.179 to 0.437 m s-1), bringing slightly 
denser (up to 23.609 kg m-3, then around 23.4 kg m-3) surface waters from the North-East, with a stable 
abundance of Synechococcus spp., between 201 x 103 and 193 x 103 cells mL-1, and almost identical 
amounts of eukaryotes of all size-ranges: from 4.6 x 103 to 4 x 103  cells mL-1 for PicoFLR, from 6.6 x 
103  to 6.3 x 103  cells mL-1 for NanoFLR, from 416 to 345 cells mL-1 for NanoFLO, and from 161 to 
123 cells mL-1 for MicroFLR. Most physical parameters did not change during this tidal cycle, except 
temperature which decreased due to night-time (24.505°C), and chlorophyll-a content (close to 0 RFU 




Figure 70 – Physico-chemical characteristics of the water column during the sampling. Black arrows indicate 































Figure 71 – (A) Tidal cycles during the time of the sampling. (B) Concentration of the 5 phytoplankton groups 
discriminated. Syn concentration is divided by 10 in order to represent them on the same scale. (C) Biomass of 
each group in pg C mL-1. (D) FLR (AU mL-1) of each group. Black arrows indicate tide maxima (up) and minima 










































At high tide, (02:43 of July 20th), water speed was highest (0.479 to 0.689 m s-1), bringing first the lower 
density waters (down to 23.133 kg m-3), then waters of increasing density (up to 23.879 kg m-3) from 
the North-West, containing decreasing concentrations of Synechococcus spp., from 196 x 103 to 164 x 
103 cells mL-1. Other eukaryote cell abundance remained stable, between 4.5 x 103 and 3.5 x 103 cells 
mL-1 for PicoFLR, 6.3 x 103 and 5.9 x 103 cells mL-1 for nanoeukaryotes, 631 and 479 cells mL-1 for 
NanoFLO, and between 145 and 111 cells mL-1 for MicroFLR. Temperature decreased down to around 
25°C, but salinity increased up to 35.449, and oxygen saturation showed a peak at <130% between 04:00 
and 05:00, before decreasing again to >110%.  
Low tide was reached at 09:33, after which water speed decreased (from 0.517 to 0.069 m s-1) while 
bringing slightly less dense surface water, first from the North-East until 14:30, then from the North-
West, containing slightly higher numbers of Syn, from 169 x 103 to 155 x 103 cells mL-1, and still 
relatively stable eukaryotic cell concentration of all size-classes: between 4.5 x 103 and 3.2 x 103  cells 
mL-1 for PicoFLR, 6.3 x 103 and 5 x 103  cells mL-1 for NanoFLR, 463 and 315 cells mL-1 for NanoFLO, 
and between 344 and 92 cells mL-1 for MicroFLR. Higher RFU values were observed throughout the 
water column at mid-day, but disappeared a few hours later. Salinity remained stable for the tidal cycle, 
but surface temperature increased as the day went on (up to more than 25°C), as well as oxygen 
saturation (up to 120%).  
At 17:18, high tide was reached, and water speed increased up to 0.392 m s-1 at 23:00 then decreased 
down to 0.095 m s-1 at 1:00. Water brought over was slightly less dense (23.812 to 23.597 kg m-3) and 
was possibly coming from Malamocco inlet rather than Lido inlet (average water direction during this 
tidal phase was 91°), also containing slightly increasing concentrations of Syn (between 180 x 103 and 
159 x 103 cells mL-1). Concentrations of other eukaryotic phytoplankton groups were comparable to 
previous ones: between 4.5 x 103 and 3.4 x 103 cells mL-1 for PicoFLR, 5.5 x 103 and 4.8 x 103 cells mL-
1 for NanoFLR, 392 and 284 cells mL-1 for NanoFLO, and between 344 and 92 cells mL-1 concerning 
MicroFLR. Although NanoFLR concentration remained stable, PicoFLR concentration increased 
moderately together with that of Syn (from 3.5 x 103 to 4.6 x 103 cells mL-1 and from 158 x 103 to 175 x 
103 cells mL-1) during this tidal cycle. Surface temperature and salinity remained stable for the whole 
tidal cycle, however surface oxygen saturation decreased slightly down to 110%, towards 00:00.  
Low tide being reached at 00:28, water speed increased thereafter (up to 0.535 m s-1), bringing only 
slightly denser water (23.614 to 23.727 kg m-3) from the East, containing the lowest concentrations of 
Syn of the sampling: between 176 x 103 and 151 x 103 cells mL-1. Again, concentrations of other 
phytoplanktonic cells did not vary significantly, ranging between 4.6 x 103 and 3.4 x 103 for PicoFLR, 
5.8 x 103 and 4.9 x 103 for NanoFLR, 481 and 350 for NanoFLO, and between 376 and 113 cells mL-1 
for MicroFLR. Surface chlorophyll-a increased very little above detection limits, together with oxygen 




The phytoplankton biomass pool averaged 572.5 ng C mL-1, with a standard deviation of 104 ng C mL-
1, a maximum of 945.4 ng C mL-1, and a minimum of 424.8 ng C mL-1 (figure 71 and table 46). In terms 
of contribution to the total biomass pool NanoFLR were on average the first contributor (63% ± 8%) 
followed by MicroFLR (15% ± 9%), Syn (12% ± 2%), and NanoFLO (8% ± 2%). PicoFLR (2% ± 
0.34%) were the lowest contributors (table 47). The FLR was on average 1.6x106 AU mL-1, with a 
standard deviation of 0.16x106 AU mL-1, a maximum of 2x106 AU mL-1 and a minimum of 1.3x106 AU 
mL-1. For the contribution to total FLR NanoFLR were the first contributors (63% ± 2%), followed by 
Syn (16% ± 1%), MicroFLR (10% ± 2%), NanoFLO (6% ± 1%), and PicoFLR (5% ± 1%).  
 
Table 46 – Maxima, minima and average of (± SD) of abundance, biomass and total red fluorescence of each 









Table 47 – Maxima, minima and average of (± SD) of abundance, biomass and total red fluorescence shares of 










Concentration (cells µL-1) 
Min/Max/Average ± SD 
Biomass (pg C µL-1) 
Min/Max/Average ± SD 
FLR (AU µL-1) 
Min/Max/Average ± SD 
Syn 151.3 / 205.8 / 172.8 ± 14 57 636 / 85 363 / 68 705 ± 5881 205 331 / 328 708 / 243 836 ± 24 486 
PicoFLR 3.2 / 5 / 3.9 ± 0.4 6 107 / 14 124 / 9 643 ± 1776 53 775 / 150 061 / 85 997 ± 20 353 
NanoFLR 4.8 / 6.7 / 5.6 ± 0.5 269 616 / 485 163 / 355 617± 55 971 852 212 / 1 265 571 / 989 156 ± 98 258 
NanoFLO  0.3 / 0.6 / 0.4 ± 0.1 33 904 / 70 073 / 45 740 ± 6 708.5 70 780 / 120 502 / 88 982 ± 10 744 




Min/Max/Average ± SD 
 
Carbon (%) 
Min/Max/Average ± SD 
FLR (%) 
Min/Max/Average ± SD 
Syn 
 
94 / 96 / 95 ± 0.4 7 / 16 / 12 ± 2 13 / 18 / 16 ± 1 
PicoFLR 
 
2 / 3 / 2 ± 0.2 1 / 3 / 2 ± 0.3 4 / 8 / 5 ± 1 
NanoFLR 
 
3 / 4 / 3 ± 0.3 31 / 72 / 63 ± 8 58 / 68 / 63 ± 2 
NanoFLO  
 
0.1 / 0.3 / 0.2 ± 0.0 5 / 13 / 8 ± 2 4 / 8 / 6 ± 1 
MicroFLR 
 




ii. Diel variability of optical properties 
Clear diel patterns could be observed only for Syn, PicoFLR, and NanoFLR (figure 72). The low number 
of counts per sample, combined with the sheer morphological diversity of cells belonging to NanoFLO 
and MicroFLR, did not allow to see any clear trend for those groups.  
Syn populations showed a peak in size at 23:30, and the smallest size at 08:30, while the lowest FLR 
value was reached at 03:30 and the highest at 11:00. Other peaks in both scatter and FLR were also 
observed at 23:30, and at 06:30 for fluorescence. The variability of FWS and FLR of Syn appeared to 
be shifted: maxima were reached at clearly different times of the day, but they seemed to reflect the 
average division cycle of the population, suggesting that intracellular pigment build-up starts well before 
sunrise, even though the dividing cells were not entirely physically divided and separated: this only 
occurred at 8:30. Fluorescence increased quicker than size, and reached its top value around 11 am, 
before a decrease that could be attributed to photoinhibition.  Fluorescence kept decreasing during the 
afternoon while size went up and reached a plateau at the beginning of the night. A clear, short-lived 
peak was visible before midnight both for FWS and FLR: this might indicate the time at which cells had 
divided but were still not separated physically. The following sharp decrease showed that, within the 
population and on average, this separation took place during the rest of the night up to 8am.  
PicoFLR was biggest on average between 19:00 and 21:00, and smallest at 08:30, with cells being 
brightest between 23:00 and 01:00, and dimmest between 14:00 and 15:30. NanoFLR exhibited the 
highest FWS between 20:00 and 22:00, and the lowest at 08:30, while their FLR was highest between 














































Figure 72 – Average normalized values of Total FWS (blue line) and Total FLR (red line) for (A) Syn (B) PicoFLR 
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iii. Phytoplankton Mean Cellular Carbon and community variation 
The Mean Cellular Carbon (MCC) content estimated for the 5 phytoplankton groups identified ranged 
from 350 pg C cell-1 for Syn to 687 x 106 pg C cell-1 for MicroFLR (figure 73). The MCC was closely 
matching diel patterns of FWS explored in the previous paragraph, due to the use of FWS as a proxy 
(see Chapter 2), but with some timing differences. The MCC minimum was observed at 07:00 for Syn, 
PicoFLR and NanoFLR, and increased during the day to reach a plateau around 14:00 for Syn and 
PicoFLR, and 18:00 for NanoFLR. Division and subsequent MCC decrease occurred before 22:00 for 
Syn and NanoFLR, and around 01:00 for PicoFLR and 02:30 for NanoFLO. For NanoFLO a diel pattern 
could still be distinguished, but not at all for MicroFLR. Table 48 compares averaged MCC values 
obtained during the sampling for all 5 groups to compare with existing conversion factors determined 
in previous studies. MCC for Syn ranged second highest, below what observed by Verity et al. (1992) 
but 2 to 4 times higher than other estimations (82 fg C cell-1 in Worden et al., 2004; 103 fg C cell-1 in 
Zubkov 1998; 175 fg C cell-1 in Veldhuis et al., 1997; 246 fg C cell-1 in Campbell et al., 1994). PicoFLR 
MCC appeared to be more comparable to previous estimates (2 108 fg C cell-1 in Campbell et al., 1994; 
2 400 fg C cell-1 Veldhuis et al., 1997), although the conversion factor obtained for picoeukaryotes in 
Worden et al. (2004) was 4 times lower (530 fg C cell-1). 
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iv. Phytoplankton patterns 
A NMDS was performed on a dissimilarity matrix containing, for each sample, cell abundance and also 
phytoplankton traits of each of the 5 groups, together with environmental factors. The NMDS triplot 
obtained with abundance data did not show significant differences between samples and thus showed 
all tides grouped together (data not shown). The NMDS performed on traits data adapted from Pomati 
et al. (2013) and Fragoso et al. (2019) (table 49) showed that the phytoplankton community was most 
different during the 1st, 3rd, 5th and 7th tidal phases (figure 74). On the contrary, it appeared similar during 
the 2nd and 4th phases, while the 6th tide phase overlaps with phases 4 and 7. Only temperature was found 
significant in explaining the ordination. To assess if the measured environmental variables were related 
to the changes in phytoplankton community in terms of traits, a CCA was performed on the same data 
matrix. The model was found to be significant, although it explained only a small proportion (18%) of 
the variance observed. The CCA triplot (figure 75) showed that the two parameters measured showed 
significant relationships with phytoplankton traits, and the two axes were also found to be significant in 
explaining most of the constrained variance. This constrained analysis put together tidal phases 1 and 2 
on one hand, and 4, 7 and 3 on the other hand, while environmental predictors did not distort the analysis. 
The NMDS performed on traits data showed that the phytoplankton community was most different 
during the 1st, 3rd, 5th and 7th tidal phases (figure 74). On the contrary, it appeared similar during the 2nd 
and 4th phases. 
 
Table 49 – List of optical features used as traits for the PTAA dataset. Adapted from Fragoso et al. (2019) and 
Pomati et al. (2013). 
CytoSense descriptor Biological interpretation  Trait assigned 
FWS Length  Length 
SWS Total Calibrated proxy of size Biovolume for cells < 5 µm 
FWS Total Calibrated proxy of size Biovolume for cells > 5 µm 
1 – FWS fill factor High values indicate a spherical shape Shape 
FWS asymmetry How asymmetric a particle is Asymmetry 
SWS Total / FWS Total How complex the particle is, related to its size Structural complexity 
(FLO total/FLR total) / 
Biovolume 
Ratio of the concentrations of pigments fluorescing in 
orange to pigments fluorescing in red, related to 
volume 
Phycoerythrin/chlorophyll-a ratio per 
unit of volume 



































Figure 74 – NMDS triplot performed on phytoplankton traits, showing samples (black circle) and significant 









Figure 75 – CCA triplot performed on phytoplankton traits showing samples (black circle), and significant 













d. Discussion and Conclusions 
The observed changes in total phytoplankton concentrations were reduced and mostly due to the 
variations in Synechococcus concentration (figure 71b and table 46), which remained stable initially and 
increased until the following tidal minimum, indicating that these cyanobacteria were uniformly 
distributed in the area and its surroundings. Instead, towards the end of the cycle, eukaryotes were more 
numerous, possibly indicating that they were advected from more nutrient rich and less saline coastal 
waters, which were also more concentrated in NanoFLR. This is supported by the observed lower 
density, yet it could be also due to a previous decrease in temperature and to the rainfall of June 18th. 
Unfortunately, complete meteorological data are not available to support this conclusion. When the next 
tidal phase began (22:38), given the direction of current, it could be hypothesized that coastal waters in 
an anticyclonic gyre motion were sampled, containing the same phytoplankton community, explaining 
the very little variations observed. This may also explain the increase in salinity observed during June 
20th. For the following tidal phase (02:43 of July 20th), the water mass, less saline thus possibly more 
influenced by freshwater, may have contained more nutrients but also relatively fewer, relatively bigger 
phytoplankton. Indeed, the direction of the current indicated a North-East provenance, and therefore 
could be considered as coming from offshore. When low tide was reached at 09:33, water density 
indicated that the water mass was relatively homogeneous and phytoplankton concentrations remained 
relatively constant, suggesting that the water mass had not changed significantly. During the successive 
tidal phase, after tide maximum (17:18), more differences were observed, mainly as increased presence 
of Syn and PicoFLR. This could be due to different nutrient concentrations in the different areas of the 
venetian lagoon, leading to differences in the phytoplankton community, one originating from the 
northern part, with larger cells, while the other originating from the southern part, characterized by 
smaller cells. In a recent study, Facca et al. (2011) found that only the central part of the lagoon 
harboured higher total nutrient loads, and Sfriso et al. (2019) showed that following governmental 
regulations in the later 1990s, the Venetian lagoon trophic status was improved and that nutrient 
concentrations in recent years in the surface layer were rather uniform (and low) across the lagoon.  
Although variations were observed regarding the concentration of the different eukaryotic groups 
throughout the sampling, those could be deemed minimal except for one (table 46). In fact, the most 
significant change was the steep decrease of the concentration of Syn from 206 x 103 to 151 x 103 cells 
mL-1 (a 27% decrease), while PicoFLR and NanoFLR concentrations remained similar (4 x 103 ± 374 
and 5.6 x 103 ± 447 cells mL-1, respectively). The relative abundance, the biomass contribution, and the 
FLR contribution of each group were quite stable throughout the sampling (table 47), indicating that this 
part of the Northern Adriatic was rather homogeneous in terms of phytoplankton community at the short-
term scale (hours to diel cycle), and the influence of water advection on species composition was 




Independent from advection, diel cycles of optical properties could be visualized for three groups. 
PicoFLR followed a less clear pattern than Syn, which could be explained by the fact that this group is 
made of many different species each with its own diel rhythm.  FWS and FLR were tightly coupled in 
their variability during the day. Photoinhibition could be inferred from the data for this group as well: 
FLR was quite low around 12:00 and up 14:00., but it went up in the afternoon together with FWS, 
which could mean that PicoFLR were more tolerant to, or recovered quicker from, photoinhibition than 
Syn. FWS showed a sharp increase at 16:00, it reached a plateau also at night, suggesting that division 
took place at that time of the day, with a quick decrease in size starting from around 02:00. The diel 
cycle of NanoFLR matched closely what could be observed for PicoFLR: a minimal average size at 
08:00, increasing during the day up to a plateau beginning early at night that ended before midnight, 
likely when cells started to divide. Interestingly, although a potential photoinhibition effect could be 
detected early in the afternoon, red fluorescence increased again from 19:00 to 0:00 and decreased 
together with FWS. These patterns are coherent with what observed by André et al. (1999) in the central 
equatorial Pacific, although with differences in the timing of the division onset. The very high frequency 
employed in this study (10 minutes) allowed to visualize the beginning of the division phase for Syn 
with a very fine resolution, which was impossible in the study of André et al. (1999). The study of 
Thyssen et al. (2014), employing a frequency of every 2 hours, achieved a resolution comparable to the 
one of this study, suggesting that such a sampling rhythm is sufficient to investigate properly optical 
diel patterns at fixed sites.  
It must be noted that the average red fluorescence of the three groups decreased consistently during the 
sampling, compared to the very first values. This could be due to different populations being replaced 
by means of water advection or to different trophic conditions influencing cell fluorescence, determined 
by the tide and the currents, differently impacting the initial populations.  
The salinity at the beginning of the sampling was quite low, showing an influence of freshwater, that 
might have been much more turbid earlier, and those higher fluorescence values could also be the result 
of photoadaptation or photoacclimation. In both ordinations (figure 74 and figure 75), samples taken 
during the 4th tidal phase displayed the widest spread. In fact, this phase occurred between 9:33 and 
17:18, which corresponded to a time of steep changes in the cellular diel cycle as seen on figure 72, and 
to the largest part of the daylight period. Given the changes occurring during this time for the 3 most 
abundant groups of the sampling, it is not surprising to see them overlapped with each other in both 
ordinations. It must also be considered that, due to the absence of major changes in cytometric 
community composition, the ordination might reflect the diel variability of the parameters considered, 
in turn reflecting diel morphological and physiological changes, rather than species replacements. In 
fact, northern Adriatic waters are known to be quite depleted of nutrients outside of the Po frontal system 





When comparing the average MCC with previous studies (table 48), for PicoFLR and Syn, estimates lie 
in the higher range for Syn, while those for PicoFLR were very comparable to that reported by Veldhuis 
et al. (1997), who obtained it by applying a fixed factor ranging from 1 800 to 3 000 fg C cell-1, 
depending on their scatter signal intensity. 
Although previous studies relied on batch cultures to estimate cellular carbon content based on scatter 
and biovolumes, our sampling area being only relatively oligotrophic (in the few samples far offshore 
in the central northern Adriatic) to mesotrophic (next to the Po estuary), it is possible that this nutrient-
enriched area could promote the growth of bigger cells on average than what could be found in open 
ocean.  
Cibic et al. (2018) applied a conversion factor of 200 fg C cell-1 for Syn which is half the one obtained 
in the present study. However, their factor is not based on estimates from the Adriatic Sea and the much 
higher MCC for NanoFLO than for NanoFLR results from their size range being narrower (and the mean 
higher) than that of NanoFLR. This result may derive from their relatively larger size but also from the 
pigment composition of NanoFLO (and other physiological features) that make them comparatively 
denser in carbon than other phytoplankton, for the few species investigated (Moal et al., 1987; Verity et 
al., 1992). 
In general, few changes at the community level were observed, both for proxy-derived bulk parameters 
and for relative abundances of the groups, as only Syn concentrations decreased notably, and not by 
much. Although the sampling period was less than two full days, diel patterns of size and chlorophyll-a 
content were detected, allowing to infer at which time of the day cellular division took place, at least for 
Syn, PicoFLR and NanoFLR. Traits displayed the most changes during the sampling, allowing to 
separate the community into groups (corresponding to tidal phases) thanks to multivariate data analysis, 
but not into subgroups. Changes in abundance were not so obvious, and only relatively small changes 
could be seen for NanoFLR and PicoFLR, which were unlikely to be caused by high nutrient load 
differences in waters originating from different parts of the nearby Venice lagoon.  
Results of this sampling were comparable to results from other similar experiments, such as those by 
Thyssen et al. (2014), which described phytoplankton dynamics at a coastal site after a wind event with 
bi-hourly measurement in-situ, describing fast ephemeral peaks in abundance of several groups within 
a day. In the study presented here no such bloom was observed, both because of the duration of the 
sampling (a day and a half), and because of the period, characterized by strong oligotrophy (Ivancic et 
al., 2012). Most small-scale changes were clearly due to tidal phases advecting water masses at the site 
together with their phytoplankton. Further sampling efforts in the area should last longer and aim at 







This Chapter examined the temporal variability of phytoplankton optical groups and of their traits, 
sampling from fixed sites in two different marine systems. The first subchapter focused on the transition 
from spring to summer, in a coastal location of the Gulf of Naples (subchapter 4.1), and showed that 
phytoplankton was highly dynamic as bloom developments and bloom decays took place. Moreover, it 
showed quantitative as well as qualitative differences regarding the phytoplankton community between 
early-Spring and Summer. The second subchapter (subchapter 4.2) entailed a sampling conducted from 
an oceanographic platform, in the Northern Adriatic Sea in early Summer. Albeit short, it underlined 
the effect of tides on the phytoplankton community sampled, and the high-frequency used (every 10 
minutes) allowed to determine with accuracy the average diel cycle of three opticalk groups, showing 































The general objective of this thesis was to explore, characterize and understand, through the use 
of high-frequency in-vivo and in-situ measurements, the spatio-temporal distribution and traits of 
phytoplankton functional groups in different of marine systems, from the open ocean to coastal waters 
The variability in abundance and observed traits of phytoplankton was related to variability in 
environmental factors measured simultaneously, in order to evaluate the impact they might have had on 
phytoplankton.  The sampling strategy encompassed semi-continuous recording during navigation, 
discrete fixed stations along transects, or from fixed points sampled at high time frequency (hours), 
aimed at elucidating both spatial and temporal variability. It was then possible to describe phytoplankton 
successions and evolution through time, either at short-term (days) with a very high sampling frequency 
(h), or automatically at longer-term (months) with a lower frequency, from fixed platforms. The spatial 
investigation enabled a fine description of phytoplankton spatial distribution at different scales, from 
meso to submesoscale both in the open ocean in summer and in coastal areas also sampled through the 
seasons.  
The spatio-temporal distribution of phytoplankton showed that some optically-defined groups exhibited 
a discernable biogeography. Larger phytoplankton belonging to MicroFLR were abundant and 
represented a higher share of total biomass (and abundance, marginally) when the water was possibly 
enriched in nutrients, either through upwelling mechanisms (in the Gibraltar Strait, Chapter 3.1) or 
thanks to freshwater inputs (in front and south of the Po river, Chapter 3.2, although their share was 
not that much high in front of the Sarno river, Chapter 3.3). In this latter area, orange- and yellow-
fluorescing cells represented an equivalent or bigger share than MicroFLR, although some cells of these 
groups might in fact belong to the micro- size range. Cells of the micro- size-range were responsible for 
the sharp biomass increases during the late spring bloom described in the Gulf of Naples in Chapter 
4.1, during the transition between spring and summer. They generally accounted for much of any 
significant biomass increases, in agreement with the current view that blooms are often initiated by fast-
growing diatoms (so called “pennate-like” cells) and are continued by other species such as 
dinoflagellates after Si-depletion (Margalef, 1978; Ribera d’Alcala et al., 2004). However and as pointed 
out by Zingone et al. (1990), the success of microeukaryotes in summer in stratified surface waters 
contradicts Margalef’s Mandala. In the Gulf of Naples, the timing of the blooms observed in the inner 
part of the Gulf (April, May, June), and the biomass share represented by the different groups of chain-
like particles combined to in-flow imaging showing a switch of community composition, agreed with 
the pluriannual analysis observed by Ribera d’Alcala et al. (2004). Similarly, in Chapter 3.3, bloom 
events observed during the same spring-summer transition were actually found to extend far beyond 
MareChiara or the MEDA-B site into the Gulf and were significantly contributed to by micro-sized cells. 
Another bloom was investigated in autumn 2019 on three different samplings, and pennate like cells 
(MicroFLR 1) were first contributor to biomass at surface, in agreement with previous observations 




above a certain threshold of abundance or biomas. Though, cells of the micro- size range may be 
consistently underestimated during blooms, due to the high particle coincidence rate, even with a low-
enough sampling speed (Zhou et al., 2010). However new, more reliable indicators could be found by 
considering abundance or biomass share of bigger nano and micro- eukaryotic cells, in comparison to 
the smallest elements of the phytoplankton community sampled at the same time. More precisely, the 
number of cells per chains, and the number of chains compared to the number of free microeukaryotic 
cells, could be used as further indicators of nutrient-enrichment as well as turbulence levels in the area, 
but would require a reliable way of counting cells per chains from the pulse-shapes generated as the 
current “number of cells” optical feature only gives a rough idea of the chain’s length.  
NanoFLO (cryptophyte-like cells) were abundant in areas where strong mixing was occurring (such as 
the Alboran Sea, Chapter 3.1), where freshwater inputs were localized (north of the Po estuary after the 
storm, Chapter 3.2, relatively fresher coastal waters of the Gulf of Naples and in front of the Sarno 
estuary, Chapter 3.3). An increase in NanoFLO abundance was observed towards the end of a blooming 
phase in the Gulf of Naples (Chapter 3.1), which was reminiscent of their higher abundances near the 
Po River after the storm, which dispersed the biomass accumulation, suggesting that they can grow in 
high numbers in specific post-bloom trophic conditions, but restricted to coastal areas. Tarran and Bruun 
(2015) found that cryptophytes had similar dynamics over time at station L4 (Western English Channel) 
than Synechococcus spp. (due to phycoerythrin, that confers a selective advantage in terms of 
photophysiology. However, that was not the case in the data presented here, as Synechococcus dynamics 
was decoupled from that of NanoFLO.  
Synechococcus spp. did not exhibit such marked patterns as they were found ubiquitous, as expected 
from previous studies (Flombaum et al, 2013), and did not follow the same dynamics as other PE-
containing cells (NanoFLO). However, there was a clear difference in abundance when comparing 
nutrient-enriched and nutrient-impoverished waters: they were found in much higher numbers in the 
Mediterranean than in the Atlantic (Chapter 3.1), or in offshore samples of the northern Adriatic 
compared to river-influenced ones (Chapter 3.2). In fact, their contribution to total autotrophic biomass 
was detectable (> 1 %) in offshore, low biomass waters only, where their contribution to total abundance 
was largely dominant. Although Synechococcus spp. was described as occurring in higher abundance in 
coastal waters and lower abundance in Offshore waters in comparison to Prochlorococcus spp. 
(Partensky et al., 1999; Flombaum et al., 2013), Synechococcus spp. also expresses a decreasing 
abundance trend in coast-to-offshore gradients (Wang et al., 2011; Echevarria et al., 2009; Mercado et 
al., 2014; Louchart et al., 2020). Prochlorococcus spp. were sometimes detected by the CytoSense, 
especially in deep samples, but unfortunaly could not be counted reliably in surface waters, if at all, as 




For PicoFLR, an inverse gradient of abundance to that of Synechococcus was generally observed, as it 
was more concentrated in more coastal locations. No clear pattern could be established for NanoFLR in 
any area, because of the lack of taxonomic resolution. Presumably many species would belong to these 
two cytometric groups, making finding a general rule challenging (Simon et al., 1994; Worden and Not, 
2008), requiring coupling of discrete molecular approaches with FCM as was done by Ahlgren and 
Rocap (2012) who used qPCR assays to try to quantify the different Synechococcus ecotypes found. 
Given the high submesoscale variability of phytoplankton shown in the present thesis, and in other 
works, discrete molecular techniques would need to be applied as frequently as possible, which at 
present remains technically challenging. 
Other optical features could be used to determine the physiological state of the population, by adequately 
tuning PMTs and analysing finely fluorescence ratios. In fact, Yellow Fluorescence could be a marker 
of degraded pigments and cells in poor condition. Further work needs to be done to understand how well 
heterotrophic organisms are being sampled by the CytoSense, as theoretically triggering of Scatter 
allows recording also heterotrophs, and small zooplankton would be comprised in the size range 
analysed by the CytoSense. A description of the microeukaryotic community composition, of its 
physiological state and of some of its grazers would go a long way in characterizing patches of high 
plankton biomass.  
Environmental factors most considered in this thesis, temperature and salinity, were found to be 
significant determinant of phytoplankton community composition and distribution. They were 
correlated individually with many traits (derived from chosen mean optical features for each group that 
best represent morphological and physiological differences) of most cytometric groups, notably with 
particle (cell, chain or colony) Volume considered a “master trait” (Mouillot et al., 2006; Litchman and 
Klausmeier, 2008; Weithoff and Beisner, 2019). Mean biovolume of particles, although used as a trait, 
was never considered alone in this study as it allowed to estimate biomass, but higher than previously 
reported carbon densities hint that estimated biovolume might have been in fact underestimated. This 
was most obvious in the Atlantic-Mediterranean transect where Synechococcus nearly doubled its MCC 
(thus, its size as well) (Chapter 3.1), but also with river-influenced and fully marine samples in the 
northern Adriatic (Chapter 3.2) and with the spring-summer transition and the consequent rise in 
temperature and salinity in the Gulf of Naples (Chapter 4.1). Temperature and salinity also significantly 
affected both the relative and total spatial distribution of cytometric groups, by marking water masses 
in which total phytoplankton was abundant or represented a high biomass, and in which different 
communities (in terms of composition) were contained (Chapter 3). Unfortunately, it was not possible 
to estimate growth rates as was proposed in previous studies in different marine systems (Dugenne et 
al., 2014; Dugenne et al., 2017; adapted from Sosik et al., 2003) due to the choice of FCM analysis 
(retrieving average values per clusters per file, and not also individual ‘listmode’ for every particle). If 




groups in different environments in order to estimate better gross primary production which is not linked 
to biomass (as grazing or parasitism can downsize the biomass of a very productive community). Still, 
it was possible to investigate the average diel cycle of size and fluorescence for Synechococcus, PicoFLR 
and NanoFLR and show that these cycles were quicker in the Mediterranean (warmer and saltier) than 
in the Atlantic in summer, hinting at higher division rates in the first case and thus, faster growth rates, 
as was also showed by Agawin et al. (2000) in a mesocosm experiment in the North-Western 
Mediterranean. Other environmental factors were not found to be as influential in controlling 
phytoplankton distribution or traits. 
The use of individual scatter fingerprint of phytoplankton cultured cells (Chapter 2) allowed defining 
a conversion factor to estimate cell biovolumes (by comparing average scatter and average volume 
estimated through microscopy measurements) and to convert them into C, using published values 
(Menden-Deuer and Lessard, 2000), following the methodology of Haraguchi et al. (2017). On the 
contrary to this publication where FWS was chosen as systematic predictor, in the present study both 
FWS and SWS were used, depending on cell size of cytometric groups, because small cells do not 
always yield a strong enough FWS signal for it to be properly recorded by the PIN photodiode, to the 
contrary of SWS signal recorded by a more sensitive PMT.  The derived relationship was established 
using phytoplankton cultures isolated from the Gulf of Naples but has also been applied to datasets from 
other geographical areas (mid-Atlantic Ocean, western Mediterranean Sea, northern Adriatic Sea). The 
conversion of volume into carbon through the use of an ataxonomical, generic relationship (Menden-
Deuer and Lessard, 2000) appears well suited to the similarly ataxonomical nature of flow cytometry 
data. More specific relationships, such as the one established for diatoms or dinoflagellates (table 4 in 
Menden-Deuer and Lessard, 2000), could be applied to specific groups, provided that some taxonomical 
information can be narrowed down, for example with the use of quantitative in-flow imaging. The choice 
of the Vol:C relationship greatly influence the final biomass estimation as was shown in the study of 
Crawford et al. (2018) who compared the generic relationship of Montagnes et al. (1994) to the non-
diatom protist Vol:C relationship of Menden-Deuer and Lessard (2000). Indeed, such a relationship is 
heavily dependent on the dataset analyzed: even though quite large, it is unlikely to cover the whole 
taxonomical and physiological range of phytoplankton found in the field. The attempt to provide more 
specific relationships represents a step forward in differentiating different functional groups but cannot 
be used if more morphological and environmental details are not available (such as in the present study). 
The same approach could be replicated for field samples of phytoplankton from diverse areas 
representing varied trophic regimes, and from different depths (e.g. from the DCM), thus yielding 
relationships more specific to the area investigated and the environmental conditions recorded. The 
obtained estimates for cells ranging from 4 to 90 m were in good agreement with estimates found in 
the literature (table 7, Chapter 2). However, only few values were available in the literature for mixes 




estimate is above the estimate of Tarran et al. (2006) who used a fixed conversion factor to size-
fractionated samples. This could be due to the more complete sampling of the CytoSense which 
considers all cells of that size range (from 1 to 20 µm), while in the cited study, only cells from 2 µm to 
10 µm were analysed, and the median diameter of all size-fractionated samples was taken to calculate 
cell volume. Moreover, the CytoSense was calibrated using a directly measured parameter, integrating 
cells of varied sizes and morphological shapes, such as Pavlova lutheri (spherical), Amphidinium 
carterae (ellipsoid), or Cylindrotheca closterium (half-elliptic prism), while in Tarran et al. (2006) a 
spherical shape was assumed. The results of the present study for Mean Cellular Carbon content (or 
mean cellular biomass) for each cytometric group agree with previous studies (Menden-Deuer and 
Lessard, 2000; Harrison et al., 2015) reporting that cellular carbon content was size-dependent: the 
smallest cells have the highest carbon content per unit of volume and it decreases with increasing size 
(table 9, Chapter 2). This is due to the proportionally lower volume taken up by vacuoles in the smallest 
cells, but also to the absence of specific extra-cellular structures (spines, setae or flagella), that allow 
some phytoplankton species to cope with the surrounding environment (sinking, grazing, microscale 
turbulence).  
The average carbon densities (carbon content per unit of volume) found were higher than previously 
published estimates, however and as pointed by Harrison et al. (2015), estimating more accurately 
carbon densities might not be as important as correcting for biovolume estimations given the theoretical 
ranges of both. Thus, estimating with a greater accuracy the biovolume of cytometric groups (from small 
to large cells) using Scatter, will need more refinement than establishing new Volume-Carbon 
relationships for each size class. The tested approach should replace the estimation of biomass using the 
concentration of chlorophyll-a, given that the Chl-a:C ratio can vary widely depending on environmental 
conditions and the species present (Geider et al., 1997; Flynn, 2005; Halsey and Jones, 2015). However, 
if a good correlation is observed between the estimations of chlorophyll-a and total FLR (such as in 
Chapter 4.1, but unlike in Chapter 3.1), relating the relative share of each group to total chlorophyll-a 
could result yield interesting parameters to consider in models or remote sensing algorithms. 
Current monitoring programs and scientific cruises mostly rely on low resolution samplings, for 
traditional methods (microscopy, HPLC, fluorometry) to be applied to discrete samples collected on the 
field, stored, and analyzed back in the lab. These methods provide a great deal of details about 
phytoplankton pigmentary or taxonomic diversity, both from bulk measurement (HPLC) and individual 
ones (microscopy identification), but do not describe sufficiently the high variability of phytoplankton, 
both in space and time (Farinas et al., 2005; Facca and Sfriso, 2009; Kromkamp and van Engeland, 
2010; Cloern et al., 2014; Rantajarvi et al., 1998). High-frequency samplings have been showed to be 
required in order to get a clear picture of the dynamics affecting phytoplankton, as also shown by 
Rantajarvi et al (1998) who used a flow-through fluorometer mounted on commercial vessels to explore 




in-situ, semi –continuous measurements were necessary to detect the full range of a bloom occurring, 
and that even monthly transects could identify seasonal patterns otherwise missed by lower -resolution 
methods. Thus, the sampling of a fixed station on a fortnightly basis could only provide a blurry 
description of phytoplankton biomass across seasons in coastal sites, although it could be sufficient for 
offshore stations. More recently, many studies showed that the use of CytoSense at high-frequency could 
provide even greater details on spatial distribution and composition of phytoplankton (Thyssen et al., 
2008a; Thyssen et al.; 2015; Bonato et al., 2015; Dugenne et al., 2015; Louchart et al., 2020) by 
identifying several groups based on size and fluorescence, to describe their spatial distribution.  
Other instruments yielded promising results to monitor the dynamics of phytoplankton and provide an 
early-warning system for Harmful Algal Blooms, such as the SeaFlow (Swalwell et al., 2011; Ribalet et 
al., 2019), the FlowCytoBot or the Imaging Flow CytoBot (FCB and IFCB; Campbell et al., 2010; 
Anglès et al., 2015), although the analyzed size-ranges do not cover the entire phytoplankton realm as 
the CytoSense does (two machines being necessary to do that, a Flow CytoBot (FCB) for pico- and nano 
and an IFCB (whose higher size limit is 150 µm). Combining high-frequency “bulk” and “cell-based” 
measurements can provide much added value to the investigation of phytoplankton, as shown by 
Aardema et al. (2018, 2019) who used an FRRf in addition of a CytoSense to monitor the Dutch North 
Sea. In this study a decrease in photophysiological efficiency together with an absence of major changes 
in cytometric composition highlighted the effect of an environmental stressor rather than of a shift in 
community composition, and FCM allowed to estimate changes in cellular FLR content (thus, 
chlorophyll-a content) and cellular size independently, giving insights into phytoplankton nutrient 
assimilation. Marrec et al., (2018) made use of the CytoSense to study an ephemeral submesoscale 
structure in the northwestern Mediterranean during calm weather and during a wind event that promoted 
Ekman pumping of nutrient-rich waters in the center of the eddy and showed that water masses that 
were similar in terms of biogeochemical parameters and total phytoplankton abundance could be 
separated finely using phytoplankton optical properties. Moreover, this study also highlighted that the 
small-scale physical processes were determinant for the characteristics of the phytoplankton community, 
much like what was observed in Chapter 3. 
 
From the results of Chapter 3, it is evident that phytoplankton variability at mesoscale and 
submesoscale has clear links with hydrographic features and properties of water masses (Chapter 3.1). 
Phytoplankton assemblages could also be considered as a water mass property that reflects some of its 
characteristics and forcing, such as mixing levels or total nutrient availability, although top-down 
regulators (grazers) also partake in shaping such assemblages. During the PE442 cruise (Chapter 3.1), 
areas interested by upwellings or intense mixing were marked by relatively specific phytoplankton 




However, within water masses, several patches of higher abundance and biomass were detected but did 
not appear to show significant differences in terms of composition with surrounding waters which could 
be due for example to differences in species composition without significant changes in optical 
characteristics. Those patches could hypothetically be caused by punctual physical disturbance that 
allowed for pulses of growth in an area provoking taxonomic composition changes within PicoFLR and 
NanoFLR populations and communities, not caught by flow cytometry.  
Frontal systems were marked by a great variability of phytoplankton distribution, especially so in the 
Alboran Sea where complex circulation patterns are highly dynamic down to the submesoscale, 
entraining specific phytoplankton assemblages. Moreover, estuarine inputs occurring in coastal areas 
are also important drivers of phytoplankton diversity, because of the nutrient load they provide and the 
decrease in salinity and increase in turbidity they provoke, consistently modifying environmental 
conditions. In the northern Adriatic, phytoplankton distribution has already been characterized as being 
linked heavily to freshwater discharges, especially from the Po river which defines a frontal system 
(Socal et al., 2002; Mangoni et al., 2008). Indeed, during the Internos 2019 cruise (Chapter 3.2) 
phytoplankton assemblages were linked to the influence of the Po River that favored a biomass increase 
mainly contributed to by micro-sized cells (MicroFLR), but also to cryptophyte-like cells (NanoFLO). 
Such differentiated distribution can easily be missed by traditional, discrete sampling, as shown in 
Chapter 3.1, where each discrete sampling site was on average 334 km apart from one another, whereas 
semi-continuous FCM investigated the same distribution on average at 1,07 km. In the Gulf of Naples, 
freshwater inputs from local terrestrial discharges, illegal wastewater discharges, as well as from the 
Sarno River inputs, were shown to influence greatly phytoplankton assemblages (Chapter 3.3). The 
Sarno estuarine waters in particular was characterized by the higher relative biomass share of so-called 
“Coccolithophore-like” cells (NanoFLR-HighSWS), which is reminiscent of the higher abundance of E. 
huxleyi found near the Volturno river estuary in the nearby Gulf of Gaeta (Bonomo et al., 2014), and 
cryptophyte-like cells (NanoFLO and NanoFLY), as well as pennate-like cells (MicroFLR-FWS1), then 
in closeby coastal stations.  
High-frequency sampling at a fixed station (Chapter 4.1), allowed exploring the link between changes 
in water characteristics (temperature and salinity) and phytoplankton composition, although the link is 
difficult to disentangle from weather forcing and water circulation patterns. This confirms the 
observations made in the study of Cianelli et al. (2017) who found that high-frequency current 
measurements were essential in interpreting biological variations occurring at the LTER-MC sampling 
station due to autogenic (intrinsic biological processes) and allogenic (water displacement) features. 
Results obtained in the present study (Chapter 3.3) also corroborate the same study in that high biomass 
patches detected at LTER-MC often resulted from advection of water more impacted by terrestrial 




Indeed, weather has an impact on phytoplankton especially in the surface layer of the ocean. Rainfalls 
and winds that occurred in April and May in the Gulf of Naples may have provoked the biomass 
increases observed consequently, made-up of more micro-sized cells and colonies, although other 
groups abundance raised as well (e.g. NanoFLR) but not as much. The bloom observed in mid-April 
2019 (Chapter 3.3), affected a large area of the Gulf as visible from semi-continuous measurements or 
from remotely-sensed data. However, in winter in the northern Adriatic, the storm event affected 
negatively the autotrophic biomass accumulation observed in front of the Po delta, either by diluting it 
or causing southward advection (Chapter 3.2).  
Phytoplankton blooms always involved a much higher proportion of micro-sized cells or colonies 
(MicroFLR, Chain-like MicroFLR, MicroFLR-FWS), either when they were permanent or semi-
permanent such as in the strait of Gibraltar area or when they occurred in front of the Po River or  in the 
Gulf of Naples. In some instances, a cytometric group responsible for the biomass increase was 
homogeneous in terms of pulse-shapes, such as the so-called “pennate-like” cluster (MicroFLR-FWS) 
being responsible for the 2019 autumn bloom sampled. Overall, in terms of biomass (and FLR, which 
represents a proxy of chlorophyll-a) share in the autotrophic community, nanoeukaryotic cells 
(NanoFLR, but also NanoFLO or NanoFLR-HighSWS) were almost always the first contributors 
(except for blooming events such as the autumn bloom recorded in Chapter 3.3), including in 
oligotrophic waters in summer or winter as contrary to previous studies describing a higher biomass 
share held by pico-sized than by nano-sized cells in this environments (Head et al., 2002; Maranon et 
al., 2000; Decembrini et al., 2009; Mena et al., 2019). It is to be noted, however, that despite not holding 
a significant biomass share, picophytoplankton as defined in this study was often dominant numerically, 
but on one occasion in Chapter 3.3 when the coastline was sampled up to the Sarno river and back. 
Only one study (Marrec et al., 2018), focused on the northwestern Mediterranean, found that 
nanoeukaryotic cells had the highest biomass share, which was determined also with a CytoSense (even 
though using a different procedure for estimating biovolumes, based on Equivalent Size Diameter 
calibration for cells determined with silica beads). 
Thanks to the high-frequency approach, it was possible to visualize the average diel cycle of size and 
fluorescence of several cytometric groups and to estimate their timing of division. All three groups 
investigated, Synechococcus spp., picoeukaryotes (PicoFLR) and nanoeukaryotes (NanoFLR) showed 
their maximum average size before midnight and thus possibly spent the hours before dawn dividing. 
However, significant differences were observed between different locations for those three groups: in 
the Atlantic in the summer (Chapter 3.1) Synechococcus started to divide later (09:00 – 10:00 pm) than 
in the Mediterranean (08:00 pm), but in the northern Adriatic (Chapter 3.2) their division time was 
observed to be shortly before midnight. Similarly, picoeukaryotes and nanoeukaryotes exhibited 
differences. Those two groups can be made of many different species (Simon et al., 1994; Worden and 




by different serogroups (Pomar et al., 1998; Scanlan and West, 2002). This suggest that the environment 
plays a key role in determining the optimal division time for any species which thus might depend 
greatly on the environmental factors present at the time of sampling. 
Temperature has been identified as a key driver of phytoplankton diversity in a number of studies, in 
particular according to the metabolic theory of ecology (Allen and Gillooly, 2007) which states that, as 
temperature increases, metabolic activity and probability also mutations and, thus, speciation, also 
increase. Li et al. (2006), by analysing a regional dataset of phytoplankton occurrence (estimated 
through FCM for pico- and nanophytoplankton and by microscopy for microphytoplankton, always on 
fixed samples), found that temperature was the best predictor of phytoplankton abundance variability 
overall (up to 75%), except for tropical and sub-tropical systems. This view was challenged by 
Rodriguez-Ramos et al. (2015) who argued that sampling effort bias and undersampling were distorting 
such conclusions, and that other larger-scale effects (such as dispersal) were more influential in driving 
phytoplankton diversity. Another study taking into account several occurrence data sets worlwide 
(Righetti et al., 2019), after correcting for sampling bias, concluded that temperature does play a role in 
explaining phytoplankton diversity patterns but cannot be the sole factor as the relationship between the 
two was found to be not-monotonic, leaving room for environmental variability to drive further 
phytoplankton richness. In the present study, among the drivers of phytoplankton functional diversity 
(both in terms of traits and in terms of distribution), temperature and salinity were always found to be 
significantly influential, as they characterized water masses in which different communities were 
thriving. Less often, other environmental factors such as light or wind (Chapter 4.1) This stands in 
contrast with the findings of Bonato et al. (2016), who found that neither temperature nor salinity were 
strong determinants of the phytoplankton community variability during the transition from winter to 
spring, and from spring to summer in a spatial study in the English Channel, although seasonality was 
stronger. The study of Fragoso et al. (2019) found that both temperature and salinity were anti-correlated 
with phytoplankton traits, similarly to the results of this thesis. Although, in the latter study, traits were 
averaged over the whole sample, and not per group as in this study. In a mesocosm experiment conducted 
in the Saint-Lawrence estuary, Thyssen et al. (2011) showed that temperature alone positively affected 
the abundance of the larger cells and chains, resulting in increased growth rates, but it has been argued 
that this temperature dependence can vary more within than between species (Barton and Yvon-
Durocher, 2019). In some cases, both parameters were correlated in such a way that disentangling their 
effect on phytoplankton was impossible. In the present study, considering phytoplankton assemblage 
succession and distribution in the Gulf of Naples (Chapter 3.3), temperature was found to be a stronger 
driver than salinity. However, during the transition from spring to summer at a fixed site (Chapter 3.1) 
in the same location, temperature was strongly correlated to phytoplankton traits variability (such as 
Length, or Chl-a per cell) and salinity had a stronger effect on abundances. This effect of salinity on 




of direct physiological effect. Indeed, Bernardi Aubry et al. (2004) and Maric et al. (2012) also observed 
the impact of salinity on phytoplankton communities but in relation to freshwater discharges from the 
Po river (also seen in Chapter 3.2). Trombetta et al. (2019) also found that salinity was a marker of 
higher nutrient load incoming in a coastal lagoon. Rather, the dataset analysed by Wiltshire et al. (2015) 
and based on the Helgoland Road time-series, yielded temperature, light availability and zooplankton 
abundance as main drivers of microphytoplankton abundance, while salinity and total irradiance time 
were identified as only weak drivers. In the present study, considering almost the whole size-range of 
phytoplankton, the main factor explaining cytometric diversity, total abundance, total biomass or total 
FLR was water density, combining the effects of both temperature and salinity. However, when tested, 
nutrients were not found to be significant in explaining phytoplankton variability, although they were 
measured only on a relatively few discrete samples and not at high frequency, as salinity and 
temperature. Most probably, other environmental factors not measured might have a determining role 
in shaping phytoplankton (micronutrients, turbulence levels, light irradiance, predation and parasitism), 
and including them in future samplings is a necessary gap to be filled to quantify their effect on 
phytoplankton. Total dissolved nutrients might be the most challenging factor to measure at high-enough 
frequency, although new in-situ probes are being developped (Copetti et al., 2017). The study of 
Suratman et al. (2010) used moored buoys (“SmartBuoy”) to sample water at high-frequency (daily or 
every other day) and store samples for nutrient analysis, but there are limitations due to the storage 
volume that requires regular servicing.  
 
Future Perspectives 
The sheer amount and multidimensional aspect of high-frequency flow cytometry data that can be 
collected for addressing phytoplankton abundance, chlorophyll-a and biomass per optical (functional) 
group, represent a challenge in themselves. Besides the possible idiosyncrasy of each operator who 
comes to cluster such data, leading to possible bias, the time needed to do so represents a significant 
investment that can be tackled with automated analysis techniques. This calls for new automation of 
data clustering, which should provide more quickly more coherent data based on mathematical 
definitions, as was done in previous studies (Malkassian et al., 2011; Aardema et al., 2019; Wacquet et 
al., 2020 in Hess, 2020).  Automated flow cytometry of CytoSense/Sub type not only allows to address 
the phytoplankton complete size range, but it also records pulse-shapes of cells and colonies, and 
improvements of its in-flow imaging capabilities are in progress. When deployed at high-frequency in 
spatial and temporal fine scale-related studies, it represents a welcome addition to standardized 
underway sampling practices, for the time being only limited by reliability issues, necessary on-site 




Potentially, this could yield much more precise functional group definition that could be more easily 
related to other data collected.  
Cytometric functional groups found to be biological markers (of a water mass trophic state, for example, 
by considering microeukaryotic contribution to total autotrophic biomass) could be proposed as one of 
the Essential Biodiversity Variables. Right now, it is not possible for instance to univocally assign 
specific cytometric clusters to Harmful Algal Species, but the general cluster they belong to could be 
useful to monitor as an early-warning indicator. This thesis showed that some groups relative abundance 
or biomass (thus, community composition) mark certain areas at a fine scale, and traits evaluated per 
group bring more details to the understanding of the community to be interpreted in relation to abiotic 
factors, which at present is not possible to do with other automated instrumentation. In particular, the 
trait approach applied per group revealed itself to be quite informative to characterize further 
phytoplankton assemblages.  
It was problematic to relate flow cytometry-derived data (total FLR of sample, or of the most important 
groups for that pool) to pigment information given by chlorophyll-a extraction, HPLC analysis or in-
vivo fluorescence data due to significant divergences between the instruments used, probably deriving 
from their different optics for in-situ instruments (Chapter 3.1). A notable exception was the quite good 
correlation between chlorophyll-a estimated by a probe and total FLR estimated by a CytoSub, both 
submerged in the Gulf of Naples (Chapter 4.1) Above all, metabarcoding, metagenomics and 
metatranscriptomics analysis will bring deep insights into taxonomic diversity and functioning of the 
microbial communities, although few designs are yet suited for in-situ high-frequency sampling (see the 
Environmental Sample Processor; Bowers et al., 2016). Information on photophysiology given at high-
frequency by multispectral variable/active fluorometry approaches (as FRRf) has been shown to be 
useful, especially when coupled to a CytoSense (Aardema et al., 2018, 2019) and should be considered 
for improved investigation of phytoplankton communities’ physiology as it allows to separate better 
environmental and biological stressors.  
One of the most cost-efficient way to gain some level of taxonomical information is to employ high-
resolution imagery systems to classify taxonomically phytoplankton cells, as was done by Caillault et 
al., (2009) for CytoSense-generated pulse-shapes. Some instruments, such as the Imaging Flow 
CytoBot, are now commercially available, dedicated to the collection of such datasets (Anglès et al., 
2015). Such an approach is valuable in itself, but highly more when coupled to more qualitative single-
cell (optical) information such as the one provided by a CytoSense/Sub. The newer machines can be 
fitted with high-resolution cameras and can be able to store a theoretically unlimited number of pictures, 
which should be useful for increased imaging requirements. It however would not help much with the 
description of the smallest cells (< 10 µm), for which identification remains difficult without the help of 




The present study highlights that, in order to gain a detailed idea of the phytoplankton community 
functional composition, distribution and variability, an integrated approach is required so to profit from 
multidisciplinary and multi-scale data, so to obtain the much-needed information on the multi-scale 
processes affecting the whole phytoplankton community. As such, in vivo/in-situ automated high-
frequency flow cytometry monitoring provides quantitative total, relative and single-cell/colony 
information of the whole phytoplankton size-range. A combination with remotely-sensed data would be 
extremely useful and easily available and should be integrated to any research cruise or sampling 
program for its capacity of giving a synoptic view of an area allowing to contextualize the sampling, at 
least in sub-surface waters. In fact, calibrating remotely-sensed data with in-situ optical measurements 
remains an issue, and the high-frequency approach of the CytoSense combined to the description it 
provides of the community in terms of size and optical features distribution make it a candidate tool. 
Indeed, Thyssen et al. (2015) proved that CytoSense data could be used – and with more accuracy than 
traditional sampling techniques – to correct PHYSAT anomalies. When placed at a fixed site, high 
frequency monitoring of total dissolved nutrients should be considered as well, as is done with the 
British national monitoring program (Suratman et al., 2010). Finally, metabarcoding, metagenomics and 
metatranscriptomics analysis should be included as well for their unprecedented capacity of depicting a 
community composition in terms of species stocks and of its physiological activities, such as was done 
at station L4 in the English Channel with an automated DNA sampler and extractor. Such an integrated 
approach would result in a greater understanding of mechanisms that rule phytoplankton abundance, 
dynamics, functional and taxonomical diversity and richness, whether in the context of punctual, 
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Table 1 – Average phytoplankton abundances (cells mL-1), Carbon content (fg C cell-1), and FLR (AU mL-1) shares ± standard deviation for coastal and offshore waters, before 
and after the storm, for the NAD19 dataset. 
Water mode Total concentration Syn. % PicoFLR % NanoFLR % NanoFLO % MicroFLR % n 
 
All 24 638 ± 11 804  47% ± 31% 27% ± 15% 21% ± 15% 1% ± 1% 4% ± 5% 715 
River-influenced, pre-storm 19 814 ± 9 090 12% ± 10% 40% ± 9% 37% ± 10% 1% ± 0.5% 10% ± 6% 190 
River-influenced, post-storm 17 029 ± 10 828 26% ± 12% 40% ± 7% 29% ± 9% 1% ± 1% 4% ± 3% 98 
Fully-marine, pre-storm 26 973 ± 9 663 68% ± 20% 16% ± 8% 14% ± 10% 1% ± 0.3% 2% ± 3% 195 
Fully-marine, post-storm 29 840 ± 12 647 66% ± 23% 21% ± 14% 11% ± 10% 1% ± 1% 1% ± 1% 232 
 Total Carbon       
All 813 332 ± 1 168 229 1% ± 1% 2% ± 1% 60% ± 15% 11% ± 12% 27% ± 20% 715 
River-influenced, pre-storm 1 958 117 ± 1 696 649 0.0% ± 0.1% 1% ± 1% 50% ± 17% 2% ± 3% 48% ± 17% 190 
River-influenced, post-storm 728 375 ± 705 643 0.1% ± 0.3% 2% ± 2% 61% ± 17% 12% ± 16% 25% ± 13% 98 
Fully-marine, pre-storm 435 754 ± 323 861  1% ± 1% 1% ± 0.5% 61% ± 13% 11% ± 7% 26% ± 17% 195 
Fully-marine, post-storm 229 041 ± 147 399  2% ± 2% 3% ± 1% 66% ± 11% 18% ± 12% 11% ± 9% 232 
 Total FLR       
All 120 272 522 ± 130 039 550 5% ± 8% 13% ± 7% 59% ± 12% 4% ± 3% 18% ± 14% 715 
River-influenced, pre-storm 238 839 535 ± 168 128 926 0.2% ± 0.3% 9% ± 3% 58% ± 13% 1% ± 1% 32% ± 12% 190 
River-influenced, post-storm 142 951 778 ± 147 184 193 1% ± 1% 11% ± 6% 66% ± 11% 3% ± 2% 19% ± 13% 98 
Fully-marine, pre-storm 70 222 032 ± 38 409 557 4% ± 3% 11% ± 4% 61% ± 8% 6% ± 4% 18% ± 12% 195 
Fully-marine, post-storm 55 658 496 ± 26 754 443 12% ± 10% 20% ± 7% 55% ± 13% 5% ± 3% 7% ± 7% 232 
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Microeuk. FLR Chain-like 
Microeuk. FLR 
23/01/2018 FCW 0.273±0.019 3.648±0.398 1.532±0.443 81.005±4.399 184.923±63.003 240.724±235.215 265.784±184.196 NA 21.549±8.201 128.101±26.565 151.143±20.635 143.203±48.269 638.329±752.215 385.703±716.493 
 SCW 0.261±0.014 3.2±0.427 1.569±0.302 81.18±4.849 153.782±67.642 277.993±187.88 207.835±100.382 NA 19.673±2.638 138.005±16.41 147.148±18.035 158.62±41.276 588.52±714.766 1141.875±1109.023 
 TSW 0.246±0.004 2.701±0.088 1.424±0.224 68.288±4.422 185.516±90.686 168.671±221.318 190.072±99.073 NA 10.871±2.591 100.023±12.82 131.342±10.972 161.263±76.572 666.491±892.784 1105.473±1680.456 
30/01/2018 FCW 0.262±0.016 3.191±0.155 1.007±0.161 70.736±4.905 188.679±140.444 225.972±257.012 547.913±148.051 NA 22.512±5.089 128.474±38.91 112.137±14.421 110.521±13.245 1305.826±796.014 1469.738±373.999 
 SCW 0.24±0.006 3.253±0.11 0.961±0.103 81.046±4.416 232.295±40.422 355.191±108.532 450.388±57.52 NA 14.511±2.072 157.228±22.491 120.061±10.634 150.389±34.141 1148.664±481.116 1280.739±327.475 
 TSW 0.238±0.045 3.184±0.337 1.157±0.278 62.315±5.119 131.895±138.688 77.115±145.676 231.305±128.274 NA 8.585±1368 94.773±14.317 123.39±50.439 141.242±71.782 1355.056±2565.802 593.517±1014.61 
06/06/2018 SCW 0.334±0.026 3.445±0.263 1.811±0.207 91.757±14.636 196.443±2.859 346.609±17.89 119.76±5.51 279.161±52.992 6.982±2.184 128.301±7.777 210.362±51.909 97.367±43.254 695.731±85.021 483.626±837.664 
 TSW 0.338±0.017 3.28±0.117 1.714±0.165 76.387±1.505 197.954±27.697 301.763±113.791 97.44±12.951 168.957±30.304 4.232±0.374 123.66±8.84 147.938±30.81 65.533±11.099 999.759±1524.485 385.277±713.381 
11/06/2018 FCW 0.384±0.014 5.731±0.166 2.836±0.07 85.915±4.481 215.095±16.355 367.653±11.34 101.484±10.523 208.377±33.827 5.767±1.422 123.697±5.238 178.663±29.868 136.162±28.089 876.943±453.862 803.614±574.817 
 SCW 0.361±0.013 5.522±0.359 2.642±0.101 81.839±2.255 206.042±10.804 400.666±29.663 132.964±23.454 242.91±60.52 4.755±0.568 123.051±2.649 168.517±16.816 141.616±37.613 1203.971±563.817 1480.107±1415.246 
 TSW 0.303±.007 4.431±0.195 2.279±0.065 89.98±1.942 235.636±38.191 392.642±70.155 164.723±25.04 265.587±64.676 4.819±0.601 149.299±25.007 164.302±17.025 153.958±35.158 1453.217±837.137 757.226±969.854 
08/03/2019 FCW 0.223±0.063 1.193±0.217 2.298±0.333 100.208±9.462 600.68±57.452 NA 381.517±35.285 NA NA 200.694±10.732 NA NA 297.608±27.34 1374.657±125.806 
 Sarno 0.245± NA 1.418± NA 2.914± NA 106.847± NA 556.456± NA NA 338.386± NA NA NA 203.002± NA NA NA 239.503± NA 926.634± NA 
 SCW 0.183±0.017 0.993±0.06 2.868±0.819 88.229±6.172 573.926±29.862 NA 312.792±26.638 NA NA 209.327±11.077 NA NA 278.247±31.097 1368.014±113.248 
 TSW 0.164±0.009 0.879±0.05 1.841±0.487 77.843±6.514 601.262±39.593 NA 304.026±11.13 NA NA 202.703±10.267 NA NA 315.63±27.46 1397.621±144.202 
17/04/2019 SCW 0.152±0.008 0.932±0.097 0.835±0.185 75.266±5.226 194.991±16.25 NA 96.781±26.662 NA 6.992±0.835 183.954±18.786 117.212±9.605 127.226±26.296 994.332±306.135 NA 
 TSW 0.147±0.012 0.871±0.054 0.742±0.138 74.386±6.392 196.591±22.907 NA 120.343±34.486 NA 6.73±1.824 171.926±28.269 120.197±12.699 121.283±31.879 1027.056±269.019 NA 
18/04/2019 FCW 0.216± NA 2.021± NA 1.1± NA 127.472± NA 206.82± NA NA 349.69± NA NA 7.846± NA 142.208± NA 81.837± NA 182.747± NA 999.213± NA NA 
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 SCW 0.159±0.015 1.003±0.161 0.919±0.089 87.488±6.636 228.728±15.368 NA 148.441±28.56 NA 6.298±1.018 187.289±14.479 113.714±10.224 120.986±16.844 938.177±72.259 NA 
 TSW 0.153±0.003 1.172±0.093 0.942±0.076 98.309±5.285 238.881±11.937 NA 169.039±11.568 NA 5.353±0.598 201.188±8.308 110.4±5.774 137.066±18.627 963.055±68.949 NA 
07/05/2019 SCW 0.146±0.021 0.927±0.157 0.78±0.064 67.595±2.859 227.437±32.277 NA 273.848±43.787 NA 7.15±1.123 142.241±11.724 104.604±23.356 107.139±12.386 651.755±139.013 NA 
 TSW 0.133±0.008 0.841±0.112 0.841±0.118 66.617±0.576 192.99±12.529 NA 258.305±53.506 NA 7.208±2.231 153.098±6.194 145.706±24.086 109.708±20.77 528.281±155.638 NA 
08/05/2019 FCW 0.198± NA 1.303± NA 1.12± NA 67.823± NA 236.925± NA NA 75.971± NA NA 10.854± NA 153.347± NA 102.04± NA 123.81± NA 492.361± NA NA 
 Sarno 0.192±0.003 1.205±0.054 1.586±0.196 79.046±5.904 271.144±12.136 NA 218.24±121.481 NA 9.231±0.282 160.2±7.347 93.97±8.618 119.145±14.718 407.754±99.666 NA 
 SCW 0.173±0.015 0.986±0.166 1.566±0.412 73.254±3.762 220.508±19.234 NA 158.237±90.244 NA 7.256±1.283 156.966±7.879 102.573±15.66 113.864±12.695 464.399±167.518 NA 
 TSW 0.16±0.014 0.872±0.099 1.526±0.395 73.672±4.465 206.278±18.172 NA 156.579±56.319 NA 5.121±1.37 168.033±12.877 145.682±22.044 117.939±17.083 601.723±199.236 NA 
01/08/2019 SCW 0.197±0.022 2.113±0.271 1.641±0.118 97.934±8.432 NA NA 256.991±27.41 292.8±56.885 4.688±1.745 188.691±12.836 105.288±14.363 169.149±30.08 630.145±206.276 2230.882±606.521 
 TSW 0.194±0.005 2.256±0.293 1.327±0.11 87.192±5.133 NA NA 250.242±6.962 207.01±32.068 6.037±2.346 180.555±23.222 118.984±10.98 230.231±56.512 697.32±203.391 3410.535±6048.807 
30/09/2019 SCW 0.162±0.013 1.241±0.046 0.955±0.067 97.42±11.677 161.103±12.126 NA 281.197±34.11 NA 4.896±0.3 116.528±6.171 98.684±6.807 128.091±16.822 775.386±79.826 1193.077±306.589 
09/10/2019 FCW 0.143± NA 1.244± NA 1.037± NA 59.757± NA 133.596± NA NA 199.191± NA NA 7.012± NA 82.426± NA 93.081± NA 156.453± NA 2193.689± NA 1853.542± NA 
 SCW 0.175±0.023 1.686±0.345 1.227±0.193 81.752±11.07 139.46±14.905 NA 233.295±21.122 NA 7.092±0.726 112.718±15.213 111.434±12.631 142.806±34.187 1206.227±803.391 1834.33±1879.676 
10/10/2019 SCW 0.158±0.017 1.606±0.053 1.201±0.136 76.588±3.68 135.677±13.259 NA 228.379±19.041 NA 7.012±0.639 110.158±9.801 110.52±8.99 140.95±25.789 797.701±423.038 1167.682±349.763 
28/01/2020* SCW 0.782±0.013 4.813±0.181 2.998±0.471 207.801±11.772 NA NA 1021.355±144.428 NA 59.26±41.813 394.26±49.84 354.919±113.008 503.359±80.277 NA NA 









Table 3 – Mean (± standard deviation) concentration (in cell. mL-1) of the different groups for each water mass sampled, for the GoN dataset. 
































23/01/2018 Harbour 4254±1118 689±226 209±116 1625±497 13±8 3±4 62±36 NA 358±122 135±57 614±178 451±30 3±3 0.8±1 
 CSW 4999±901 1099±437 211±147 1586±340 12±8 5±5 61±17 NA 419±151 163±46 714±251 78±75 3±3 4±4 
 TSW 6793±1933 1227±89 195±75 888±95 7±4 1±2 18±9 NA 168±30 58±12 218±34 19±8 1±1 2±2 
30/01/2018 Harbour 4228±1219 1199±126 467±253 1573±345 7±7 2 ±2 142±45 NA 402±100 102±64 644±156 78±48 9 ±5 26±9 
 CSW 9454±985 1630±232 1374±956 2040±346 22±10 15±7 317±109 NA 401±44 165±43 473±55 71±19 13±7 47±22 
 TSW 12369±4724 813±159 154±72 744±148 5±6 2±3 27±28 NA 321±154 48±24 235±92 17±20 1±2 1±2 
06/06/2018 CSW 38633±7370 936±234 1733 ±749 8515±6131 266±287 198±298 837±852 262±294 1001±438 592±410 769±566 180±33 19±20 3±6 
 TSW 46583±1661 872±75 754±125 4189±346 56±14 8±5 111±28 46±10 1194±227 199±89 386±63 159±55 3±2 1±1 




64742±8759 2548±255 7583±1688 16905±2190 316±73 72±37 3629±914 653±95 6873±1104 1239±515 1049±127 304±44 21±10 14±3 
 TSW 25407±4273 1003±217 2986±806 6826±1382 105±44 10±6 741±283 172±58 1488±447 52±24 550±121 62±25 7±4 1±1 
08/03/2019 Harbour 4842±3312 5191±1744 2117±1032 24241±9547 224±190 NA 250±111 NA NA 934±573 NA NA 267±170 91±103 
 Sarno 3487±NA 3880± NA 1515± NA 4475± NA 115± NA NA 49± NA NA NA 397± NA NA NA 87± NA 13± NA 
 CSW 4085±1429 5562±505 1295±267 20718±4133 135±106 NA 209±74 NA NA 795±298 NA NA 162±69 26±10 
 TSW 6666±3944 4494±1044 1173±249 13895±3090 82±18 NA 125±24 NA NA 578±441 NA NA 93±35 21±4 
17/04/2019 CSW 56852±7291 4199±797 195±302 6028±2917 164±35 NA 470±952 NA 460±150 82±105 541±247 77±24 24±31 NA 
 TSW 36456±9448 3599±1628 318±386 6137±4716 113±42 NA 780±1340 NA 264±150 105±171 424±227 58±29 39±51 NA 
18/04/2019 Harbour 8010±NA 3933± NA 1822± NA 13310± NA 161.3± NA NA 1171± NA NA 38050± NA 233± NA 3623± NA 128± NA 352± NA NA 
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 CSW 50947±4699 9487±866 1529±379 17633±1264 233±63 NA 2815±602 NA 9137±6358 653±183 1323±302 162±23 139±47 NA 
 TSW 41852±2358 5673±948 1193±167 13302±1178 233±24 NA 3166±291 NA 620±32 442±101 881±87 117 ±19 144±33 NA 
07/05/2019 CSW 33268±9722 2593±1036 317±120 3392±724 74±37 NA 177 ±82 NA 478±257 318±128 1371±660 140 ±73 95±36 NA 
 TSW 31170±2728 810±75 105±20 2912±76 57±8 NA 45±10 NA 42±7 104±13 155±19 41±9 42±7 NA 
08/05/2019 Harbour 13860±NA 3089± NA 1108± NA 4127± NA 77± NA NA 107± NA NA 624± NA 322± NA 1759± NA 190± NA 275± NA NA 
 Sarno 48328±4758 7436±1438 629±179 4989±902 418±250 NA 325±300 NA 1963 ±86 1413±465 2468±140 126±25 499±273 NA 
 CSW 53916±9351 6609 ±2873 566±336 6916±1294 214±55 NA 171±80 NA 897±613 1073±316 1229±678 123±21 325±210 NA 
 TSW 32215±5764 1479±826 208±85 5385±1644 141±61 NA 104±60 NA 109±44 369±170 266±96 65±22 96±80 NA 
01/08/2019 CSW 54538±7416 1446 ±810 1292±210 5400±1473 NA NA 2790±1406 2479±640 1957±854 603±395 551±388 391±146 74±38 15±7 
 TSW 33801±5628 1480±998 609±227 1768±727 NA NA 622±316 853±249 450±486 66±82 126±60 86 ±59 15±6 5±2 
30/09/2019 CSW 91947±9470 3010±418 1626±250 6752±471 114±26 NA 6903±581 NA 2439±393 361±167 1109±193 160±16 66±19 23±6 
09/10/2019 Harbour 51200±NA 1158± NA 478± NA 2968± NA 36± NA NA 1801± NA NA 733± NA 365± NA 907± NA 71± NA 9± NA 8± NA 
 CSW 65905±3418 855±96 526±153 1318±219 71±47 NA 2117±498 NA 445±84 207±116 354±66 46±11 10±5 4±2 
10/10/2019 CSW 71928±2980 614±89 400±82 1039±252 51±13 NA 2209±405 NA 415±69 118±56 321±63 46±11 13 ±5 7±2 









































23/01/2018 Harbour 1157±298 2472±677 310±173 131790±42355 2406±1307 1569±1694 13336±5136 NA 7535±3022 18098±9610 92849±31174 6748±5792 4434±5756 1086±2016 
 CSW 1304±242 3374±1143 308±178 128670±29531 2185±1713 2028±1760 12628±6609 NA 8323±3369 22764±7827 104038±34015 11603±10270 3627±5427 7489±8808 
 TSW 1669±472 3315±279 272±97 60905±9800 1233±812 518±728 3549±2337 NA 1851±593 5799±1657 28770±5482 3068±1976 1712±2246 3449±4287 
30/01/2018 Harbour 1105±313 3825±433 480±285 112436±8986 1499±1136 916±1012 76293±28975 NA 9173±3745 15165±5439 72428±0642 8768±5689 14298±10134 36624±738 
 CSW 2271±244 5300±756 1261±827 166357±32993 5173±2339 5601±2924 139106±43141 NA 5810±987 26072±7590 56961±9198 10722±3743 15390±10688 57290±24612 
 TSW 2788±885 2570±476 173±69 46701±12067 1081±1454 506±971 9251±12911 NA 2631±848 4750±3096 32163±29720 2369±2963 4636±7954 2046±3645 
06/06/2018 CSW 12901±2655 3263±1053 3185±1606 841075±738052 52504±56615 67373±101210 101949±106800 83271±103559 7572±5667 75154±49738 180869±173342 18538±11768 14851±16521 5620±9734 
 TSW 15760±1092 2865±287 1294±262 320246±30530 10974±2628 2993±2139 10820±2844 7765±2324 5066±1100 24664±11007 57748±19603 10366±3895 5290±9173 1733±4981 
11/06/2018 Harbour 20893±4002 16344±6072 28908±6280 1718858±587417 96306±42102 131428±122557 642783±416855 223154±145186 47554±15864 385372±146892 254910±103659 53818±19293 33400±25946 19179±13505 
 CSW 23450±3922 14040±1339 20135±5041 1384367±188625 65448±16671 28310±13658 491421±164561 161283±52337 32468±4806 153450±65906 176458±24698 43970±15120 28495±25517 19599±17633 
 TSW 7726±1424 4481±1109 6832±1907 615695±130447 23542±9188 4028±2277 127895±56500 48296±22203 7296±2542 7904±3785 91436±25184 9395±3534 10143±7247 2219±2778 
08/03/2019 Harbour 939±460 5904±1591 4632±1617 2413116±940932 127206±100822 NA 95782±43249 NA NA 192344±129620 NA NA 78008±48192 119053±129796 
 Sarno 854± NA 5500± NA 4414± NA 478139± NA 64271± NA NA 16909± NA NA NA 80693± NA NA NA 21026± NA 12519± NA 
 CSW 743±264 5530±674 3636±975 1839810±466276 75061±53208 NA 65615±24920 NA NA 168495±72902 NA NA 44331±19086 35344±12473 
 TSW 1074±587 3978±1084 2081±252 1076950±232944 48487±7829 NA 37873±7067 NA NA 120233±100563 NA NA 28839±9183 29206±3588 
17/04/2019 CSW 8629±1154 3965±1227 170±288 466384±294822 32128±8384 NA 54592±131389 NA 3213±1110 14651±16696 63584±30776 9930±4152 24024±30027 NA 
 TSW 5362±1509 3142±1463 241±308 484556±428701 22597±9336 NA 93809±161950 NA 1686±845 18076±29490 49825±23544 7237±4513 40807±55633 NA 
18/04/2019 Harbour 1728± NA 7949± NA 2004± NA 1696659± NA 33360± NA NA 409486± NA NA 298534± NA 33120± NA 296495± NA 23465± NA 352123± NA NA 
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 CSW 8086±878 9404±896 1415±438 1540539±142110 53938±16576 NA 406550±60784 NA 63420±45976 124238±41891 149153±26535 19592±3639 130619±46955 NA 
 TSW 6412±467 6594±726 1120±148 1306324±116152 55656±5895 NA 534394±52070 NA 3330±507 89750±24583 97348±10760 16147±3928 137989±29090 NA 
07/05/2019 CSW 4865±1632 2389±960 245±92 230440±56731 16867±8761 NA 48999±22042 NA 3620±2078 45683±20260 131673±58552 15716±8856 63317±26378 NA 
 TSW 4170±571 680±100 90±24 194002±5615 11071±1478 NA 11778±3512 NA 300±90 16056±2090 22847±5670 4498±1111 22264±5911 NA 
08/05/2019 Harbour 2751± NA 4026± NA 1241± NA 279904± NA 18274± NA NA 8144± NA NA 6778± NA 49332± NA 179489± NA 23524± NA 135202± NA NA 
 Sarno 9266±866 8939±1618 991±269 395280±81420 112273±62841 NA 96172±99937 NA 18109±641 227314±78213 232609±31397 15124±4188 185770±70693 NA 
 CSW 9334±1646 6390±2481 804±351 506400±97045 47406±13041 NA 33225±31530 NA 7171±6151 168200±49941 117682±52432 14057±2763 121744±51977 NA 
 TSW 5169±1094 1246±586 319±141 401017±136852 29920±14134 NA 17986±13874 NA 562±297 63194±30327 38291±12258 7825±3105 46927±23812 NA 
01/08/2019 CSW 10772±1932 2925±1234 2139±455 526962±142080 NA NA 694823±305164 710914±171722 8143±2806 115867±77543 55640±38007 63890±19857 43359±18406 33742±19277 
 TSW 6577±1161 3152±1817 821±353 156751±72310 NA NA 156779±81647 182985±81735 1762±1069 11852±14404 15105±7430 17575±7875 10543±4511 13528±10282 
30/09/2019 CSW 14795±1408 3739±557 1545±217 655898±76701 18621±5157 NA 1924792±123968 NA 11880±1605 41733±18636 110424±27127 20507±2893 52620±18906 27454±9082 
09/10/2019 Harbour 7335± NA 1441± NA 496± NA 177360± NA 4926± NA NA 358743± NA NA 5142± NA 30143± NA 84499± NA 11226± NA 21860± NA 16624± 
 CSW 11533±1465 1438±323 653±228 106355±15636 9749±5297 NA 491839±120089 NA 3196±825 24439±17085 39095±6559 6626±1892 12006±7967 7585±5666 
10/10/2019 CSW 11382±1172 984±132 483±125 80332±23079 6888±1690 NA 506623±113972 NA 2922±595 13252±7001 35288±6105 6647±2120 10603±5876 9138±4109 









Table 5 – Mean (± standard deviation) total FLR (in AU mL-1) of the different groups for each water mass sampled, for the GoN dataset. 
Date Water 
Mass 
Syn Picoeuk. FLR Picoeuk. 
HighFLR 
















































































































































































































































































































NA 153195±79570 NA NA 
16284150±1307
3804 




1840672± NA 6946275± NA 41541425± NA 493185± NA NA 23166± NA NA NA 6240750± NA NA NA 38926± NA 67726± NA 
Alexandre Epinoux 














600104±522792 NA 100803±40835 NA NA 
12328266±6962
771 











353102±94817 NA 57662±9495 NA NA 
7935707±70150
57 

























































1689224± NA 2904268± NA 135762000± NA 4984170± NA NA 25644900± NA NA 
1688659± 
NA 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 1 – TS diagrams of each cruise considered for the GoN dataset, used for defining water masses. Black bars 
indicate thresholds for defining water masses. 
Alexandre Epinoux 










































































































































Figure 12 continued – TS diagrams of each cruise considered for the GoN dataset, used for defining water masses. 
Black bars indicate thresholds for defining water masses. 
Alexandre Epinoux 
































































Figure 1 continued – TS diagrams of each cruise considered for the GoN dataset, used for defining water masses. 
Black bars indicate thresholds for defining water masses. 
Alexandre Epinoux 









































Figure 2 – Surface maps of remotely-sensed chlorophyll-a distribution for each covered sampling of the GoN 








































Figure 2 continued – Surface maps of remotely-sensed chlorophyll-a distribution for each covered sampling of 


















Table 6 – Average cellular carbon content (±SD) of each cytometric group per water phase, for the MEDA-B dataset. 
 
 Spring Dark Blue  
(I) 
Spring Light Blue 
(II) 
Spring Light Green 
(III) 
Spring Dark Green 
(IV) 
June Light Green 
(V) 
June Dark Green  
(VI) 
Summer Light Blue 
(VII) 



















PicoFLR 5 727 
± 1 299 
 
4 742 
± 1 102 
5 424 
± 1 114 
4 484 
± 1 088 
16 984 
± 3 424 
16 805 
± 7 007 
15 006 
± 3 235 
12 365 
± 2760 
NanoFLR 202 x 103 
± 29 x 103 
 
193 x 103 
± 29 x 103 
209 x 103 
± 26 x 103 
181 x 103 
± 25 x 103 
224 x 103 
± 50 x 103 
191 x 103 
± 43 x 103 
269 x 103 
± 58 x 103 
197 x 103 
± 39 x 103 
NanoFLR-
HighSWS 
452 x 103 
± 62 x 103 
 
670 x 103 
± 106 x 103 
595 x 103 
± 95 x 103 
459 x 103 
± 50 x 103 
536 x 103 
± 44 x 103 
534 x 103 
± 46 x 103 
495 x 103 
± 55 x 103 
489 x 103 
± 56 x 103 
FLO/FLR Naneuk. 
FLR 
440 x 103 
± 58 x 103 
 
626 x 103 
± 69 x 103 
580 x 103 
± 106 x 103 
479 x 103 
± 61 x 103 
552 x 103 
± 39 x 103 
513 x 103 
± 75 x 103 
495 x 103 
± 77 x 103 
413 x 103 
± 60 x 103 
NanoFLY 218 x 103 
± 41 x 103 
 
283 x 103 
± 57 x 103 
280 x 103 
± 62 x 103 
209 x 103 
± 31 x 103 
145 x 103 
± 11 x 103 
127 x 103 
± 32 x 103 
277 x 103 
± 71 x 103 
219 x 103 
± 62 x 103 
MicroFLR-FWS1 422 x 103 
± 245 x 103 
 
419 x 103 
± 119 x 103 
459 x 103 
± 132 x 103 
390 x 103 
± 93 x 103 
1 x 106 
± 0.2 x 106 
1 x 106 
± 0.1 x 106 
1 x 106 
± 0.2 x 106 
899 x 103 
± 163 x 103 
MicroFLR-FWS2 157 x 103 
± 36 x 103 
 
151 x 103 
± 29 x 103 
155 x 103 
± 26 x 103 
141 x 103 
± 25 x 103 
213 x 103 
± 30 x 103 
189 x 103 
± 41 x 103 
241 x 103 
± 31 x 103 
201 x 103 
± 38 x 103 
Chain-like1 2 x 106 
± 2 x 106 
 
5 x 106 
± 1 x 106 
2 x 106 
± 0.9 x 106 
2 x 106 
± 0.4 x 106 
0.5 x 106 
± 0.1 x 106 
0.5 x 106 
± 0.1 x 106 
2 x 106 
± 0.5 x 106 
1 x 106 
± 0.4 x 106 
Chain-like2 2 x 106 
± 2 x 106 
2 x 106 
± 1 x 106 
3 x 106 
± 0.9 x 106 
3 x 106 
± 0.9 x 106 
3 x 106 
± 0.5 x 106 
3 x 106 
± 0.7 x 106 
4 x 106 
± 0.7 x 106 
3 x 106 
























































Figure 3 – Lomb-Scargle periodograms calculated over the whole MEDA-B dataset for the abundance of (A) Syn (B) PicoFLR 
(C) NanoFLR (D) NanoFLR-HighSWS (E) MicroFLR-FWS1 (F) MicroFLR-FWS2 (G) NanoFLO (H) NanoFLY (I) Chain-



































Figure 4 – Lomb-Scargle periodograms calculated over the whole MEDA-B dataset for the biomass of (A) Syn (B) 
PicoFLR (C) NanoFLR (D) NanoFLR-HighSWS (E) MicroFLR-FWS1 (F) MicroFLR-FWS2 (G) NanoFLO (H) 



































Figure 5 – Lomb-Scargle periodograms calculated over the whole MEDA-B dataset for the FLR of (A) Syn (B) PicoFLR 
(C) NanoFLR (D) NanoFLR-HighSWS (E) MicroFLR-FWS1 (F) MicroFLR-FWS2 (G) NanoFLO (H) NanoFLY (I) Chain-



































Figure 6 – Lomb-Scargle periodograms calculated over the first sampling period of the MEDA-B dataset for the 
abundance of (A) Syn (B) PicoFLR (C) NanoFLR (D) NanoFLR-HighSWS (E) MicroFLR-FWS1 (F) MicroFLR-FWS2 



































Figure 7 – Lomb-Scargle periodograms calculated over the first sampling period of the MEDA-B dataset for the 
biomass of (A) Syn (B) PicoFLR (C) NanoFLR (D) NanoFLR-HighSWS (E) MicroFLR-FWS1 (F) MicroFLR-FWS2 



































Figure 8 – Lomb-Scargle periodograms calculated over the first sampling period of the MEDA-B dataset for the FLR of (A) 
Syn (B) PicoFLR (C) NanoFLR (D) NanoFLR-HighSWS (E) MicroFLR-FWS1 (F) MicroFLR-FWS2 (G) NanoFLO (H) 



































Figure 9 – Lomb-Scargle periodograms calculated over the second sampling period of the MEDA-B dataset for the 
abundance of (A) Syn (B) PicoFLR (C) NanoFLR (D) NanoFLR-HighSWS (E) MicroFLR-FWS1 (F) MicroFLR-FWS2 (G) 



































Figure 10 – Lomb-Scargle periodograms calculated over the second sampling period of the MEDA-B dataset for the 
biomass of (A) Syn (B) PicoFLR (C) NanoFLR (D) NanoFLR-HighSWS (E) MicroFLR-FWS1 (F) MicroFLR-FWS2 (G) 



















Figure 11– Lomb-Scargle periodograms calculated over the second sampling period of the MEDA-B dataset for the FLR 
of (A) Syn (B) PicoFLR (C) NanoFLR (D) NanoFLR-HighSWS (E) MicroFLR-FWS1 (F) MicroFLR-FWS2 (G) NanoFLO 
(H) NanoFLY (I) Chain-like1 (J) Chain-like2. 
